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Abstract
This thesis presents results and method developments in both experimental and theoretical par-
ticle physics. The main part shows measurements of `+`−`′+`′− production (where `, `′ is either
an electron or a muon) in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy. The col-
lisions were produced by the Large Hadron Collider in 2015 and 2016 and observed with the
ATLAS detector. In a phase space sensitive to Z boson pair production, the integrated cross sec-
tion as well as dierential cross sections with respect to twenty-one observables are measured.
Ten of these directly measure associated jet activity. The measurements provide an important
test of the Standard Model of particle physics. A direct search for eects beyond the Standard
Model aecting ZZ production is performed in a generic eective eld theory approach. No sig-
nicant deviations from the Standard Model predictions are observed. Exclusion limits are set
on the parameters describing new physics in the eective eld theory. In theoretical develop-
ments, the automated description of loop-induced processes with the Herwig 7 event generator
is presented. These are processes that can only occur via a quantum loop of virtual particles.
Preliminary results in leading-order quantum chromodynamics are shown for the production of
a Higgs boson, of a pair of Higgs bosons, and of four leptons. The Higgs boson results show
that the full loop-induced description can deviate signicantly from the common approximation
where the mass of the top quark is treated as innitely large. Thus, including loop eects is cru-
cial to obtaining precise predictions to compare to measurements at the Large Hadron Collider.
Developments towards a next-to-leading-order description of arbitrary loop-induced processes
are shown.
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Part I
Introduction
1 Prologue: into the unknown
Particle physics tries to answer the question, what the fundamental building blocks of Nature
and their interactions are. Historically, it has been a matter of diving deeper into the structure
of matter: many particles and interactions that were once believed elementary were later found
to be emergent manifestations of more fundamental ingredients. In the early 19th century, all
chemical elements were discovered to be made of atoms, which were thought to be indivisible.
However, around a hundred years later, the discovery of the electron (Thomson 1897) as well as
the experimental demonstration that the positive charge inside an atom is located at its almost
pointlike centre (Geiger, Marsden, Rutherford 1909–1911) led to the realisation that atoms were
in fact composite objects, consisting of a central nucleus surrounded by electrons. The discovery
of the neutron (Chadwick 1932) quickly led to a model of the atomic nucleus being made up
of neutrons and protons (Ivanenko, Heisenberg 1932). Almost at the same time, the discovery
of the positron (Anderson 1932) established the existence of antimatter. It is now known that
all fundamental particles either have an antiparticle, or are their own antiparticle. The muon
(Anderson, Neddermeyer, et al. 1936) and the pion (Lattes, Occhialini, Powell, et al. 1947) were
the rst discovered particle species that are not part of atoms. Both are unstable, with average
lifetimes of the order of 1 µs and 0.01 µs, respectively. Starting in the years following the Second
World War, many fresh particle discoveries led to an increasingly complex view of the structure of
matter. By the 1960s, more and more powerful human-made particle accelerators replaced cosmic
rays as the primary source of particle collisions to study. This enabled the performing of deep-
inelastic-scattering experiments in the late 1960s that revealed many of the discovered particles
to be composed of more fundamental ones, now called quarks. Particles composed of quarks
are collectively referred to as hadrons. Six types (‘avours’) of quarks have been found to date,
called up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom. These are elementary particles to our current
knowledge. The other currently known particles that are thought to be elementary are three
types of charged lepton (electron, muon, tau lepton) and their three corresponding neutrinos
(electron neutrino, muon neutrino, tau neutrino), as well as four kinds of elementary boson.
According to the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, all known interactions except gravity
can be described as the exchange of bosons between elementary particles. The electromagnetic
interaction is described by the exchange of photons, the weak interaction by the exchange of
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charged W or neutral Z bosons, the strong interaction by gluon exchange, and the Higgs boson
mediates Higgs interactions.1 Gravity does not yet t into this picture: there is currently no
successful, tested quantum theory of gravity. However, it is so weak compared to the other
forces that its eects are inconsequential in the study of particle collisions, as far as is known
today. The SM is briey summarised in Part II of this thesis. The laws of Nature are quantum
mechanical. While this is not immediately apparent in everyday situations due to the (typically)
very small relative size of quantum eects and their ‘averaging out’ in macroscopic systems made
of countless particles, it determines the behaviour at the level of elementary particles. The SM can
only predict probabilities for events to occur, while events themselves are stochastic. This implies
the need for data from many particle collisions and for statistical inference to draw conclusions
about the underlying physical laws.
The research presented in this thesis is mainly experimental, although smaller contributions to
the theoretical description of Nature are also presented. Even more than most scientic elds,
experimental particle physics has organically grown to be driven by large international collabo-
rations, with several dozen up to several thousand members. This is simply owing to the volume
and complexity of the necessary instruments and the data they produce. While the relevance of
pure particle physics to most people’s everyday lives is limited — although no more than that
of, say, the opera or kickboxing — particle physics plays a paramount role in revealing the fun-
damental secrets of the universe. It is the author’s opinion that, being predominantly publicly
funded, particle physicists are ultimately accountable to the general public, serving them by pro-
viding knowledge and a share in the adventure of exploring the unknown, pushing technologies
beyond the state of the art, inspiring generations of young people to become scientists and en-
gineers and educators, fostering international collaboration and global peace, challenging the
status quo of human thought, promoting an egalitarian and rational worldview, and sometimes
creating technological opportunities for the direct benet of humankind as a side product (World
Wide Web, proton cancer therapy, several medical diagnostics methods, data analysis tools, . . . ).
The heart of the global particle physics community is undoubtedly CERN,2 at whose laboratory
near the Swiss city of Geneva much of the author’s research was conducted. The experimen-
tal results were obtained using data collected by the ATLAS detector at CERN’s Large Hadron
Collider. The experimental setup is described in Part III.
Part IV gives a detailed account of a measurement of the production of Z-boson pairs in the
highest-energy proton-proton collisions produced to date, with a centre-of-mass energy of thir-
1Technical note: the Higgs boson occupies a dierent role in the SM than the other bosons, because it does not
correspond to a gauge group.
2European Organisation for Nuclear Research, acronym derived from the historical name Conseil Européen pour
la Recherche Nucléaire.
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teen teraelectronvolts. This is a rare process. The measured results are compared to the SM
predictions. No statistically signicant deviations are found. This allows excluding a priori pos-
sible values of parameters in a very generic parametrisation of non-SM physics eects. The
measurement results and analysis are also preserved in human- and machine-readable format to
allow comparisons to improved theoretical predictions or particular models for non-SM physics
at any future time. Part IV also very briey summarises other measurements that the author was
involved in. All of the data analyses were done collaboratively in a small team, so any signicant
direct contributions that were not made by the author are clearly marked as such. Of course the
work as a whole would not have been possible without the inputs of countless other people. The
topic of Part V is theoretical work towards improving the description of particle processes where
the initial-state and nal-state particles cannot interact with each other directly, but only via
intermediate particles, in a quantum-mechanical eect called a loop. More precise theory predic-
tions are crucial for testing the validity of the SM, especially as increasing data and know-how
will allow ever more precise and accurate measurements. The new predictions are implemented
in the Herwig event generator software. Finally, Part VI is an appendix containing technical
details and further results whose inclusion in earlier parts would harm the readability of the
thesis.
1.1 Notation, units, and denitions
Three-vectors are denoted using boldface, while four-vectors are not: p = (E, p). Loop-induced
processes are indicated by an arrow with a loop ( ) instead of an ordinary reaction arrow (→).
To be precise, the loop arrow means that the colourless nal-state particles must all be connected
directly to a loop. For instance, the reaction pp ZZg contains only those subprocesses where
both Z bosons couple to a loop, whereas the nal-state gluon may originate from anywhere in
the hard process.
Natural units
Natural units are frequently used in this thesis. While the relevant SI3 base dimensions and
units are length (m), time (s), and mass (kg), those of the natural-units system used in particle
physics are speed (speed of light c), angular momentum (reduced Planck constant ~), and energy
(gigaelectronvolts GeV). The units c and ~ are usually implied and not written for dimensionful
quantities. In particular, energy (GeV), momentum (GeV/c), and mass (GeV/c2) are all expressed
in GeV, with implicit relevant powers of c . Charge is expressed in SI units, with the elementary
charge 1e ≈ 1.6 × 10−19 C.
3Système International (d’unités)
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Detector frame of reference
Coordinates in the rest frame of a detector at a circular collider are expressed using a right-handed
coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the detector
and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points to the centre of the collider ring, and the
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ) are used in the transverse plane, ϕ being the
azimuthal angle around the z-axis. Angles, notably the azimuthal angle ϕ in the detector frame,
are given in radians unless otherwise noted.
Useful kinematical variables
Rapidity is dened in terms of a particle’s energy and longitudinal momentum as
y =
1
2 ln
E + pz
E − pz
.
If the particle has a small mass (m  E), the rapidity can be approximated by pseudorapidity
η =
1
2 ln
|p | + pz
|p | − pz
= arctanh
pz
|p | = − ln[tan(θ/2)],
which depends only on the polar angle θ . Transverse momentum pT is the projection of momen-
tum onto the transverse plane,
pT =
√
p2x + p
2
y .
The angular distance between two systems is given by their Pythagorean distance in the η-ϕ
plane,
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆ϕ)2.
The invariant mass of a system is given by the norm of its four-momentum,
m = |p | =
√√( constituents∑
i
pi
)2
.
The Mandelstam variables s , t , and u in a 2→ 2 scattering processes with momenta with labels
and directions as
pb
pa
p2
p1
are dened as
s = (pa + pb )2 = (p1 + p2)2,
t = (pa − p1)2 = (pb − p2)2,
u = (pa − p2)2 = (pb − p1)2.
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The variants above without a caret (ˆ) refer to the proton momenta, while the variants with a
caret (sˆ , tˆ , uˆ) refer to partonic momenta. Using the denition s = (pa + pb )2, the Mandelstam s
(sˆ) is generalised to 2→ N processes with nal states of arbitrary multiplicity N and is equal to
the square of the hadronic (partonic) centre-of-mass energy.
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Part II
Theory
2 Standard model of particle physics
The SM is a quantum eld theory describing the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions,
as well as the interactions of the Higgs boson. The electromagnetic interaction (aecting photons
and all charged fermions), together with gravity, is the fundamental interaction governing most
aspects of daily life. It determines such things as the structure of materials above subatomic size
scales, chemical reactions, and the behaviour of light. The weak interaction aects all fermions,
the weak bosons (W, Z), and the Higgs boson. It is responsible for radioactive β decay. Despite its
name, its coupling strength is larger than the electromagnetic one at short distances. However,
its force carriers, the W and Z bosons are not massless like the photon, but have masses of
O(100 GeV). This greatly suppresses the weak interaction at larger distance scales, so that its
eects are practically unobservable in everyday life. The strong force aects all particles carrying
colour charge: quarks and gluons. It has massless force carriers, the gluons, but its eects are
conned to very short distances for a dierent reason. The coupling strengths д in quantum eld
theory in general satisfy the Callan-Symanzik equation [1, 2]
Q
∂д
∂Q
= β(д), (1)
where Q is the energy scale of the coupling and β is some function that can be expanded as a
power series of д, whose leading terms can be computed. For the strong interaction, β < 0, while
for the electromagnetic and weak interactions, β > 0. So contrarily to the electromagnetic and
weak coupling strengths, the coupling strength of the strong interaction is small at high energies
and large at low energies. In the limit Q → ∞, the particles become decoupled. This is called
asymptotic freedom. At low energies, the interaction strength is so high that strongly interacting
particles can never be observed in isolation. This is called connement. Trying to pull a strongly
bound system apart, the energy between the particles becomes so large that new pairs are created
between them, forming new bound states with the original particles. Despite connement into
colour-neutral objects, there is a residual strong force called the nuclear force acting at distances
of around 1 fm (10−15 m) that is responsible for binding protons and neutrons together to form
atomic nuclei. The nuclear force is analogous to the van der Waals force exerted by electrically
neutral molecules. Beyond a few femtometres, the nuclear force is negligible compared to the
electromagnetic force, so it plays no role in e.g. atoms binding to form molecules.
As a quantum eld theory, the SM treats particles as excitations of quantum elds. Each quantum
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eld, and therefore each type of particle, has well-dened quantum numbers and mass. Particles
with zero mass are called massless. Except for the interactions involving the Higgs boson, all
interactions can be introduced by requiring the Lagrangian to be invariant under a gauge trans-
formation, i.e. a local redenition of the phases of the elds. Almost all of the SM can be encoded
into its Lagrangian,4 from which the equations of motions of free elds as well as their interac-
tions can be derived. The full SM Lagrangian with all elds and parameters written explicitly
would span more than a page, so it is more useful to give the form of the Lagrangian here and
explain its eld content and symmetry groups separately. The Lagrangian has the form
LSM = −
1
4 (F
a
µν )2 + iψ¯γ µDµψ + yψ¯ψϕ + |Dµϕ |2 − µ2ϕ†ϕ − λ(ϕ†ϕ)2, (2)
where Faµν = ∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ + д f abcAbµAcν is the eld strength tensor and Dµ = ∂µ − iдAaµta is the
covariant derivative, with gauge elds A, fermion elds ψ and the Lorentz-scalar Higgs eld ϕ.
Furthermore, there are structure constants f abc and representation matrices ta corresponding
to the gauge group of the considered interaction, and Dirac matrices γ µ (satisfying a Cliord
algebra) that relate to the Poincaré (space time) transformation properties of fermion elds. The
electromagnetic and weak interactions are unied into the electroweak (EW) interaction and cor-
respond to a SU(2)×U(1) gauge group [3–5], while the strong interaction is described by quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) with a SU(3) gauge group [6–10]. The gauge coupling strengths are de-
noted д, and the Yukawa coupling strengths between the Higgs and fermion elds are denoted
y. The parameters µ and λ govern the self-interactions of the Higgs eld. The terms in the
Lagrangian have the following meanings:
• − 14 (Faµν )2 ≡ − 14Faµν F µνa describes the free propagation of gauge elds, as well as the self-
interactions of the gauge elds,
• iψ¯γ µDµψ describes the free propagation of fermion elds and their interactions with gauge
bosons,
• yψ¯ψϕ describes the interactions of the Higgs eld with the fermion elds,
• |Dµϕ |2 ≡ (Dµϕ)†(Dµϕ) describes the free propagation of the Higgs eld and its interaction
with gauge elds,
• µ2ϕ†ϕ and λ(ϕ†ϕ)2 describe self-interactions of the Higgs eld.
As was stated, only nearly all of the SM is encoded into the above Lagrangian. The masses of
fermions and weak bosons are missing. The only massive eld appearing in Eq. 2 is the Higgs
4Actually, it is a Lagrangian density, but in a eld theory in which the elds span the entire universe, the Lagrangian
L(t) =
∭ ∞
−∞ L(t ,x ,y, z)dx dy dz is not interesting at least for studying local phenomena, so the density is simply
termed ‘Lagrangian.’
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eld. This is because fermion and gauge boson mass terms would break gauge invariance, leading
to an unphysical theory. For instance, the gauge boson mass term m2AµAµ is not invariant
under a gauge transformation Aµ → Aµ − ∂µ χ (x), so m must be zero. On the other hand, it
is known experimentally that some particles have masses, so they must be generated somehow.
According to current understanding, this happens via the Higgs-Brout-Englert-Guralnik-Hagen-
Kibble mechanism [11–16] as follows. In the Higgs potential of the SM Lagrangian (Eq. 2),
VHiggs(ϕ) = µ2ϕ†ϕ + λ(ϕ†ϕ)2,
the complex constant µ and real constant λ are chosen such that µ2 < 0 and λ > 0, so that the
potential is bounded from below. With these choices, the Higgs potential has the shape shown
in Figure 1.
Reϕ
Imϕ
VHiggs(ϕ)
Figure 1: Shape of the Higgs potential.
The potential has an innite number of minima satisfying
ϕ†ϕ = − µ
2
2λ ≡
v2
2 ,
i.e. lying on the circle |ϕ | = v , 0.5 The minimum of the potential is by denition the vacuum, the
conguration with the lowest energy, so v is called the vacuum expectation value. The crucial
point is that the minimum of the potential is not at the origin (|ϕ | = 0) and that the potential is
independent of the phase mod(ϕ). This means that any phase can be chosen to nd the vacuum,
but once chosen, the term |Dµϕ |2 in the SM Lagrangian coupling the Higgs and electroweak
gauge elds causes the electroweak SU(2)×U(1) symmetry to be spontaneously broken. Writing
out the eld content and group structure explicitly, the electroweak covariant derivative reads
Dµ = ∂µ −
iд
2 τaW
a
µ −
iд′
2 YBµ , (3)
5The eld ϕ is chosen to be an SU(2) doublet, so ϕ†ϕ = |ϕ |2/2.
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with the electroweak coupling strengths д and д′, the SU(2) generator τa and gauge eld W aµ ,
and the U(1) generator Y and gauge eld Bµ . The (arbitrary) conventional choice for the vacuum
conguration of the eld ϕ is
ϕ0 =
1√
2
©­«
0
v
ª®¬ .
The eld is expanded around the vacuum value to nd the particle spectrum of the theory,
ϕ(x) = 1√
2
©­«
0
v + h(x)
ª®¬ , (4)
so that ϕ†ϕ = (v + h)2/2. Using Eqs. 3 and 4, the last three terms of the SM Lagrangian after
spontaneous symmetry breaking read
LSM ⊃
1
2 (∂µh)(∂
µh) + µ2h2 + д
2v2
8
(
(W1)µ (W1)µ + (W2)µ (W2)µ
)
+
v2
8
(
д′Bµ − д(W3)µ
) (
д′Bµ − д(W3)µ
)
+ interaction terms
The interaction terms are of no interest in the present discussion. The terms containing squares
of the gauge elds, AµAµ , have the form of mass terms. The gauge elds W3 and B mix in the
last mass term. They do therefore not describe physical particles, which are mass eigenstates.
The electrically neutral physical elds corresponding to the photon (Aµ ) and the Z boson (Zµ )
are given by ©­«
Aµ
Zµ
ª®¬ = ©­«
cosθw sinθw
− sinθw cosθw
ª®¬ ©­«
Bµ
(W3)µ
ª®¬ , (5)
where θw is the weak-mixing (or Weinberg) angle dened by
д sinθw = д′ cosθw ≡ e,
(e is the elementary charge), while the physical charged boson elds are
W ±µ =
1√
2
[(W1)µ ∓ i(W2)µ ] . (6)
Using Eqs. 5 and 6, the relevant terms in the Lagrangian become
LSM ⊃
1
2 (∂µh)(∂
µh) + µ2h2 +
(дv
2
)2 (W +)µ (W −)µ
+
1
2
(
дv
2 cosθw
)2
ZµZ
µ + 0 ×AµAµ + interaction terms,
from which it can be seen that the W± bosons have acquired the mass mW± = дv/2 and the Z
boson the mass mZ = дv/(2 cosθw), whereas the photon remains massless.6 Thanks to exper-
imental measurements of the weak-boson masses, the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs
6The photon remains massless, because an unbroken gauge subgroup U(1) remains, whose generator I3 +Y/2 = Q
is the electric charge. (I3 is the third component of weak isospin and Y is the hypercharge — both are charges of the
unbroken SU(2) × U(1) group.)
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potential is known to be v ≈ 246 GeV [17]. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the Yukawa
interactions in the SM Lagrangian become
LSM ⊃ yψ¯ψϕ →
yv√
2
ψ¯ψ +
y√
2
ψ¯ψh,
where the rst term is the mass term of a fermion with mass yv/√2 and the second term is a
Yukawa interaction of fermions with the Higgs boson. Of the 2× 2 = 4 degrees of freedom of the
complex doublet Higgs eld, three are ‘absorbed’ by the gauge elds as the W± and Z bosons
acquire mass, since a massive particle with spin has a longitudinal polarisation degree of freedom,
while a massless particle does not. Therefore, the massive weak bosons have three polarisation
degrees of freedom each, while the massless photon only has two. The remaining degree of
freedom corresponds to a new physical scalar particle: the Higgs boson. It was discovered by the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations in 2012 [18, 19] with properties in good agreement with the SM
predictions [20], providing strong evidence that the mechanism described above indeed provides
the origin of mass.7 The Higgs boson mass mH = −2µ2 has been determined experimentally to
be approximately 125 GeV [21].
Historically, quantum eld theory emerged from the need to reconcile quantum mechanics with
Einsteinian relativity. Normally, adding symmetry (in this case Lorentz invariance) to a theory
makes it simpler, but this was not the case for relativistic quantum mechanics. The main reason
is that relativistic interactions, with particle energies greater than the masses of at least some
of the massive elementary particles, imply that the possibility to create more particles must be
taken into account. Another reason is that the wave functions of spin- 12 particles, expressed as
spinors, turn out to have a complicated Lorentz structure. The fact that creation and annihilation
of particles are possible means that quantum eld systems have an innite number of degrees
of freedom. However, practical calculations can be made using perturbation theory, in which the
interaction terms of the Lagrangian are expanded in powers of the coupling strengths. If the cou-
pling strengths are 1, the perturbative series converges quickly, so that the leading-order (LO)
or next-to-leading-order (NLO) approximation is adequate. At energy scales relevant at the LHC,
the strong coupling strength αs is typically O(0.1) and the electromagnetic and weak coupling
strengths are O(0.01), meaning that NLO EW corrections are typically much less important than
QCD NLO corrections, with a size typically corresponding to that of next-to-next-to-leading or-
der (NNLO) QCD corrections. However, this is not always true. NLO EW corrections can be very
sizeable, as will be demonstrated in Section 10.3. The energy dependence of αs given by Eq. 1 is
approximately
αs(Q) ∝
1
ln(Q/ΛQCD)
,
7Of course, more fundamental questions about the origin of mass are now asked. Each discovery raises new,
deeper questions.
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where ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV is the QCD scale, so the coupling becomes too strong for perturbation
theory to be applicable at energy scales below O(1 GeV). Low-energy QCD eects require a
non-perturbative treatment. The most important observables in LHC physics are cross sections,
which are a measure of the probability for a process to occur. Cross sections have dimensions
of area and are often expressed in picobarn, 1 pb = 10−16 m2. Since particle scattering processes
obey quantum mechanics, cross sections are proportional to the absolute square of a quantum
mechanical amplitude, interchangeably called matrix element (of the scattering matrix), and ex-
hibit interference eects if more than one amplitude can relate the same initial state to the same
nal state.
2.1 Successes and failures
The SM has been incredibly successful in predicting the results of previous and ongoing particle
physics experiments. A summary of many LHC measurements compared to SM predictions is
shown in Figure 2, demonstrating the very good agreement of cross sections spanning at least
nine orders of magnitude (even more if including the total pp interaction cross sections).
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Figure 2: Summary of ducial (labelled d.) or total (tot.) ATLAS measurements and SM predic-
tions in pp collisions at various centre-of-mass energies. The bands indicate the 1σ uncertainty
range. Taken from Ref. [22].
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At the same time, it is known that the SM is not the nal theory of Nature. For one thing, it
does not include a description of gravity. Astronomical evidence also suggests that the universe
contains substantial amounts of (predominantly cold) dark matter [23–30] forming halos around
the visible parts of galaxies. It does not seem to interact electromagnetically, but its gravitational
eects can be measured. The dark matter is hypothesised to be composed of massive, still un-
known particles. Cosmology favours dark matter that interacts via the weak interaction as well
as gravity. The SM does not contain particles that are candidates for the observed dark matter
(according to cosmological evidence, SM neutrinos can account for at most a small part of the
dark matter), so it may need to be extended. Furthermore, neutrinos are known experimentally
to change their avour with time (‘oscillate’) [31–33]. This means that their avour and mass
eigenstates are not aligned. However, this requires the three types of neutrino to have dier-
ent masses, and therefore non-zero masses. Neutrinos may have mass in the SM (via the Higgs
mechanism), but this requires them to be their own antiparticles. It is not known whether this is
the case. If they are, some physicists argue that their masses are unnaturally small compared to
the electroweak scale. So while neutrino oscillations do not necessarily contradict the SM, they
require certain properties of the SM that are not yet experimentally conrmed. There are further
possible problems of the SM that are related to something called ne-tuning. Fine-tuning means
that some parameter has exactly the right value to produce certain behaviour of the theory, with-
out any apparent reason for the value, such as a symmetry of Nature requiring it. For instance,
there is no known principle that prevents the strong interaction from breaking charge-parity (CP)
symmetry, but this is not observed in nature, so the parameters controlling CP violation could
be considered ne-tuned. Similarly, the observable Higgs boson mass is only O(100 GeV), even
though there is no known symmetry protecting its bare value from huge quantum corrections.
Assuming that the SM is a low-energy eective theory that is only valid up to some high energy
scale (many, many orders of magnitude higher than the scale of LHC collisions), some physicists
consider it strange that the Higgs boson mass happens to be of the same order of magnitude as
the masses of the weak bosons — rather than the size of the scale where the SM breaks down.
This is called the hierarchy problem of the Higgs boson mass.
As of the writing of this thesis, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have not observed any clear
hints of physics beyond the SM. In the author’s personal opinion, the clearest hints of new physics
observed at the LHC come from the LHCb collaboration [34], which has measured the decays of
individual hadrons containing heavy (beauty or charm) quarks. LHCb observes a 2.5σ disagree-
ment between measurement and prediction in the decay lepton-avour ratio RK∗ [35], dened
as a ratio of branching fractions,
RK∗ =
B(B0 → K∗0µ+µ−)
B(B0 → K∗0e+e−)
, (7)
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and a 2.6σ disagreement in RK+ (replacing B
0 with B+ and K∗ with K+ in Eq. 7) [36]. A more
sensitive measurement of RK+ using Run 2 data is ongoing [37]. Since theoretical uncertainties
largely cancel in the ratio, the SM predictions of RK∗ and RK+ are very precise [38]. In addition,
angular distributions of products of the decay B0 → K∗0µ+µ− exhibit a 3.4σ disagreement from
the SM prediction [39]. Together with other similar measurements, these results have created a
coherent picture hinting at new physics violating lepton avour universality, which is analysed
e.g. in Refs. [40, 41]. Future measurements by the LHCb and Belle II [42] collaborations will shed
more light on these interesting deviations. Furthermore, the gyromagnetic ratio of the muon (a
measure of the precession frequency of the spin of a muon in a magnetic eld) has been found
experimentally [43] to exhibit a 3.5σ deviation from the most precise SM prediction [17]. In the
SM, quantum corrections cause its value to dier from 2 by approximately 0.1%. The very small
deviation from the SM prediction could indicate the existence of new particles and interactions,
which modify the quantum corrections. The new Muon g-2 experiment [44] will measure the
value with unprecedented precision in the near future, in the hope of conrming or excluding
the previously observed deviation.
3 Phenomenology of proton collisions
This section explores the most relevant phenomenological aspects of the SM for the context of
the original research presented in this thesis. The presented research is concerned with studying
some of the smallest structures that are currently experimentally accessible. To probe small
structures in particle collisions, high centre-of-mass energies are necessary, as given by the de
Broglie relation
probe energy ∼ 1structure size .
In addition, new particles — or other objects, such as quantum black holes — having a large mass
might exist. Producing these again requires a large centre-of-mass energy, at least equal to the
mass of the particle(s) to be produced. In this thesis, proton-proton collisions produced by the
LHC are studied. At LHC energies, the collisions resolve the internal constituents of the protons,
collectively referred to as partons, so the collisions are really among partons. In addition to the
three proton valence quarks (one down quark and two up quarks), quantum uctuations inside
the proton mean that the partons may be sea quarks or gluons, or (with very small probabilities)
even non-coloured particles such as photons (Appendix B).
The composite nature of the proton has far-reaching consequences for the nature of proton-
proton collisions. Each parton carries a fraction x ∈ [0, 1] of the proton momentum. The initial-
state parton avours and longitudinal momenta are not known in a given collision. This explains
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the need for transverse variables, such as the transverse momentum, that are invariant under
longitudinal boost. Dierences in (pseudo)rapidity also have this property. One distinguishes
the hadronic centre-of-mass energy
√
s , which is determined by the accelerator (e.g. 13 TeV at the
LHC), and the partonic centre-of-mass energy
√
sˆ , which is the actual energy scale of the partonic
interaction,
sˆ = x1x2s,
where x1 and x2 are the momentum fractions of the incoming participating partons in the +z-
and −z-direction, respectively. They are related to centre-of-mass kinematics by
x1, 2 =
√
sˆ
s
e±y , (8)
where y is the rapidity of the centre of mass in the laboratory frame. The LHC eectively ‘scans’
a wide range of hard-process scales. This makes it very suitable for discovering new particles of
unknown mass mNP, since high-cross-section events with sˆ ∼ mNP will occur without changes
in the experimental setup.
3.1 Parton distribution functions
The cross section of the process pp → X , where X is an arbitrary nal state, can be expressed
using the partonic cross sections of producing X ,
σpp→X (Q2) =
parton avours∑
i, j
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2 fi (x1,Q2)fj (x2,Q2)σˆi j→X (Q2), (9)
where the weights fi (x ,Q2), called parton distribution functions (PDFs), ensure the correct nor-
malisation of the cross section. At LO, the PDFs give the probability of nding a parton of avour
i carrying momentum fraction x of the proton, given that the proton was probed at scaleQ .8 The
form of Eq. 9 shows that the PDFs and hard-process cross section factorise. The transition from
the PDF description of the physics to that by the hard-process cross section happens at the fac-
torisation scale, Q2 ≡ µ2f , which is chosen to represent the scale of the event. The dependence
of σ and σˆ on the nal state and coupling strengths is implied. The PDFs are governed by non-
perturbative QCD and must be determined by tting to experimental data, but their evolution
from one scale Q2 to another can be described perturbatively using the DGLAP evolution equa-
tions [45–47] and the universal Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions [47].
8At higher orders, this interpretation does not hold. The reason is that hard-scattering matrix elements beyond
LO QCD have a non-trivial low-energy behaviour themselves, so low-energy contributions can be shifted around
between PDFs and matrix elements, depending on what matching scheme is chosen. PDFs beyond LO may even be
negative.
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The shape of the PDFs means that the vast majority of LHC collisions take place at relatively
small values of x and therefore sˆ  s . Hard scattering processes, which are the ones that are
primarily of interest, are rare occurrences.
3.2 Parton radiation and hadronisation
Partons emitted at large transverse momenta radiate further partons, causing a cascade. Addi-
tional parton emissions might be expected to be suppressed by powers of αs ∼ O(0.1) for scales
above ∼ 1 GeV, but in fact they can be enhanced by large logarithms of the form ln(Q/q), where
Q is the scale of the hard process and q is the scale of the parton splitting. The logarithms be-
come large when q → 0, which occurs when the two partons after splitting are nearly collinear
(collinear limit) or an emitted parton has very little energy (soft limit). Collinear and soft radia-
tion patterns have a universal structure that is independent of the details of the hard process and
can be described using Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions [47]. Radiation in the collinear limit
factorises at the cross-section level, which allows describing arbitrary numbers of splittings by
exponentiation. This yields a Sudakov form factor ∆i (Q,q) [48] giving the probability that parton
i produced at scale Q does not split above a lower scale q,
∆i (Q,q) = exp
(
−
∫ Q2
q2
dk2
k2
αs(k2)
2pi
∫ 1−q2/k2
q2/k2
dz Pi→jk (z) F (z,k2)
)
∼ exp
(
−const. × ln2 Q
2
q2
)
,
where Pi→jk (z) is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function for the splitting i → jk , such that parton
j carries fraction z of the momentum of the original parton i . The form of the Sudakov form
factor shows that there is a hierarchy of logarithmically enhanced emissions. It is implied that all
possible post-splitting avours j, k are summed over. For instance, a gluon can split as g → qq
or g → gg. The factor F depends on whether the emission is from the initial state of the hard
process or nal-state radiation (FSR). Initial-state radiation (ISR) means that the parton with
momentum fraction x ′ taken from the proton PDF is no longer the same as the one entering
the hard scattering with momentum fraction x . For this reason, the Sudakov form factor for ISR
includes a ratio of momentum fractions and PDFs before and after the splitting. Using the ISR
notations
j, x
i, x/z
k
,
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with the blob representing the rest of the evolution up to and including the hard process, gives
F (z,k) =

x/z
x
fi (x/z ;k2)
fj (x ;k2)
if ISR,
1 if FSR.
Non-collinear radiation in the soft limit, however, factorises at the matrix-element level, which
makes its treatment much more complicated. Constructing a Sudakov form factor for soft radi-
ation requires exponentiating a (colour) matrix rather than a scalar quantity, making its correct
description challenging.
To calculate the full parton shower, subsequent emissions with consecutively lower transverse
momentum are then attached to the new nal state iteratively. The transverse momentum in-
tegration in the Sudakov form factor is from that of the current splitting up to that of the pre-
vious one. There are many details and variations in how the scale of a splitting is dened, how
colour charge and soft wide-angle emissions are treated, etc. that are beyond the scale of this
discussion. A good introduction can be found in Ref. [49]. The parton shower eectively resums
important higher-order corrections enhanced by large logarithms. Resummation means making
a perturbative expansion, calculating its important terms in some approximation (here: collinear
approximation), and summing them up to all orders.
The evolution is continued until scales where αs becomes large and perturbation theory fails, at
approximately 1 GeV. At this point, the nal-state partons are mapped onto hadrons according
to an empirical hadronisation model, such as the cluster model [50] or the Lund string model
[51].
3.3 Underlying event
All particle production contributing to the event that is not part of the hard-process and its
accompanying ISR and FSR is considered part of the underlying event.9 The two partons partic-
ipating in the hard-scattering process are not alone, but accompanied by all the other partons
of the colliding protons. As the hard scattering occurs, the protons break up into coloured rem-
nants, which in turn radiate further partons and hadronise. The resulting hadrons typically have
low transverse momentum, but large longitudinal momentum due to the protons’ initial momen-
tum. This is visualised in Figure 3, showing a comparison of the ow of energy and transverse
energy in the same simulated all-hadronic top-antitop quark (t¯t → qq ′q′′q ′′′bb¯) event. The
forward region |η | & 4 has signicant energy ow, dwarng the energy of the products of the
hard-scattering process. However, the corresponding transverse energy ow is very small com-
pared to that from the hard scattering. Additional interactions between further pairs of partons
9Except pileup, which will be introduced in Section 5.2.
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from the two protons may also take place, which is called multiple-parton scattering. Due to the
shape of the PDFs, the scales of these interactions are typically soft, and again mainly lead to the
production of soft hadrons. Section 11.4 explores a rare scenario where this is not the case, but
rather two roughly equally hard scattering processes take place in the same proton collision.
While itself an interesting probe of soft QCD eects, the underlying event may present an ex-
perimental challenge. It is a source of additional particles that overlay the process of interest and
complicate its identication and measurement. The size of the impact depends very much on the
analysis and ranges from an undisentanglable eect to a negligible nuisance.
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Figure 3: Distribution of (a) energy and (b) transverse energy in the η-ϕ plane in the same all-
hadronic t¯t event generated with Pythia 8 [52, 53]. The colours have no physical meaning, they
only served to distinguish energy deposits clustered together according to some algorithm. (The
clustering is done using a new jet algorithm that the author invented and experimented with for
fun, but this is irrelevant here. Jet algorithms are introduced in Section 3.4.)
3.4 Jets
Since high-pT partons radiate and hadronise, they are observed as a spray of hadrons, with those
carrying the most energy typically quite collimated, and accompanied by mainly softer, less col-
limated hadrons. To reconstruct the momentum of the initiating parton, hadrons are clustered
into jets according to some algorithm. A careful jet denition yields a set of theoretically well-
dened jets that is infrared-safe, i.e. it remains unchanged if a parton splits into two collinear
partons or emits an arbitrarily soft parton. The inputs of jet clustering algorithms are called
proto-jets in this thesis. They may be partons (typically in xed-order calculations), stable par-
ticles (Monte Carlo events), topological clusters (ATLAS), or e.g. particle ow objects (CMS [54],
recently ATLAS [55]). This way, jets provide a common ‘language’ to compare hard-scale physics
at all these dierent levels. In Nature, jets consist mainly of pions, because these are the light-
est hadrons, but also kaons, protons, neutrons, as well as the non-hadronic decay products of
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short-lived hadrons. For instance, the copiously produced neutral pions decay almost invariably
to photon pairs. Several jet denitions have been used. An overview can be found in Ref. [56].
At the LHC, the most commonly used is the (inclusive) anti-kt algorithm [57], which is also the
one used in this thesis. It denes the distance between two proto-jets i and j as
di j = min
(
p−2T, i , p
−2
T, j
) (∆Ri j
R
)2
where ∆Ri j is the angular distance between i and j and R is a dimensionless radius parameter
chosen by the user. The distance between a proto-jet and the beam is
diB = p
−2
T, i .
At each clustering step, the proto-jets i and j with the smallest distance di j are combined by
adding their four-momenta to form a new proto-jet to replace i and j. Alternatively, if diB < di j
for all j, the proto-jet i is called a jet and removed from the list of inputs. This procedure is
iterated until only jets are left.10
Due to the fact that the algorithm combines the hardest proto-jets rst, the direction of an anti-
kt jet does not change much during the clustering. Therefore, the algorithm yields jets that are
almost circular in shape in the η-ϕ plane, with an area of approximately piR2. Both the shape
and the area are insensitive to soft radiation. This makes the contributions to a jet due to the
underlying event and pileup (dened in Section 5.2) more predictable and improves the exper-
imental calibration of the jet energy. The radius parameter R can be tuned to balance between
two eects. A larger R captures more of the radiation associated with the parton initiating the
jet by decreasing out-of-cone radiation, as visualised in Figure 4. On the other hand, a smaller R,
reduces the contributions from the underlying event and pileup. The transverse-momentum ow
of these sources is relatively constant in (pseudo)rapidity and therefore across the η-ϕ plane, so
that their unwanted contribution to the jet pT is roughly proportional to the jet area. Throughout
this thesis, the de-facto standard choice of R = 0.4 is used.
Jets with larger radii, typicallyR ∈ {1.0, 1.2, 1.5}, are used extensively to study their substructure.
The hadronic decay products of a heavy resonance, such as Z → qq, W → qq ′, or H → bb¯
will be suciently collimated to be clustered into one large jet if the resonance has sucient
(transverse) momentum. Jet substructure techniques were proposed 25 years ago for identifying
hadronically decaying heavy resonances [61] (another early example is Ref. [62]) and have since
grown into a very vibrant theoretical and experimental eld with many applications, as laid out
e.g. in Ref. [63].
10The name ‘anti-kt ’ refers to the fact that the transverse momentum (sometimes denoted kt , though this thesis
denotes it pT throughout) enters with a power of negative two in the jet measure, juxtaposed with the kt algorithm
[58, 59] where it enters with a power of positive two.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: The out-of-cone radiation eect. (a) At the hard-parton level, there is perfect corre-
spondence between a well-isolated parton and a jet. (b) After the parton shower and possibly
hadronisation, part of the energy of the original parton may be radiated outside of the jet cone
(or more generally: catchment area [60]).
3.5 Scale variations
The calculation of a cross section in perturbative QCD involves (at least) two dierent scales:
the renormalisation scale µr at which e.g. αs is evaluated, and the factorisation scale µf, at which
the PDF evolution ends and the hard process takes over. Their value is chosen to represent
the scale of the hard process. The scales are unphysical in the sense that an exact all-order
calculation would eliminate the dependence on them. In a xed-order calculation, recalculating
observables after varying values of the scales by a factor O(1) may give a hint of the order of
magnitude of missing higher orders. The deviations of the varied results from the nominal one are
commonly taken as QCD scale uncertainties. In this thesis, QCD scale uncertainties of predicted
cross sections are evaluated by varying the factorisation scale µf and renormalisation scale up
and down independently by a factor of two, ignoring however the extreme variations (2µf, 0.5µr)
and (0.5µf, 2µr), and taking the largest deviations from the nominal value (i.e. the envelope) as
the systematic uncertainties. Scale variations do not always represent an adequate measure of
the size of missing orders. Section 10.2 will show an example where this is not the case.
4 Monte Carlo event generation
In practice, SM predictions are often obtained by computer-generating events using the Monte
Carlo (MC) method. The MC method uses random numbers to sample the allowed kinematic
congurations (the phase space) of a process, evaluating the matrix element at each generated
phase space point. In this way, it eectively numerically integrates the matrix element. The
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MC method is particularly suited for two main reasons. First, it converges faster than many
other numerical integration methods if the phase space has more than a few dimensions. This is
nearly always the case: in a given set of nal-state particles, each contributes three phase-space
dimensions, namely the three spatial components of its momentum. Second, the stochastic nature
of particle collisions means that each sampled phase space point can be naturally interpreted as
one generated event with a matrix-element weight that is representative of the likelihood of
that event. This is incredibly useful, because it means that the phase-space integration does
not need to be repeated for each observable — one simply generates a sample of events, stores
their corresponding momentum congurations, and calculates arbitrary observables from the
generated samples as needed. Many general-purpose and specialised event generator softwares
have been developed. An excellent overview of the theory and practice of MC event generation
can be found in Ref. [49]. Since squared matrix elements are large in some regions of phase
space and small in others, it is desirable to generate phase space points that sample important
regions more densely than less important ones. The need for an ecient phase space integrator
leads to a hen-and-egg problem: to eciently sample the phase space, an importance sampling
according to the squared matrix element is necessary, but evaluating the squared matrix element
over the phase space of interest requires ecient phase space sampling. To get around this,
heuristic techniques are used, such as making educated guesses about where the resonances
and singularities of the matrix element lie (which can be inferred from the considered Feynman
diagrams of the process) and sampling more densely in their vicinity. For instance, a photon
propagator could suggest a sampling density proportional to 1/q2, the invariant mass of the
virtual photon, while for aW boson propagator it could be∝ 1/(q2−m2W ). Similarly, densities can
be constructed for more complicated structures, such as loops. In practice, it is often simplest to
sample each resonance and singularity structure separately, i.e. in its own “integration channel”,
of course evaluating the full matrix element with all contributions at each point. This is called
multi-channel integration.
In addition to the matrix element for the hard-scattering process, many event generators can
simulate the decays of heavy resonances (if not already included in the matrix element), par-
ton showering, the underlying event, electromagnetic radiation o charged nal-state particles,
hadronisation, and decays of unstable hadrons and leptons.
In some contexts, it is desirable to predict and model the response of the experimental setup on
the event. This can be achieved by MC-simulating the interactions of the nal-state particles in
a generated event with the materials they encounter as they y away from the collision point.
These material interactions will be described in Section 6. Material interactions and detector
responses may be simulated with dedicated software, such as Geant [64] or Delphes [65]. The
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goal is usually that the MC samples after detector simulation can be treated on equal footing
with the actual experimental data.
Experimental particle physics relies on MC events in nearly all aspects and stages of analysis —
from feasibility studies, over method development and analysis optimisation, to comparing SM
predictions to the data. Even where data-driven methods can be used to measure e.g. performance
or background contributions, these are usually rst developed with the help of MC simulation.
The continued development of not just calculations, but also their practical implementation in
reliable and user-friendly software is a key requirement for the success of the eld.
4.1 Next-to-leading-order matrix elements
Beyond LO, combining matrix elements with parton showers is non-trivial, because parton emis-
sions have already been generated at the matrix-element level and must not be double-counted
by the parton shower. In addition, the approximate NLO virtual corrections included by the
parton shower must be replaced by the full NLO result. The two commonly used methods for
matching parton showers and matrix elements are the MC@NLO method [66] and the Powheg
method [67]. Both have been algorithmically automated in event generators.
Matching of parton showers with NNLO matrix elements is being developed actively. It has been
achieved for individual processes, but is not yet routinely available in event generators. A brief
summary of the status and some recent results are presented in Ref. [68].
NLO corrections may be included in an approximate way by multiplying the LO prediction with
a k-factor, dened as
k =
σNLO
σLO
,
or, in general, with arbitrary orders in the numerator and denominator. The k-factor depends on
the event kinematics and may be binned in some observable(s). In this thesis, the deviation of
the k-factor from unity is denoted δ = k − 1.
4.2 Multijet merging
Various techniques have been developed to combine the LO or NLO simulations of a hard process
with varying numbers of additional partons generated at the matrix-element level into a single
consistent sample. For instance, making a sample combining the processes pp → Z + 0 partons
and pp → Z + 1 parton, both generated in NLO QCD. This is referred to as multijet merging,
because the additional partons may give rise to associated jets. The methods laid out in Refs. [69–
72] are used in this thesis.
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Part III
Experimental setup
To undertake the experimental research presented in this thesis, impressive machines built over
a generation by many people are needed. The experimental setup consists of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [73] for producing proton-proton collisions, and the ATLAS detector for observ-
ing the particles produced in these collisions. Electronics and software algorithms are used to
reconstruct what happened in the event in terms of long-lived particles as well as objects describ-
ing the collective properties of multiple particles (jets, missing energy). These are the inputs to
high-level analysis of the underlying physical processes, such as statistically inferring the pro-
duction of short-lived particles from their decay products.
The measurements presented in this thesis all use data from LHC Run 2, which started in 2015
after upgrades to the LHC and the detectors.
5 Large Hadron Collider
The proton-proton collisions analysed in this thesis are produced by the LHC. The protons are
produced by stripping hydrogen atoms of their electron. They are rst accelerated by a linear
accelerator to 50 MeV energy (speed as fraction of the speed of light β ≈ 5%), before entering
the Proton Synchrotron Booster, commissioned in 1972. This circular accelerator of 25 m radius
accelerates the protons to 1.4 GeV (β ≈ 83%). The booster allows injecting about 100 times
more particles into the next accelerator, the Proton Synchrotron, than if they had come directly
from the linear accelerator. The Proton Synchrotron was commissioned already in 1959 and was
CERN’s original agship machine, measuring 628 metres in circumference. It accelerates the
protons to 24 GeV (β ≈ 99.9%). Next, the 7-km-long Super Proton Synchrotron accelerates them
to 450 GeV (β ≈ 99.9998%). This accelerator, commissioned in 1976, has delivered beams to many
experiments and produced the proton-antiproton collisions that lead to the direct discovery of
the W and Z bosons in 1983 by the UA1 and UA2 collaborations [74–77]. Finally, the protons
enter the Large Hadron Collider, which accelerates them to 6.5 TeV (β ≈ 99.999999%) in about 20
minutes. It is a giant machine, 27 km in circumference and about a hundred metres underground.
Its length is thus almost the same as that of the Circle Line of the London Underground. The
acceleration is provided by electromagnetic elds inside superconducting radiofrequency cavities
through which the beams pass. There are eight such cavities per beam along the LHC. A total
of 1232 superconducting dipole magnets bend the paths of the protons to keep them in orbit.
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Magnets of higher multipolarity serve to focus, shape, and stabilise the beams. The limiting
factor on the beam energy in the LHC (and other circular hadron colliders) is the eld strength
of the main bending dipoles. The eld must be very strong and highly homogeneous to allow
for a feasible accelerator radius and stable beams. Conversely, the limit on what eld strengths
are technically and economically feasible determines how large a collider needs to be to achieve
a given collision energy. It is why the LHC is so large.
The protons in each beam are grouped into up to 2808 bunches. Each bunch comprises O(1011)
protons. At four interaction points along the LHC, the proton bunches of the two beams are
made to pass through each other, producing typically O(10) inelastic proton-proton interactions
per bunch crossing (depending on the run conditions). The bunches are generally 7.5 m apart,
so bunch crossings occur every 25 ns at each interaction point. The interaction points are in-
strumented with huge, sophisticated detectors, including the ATLAS detector, that observe the
particles produced in the collisions.
Compared to xed-target experiments, colliding two beams of equal energy Ebeam has the ad-
vantage that all the beam energy can be converted into mass for new particles. In xed-target
experiments, conservation of momentum means that much of the collision energy must go into
kinetic energy of the produced particles, and is therefore lost to the production of interesting
heavy particles. The LHC proton-proton centre-of-mass energy is 2Ebeam = 13 TeV (since 2015).
If one of the beams were replaced with a xed target of protons, the centre-of-mass energy would
only be
√
2mprotonEbeam ≈ 114 GeV — not even sucient to produce a SM Higgs boson!11
5.1 Luminosity
The rate at which the LHC delivers collisions is quantied by the instantaneous luminosity L,
measured in units of inverse cross section per time, such as cm−2s−1. The expected event rate of
a process with cross section σ is given by
〈rate〉(t) = σL(t).
In ATLAS, the delivered instantaneous luminosity is measured by monitoring the total rate of
inelastic collisions [78]. This technique is suitable for monitoring relative variations, but not for
xing the absolute calibration scale of the instantaneous luminosity. To determine the calibra-
tion, van der Meer scans [79] are performed O(1) time per year using dedicated beam conditions.
At the time of writing of this thesis, the LHC holds the record for the highest instantaneous lu-
minosity (around 1.7 × 1034 cm−2s−1, in 2017 [80]) of any collider ever built.
11Indeed, due to momentum sharing among partons (Section 3.1), in practice not even sucient to produce W/Z
bosons at a reasonable rate.
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The time integral of the instantaneous luminosity over the relevant data-taking period is called
the integrated luminosity, L =
∫ T
0 L(t) dt . The recorded integrated luminosity is used as a mea-
sure of how much data is available for analysis. Figure 5 shows how the integrated luminosity
was delivered by the LHC and recorded by ATLAS over the course of the 2015 and 2016 data
takings. The dierence between delivered and recorded integrated luminosities is due to detec-
tor ineciency as well as the fact that the detector only records data during high-quality beam
conditions. Precise knowledge of the integrated luminosity is crucial for analysis, because it is
needed to correctly relate background, signal, and assumed BSM cross sections to the expected
numbers of events.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Evolution of the integrated luminosity in 2015 (a) and 2016 (b). Taken from Ref. [80].
5.2 Pileup
Additional inelastic proton-proton interactions occurring in the same bunch crossing as the pro-
cess of interest, or in nearby bunch crossings, are referred to as pileup. Particles from pileup
overlay the process of interest in the detector, posing a challenge for event reconstruction. The
vast majority of inelastic pp collisions can be described by QCD scattering at low momentum
transfer, so pileup predominantly produces soft hadrons. The integrated luminosity delivered
to ATLAS as a function of the mean number of inelastic pp interactions per bunch crossing is
shown in Figure 6. It is calculated for each bunch crossing assuming an inelastic pp cross section
of σinel = 80 mb at 13 TeV as
〈µ〉 = Lbunch σinel
fLHC
,
where Lbunch is the instantaneous luminosity per bunch crossing and fLHC the revolution fre-
quency of the LHC [80]. In the data analysed for this thesis, the average number of inelastic
interactions per bunch crossing is 〈µ〉 = 23.7.
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Figure 6: Delivered integrated luminosity as a function of the mean number of pp interactions
per bunch crossing. The data for 2015, 2016, and the sum of both years are shown. Taken from
Ref. [80].
6 Interaction of particles with matter
Particle detectors such as ATLAS exploit the interaction of particles with matter to identify them
and measure their momenta, but also suer from unwanted material interactions of the particles.
As charged particles travel through matter at relatively high velocities, they lose energy via
ionisation of the material. The mean energy loss per distance travelled is approximately described
by the Bethe formula and depends on the material (density, atomic number, etc.) and the speed β
of the particle. An interesting feature of the mean ionisation losses 〈dE/dx〉 is that they exhibit
a minimum around βγ ∼ 3 (depending slightly on the material) and that the mean ionisation
loss experienced by a particle only rises logarithmically with its energy for several orders of
magnitude, until radiative eects such as Bremsstrahlung become important. This behaviour is
shown in Figure 7. It remains approximately constant between ∼1m and ∼1000m, wherem is the
mass of the particle (e.g. m ≈ 0.1 GeV for a muon andm ≈ 1 GeV for a proton). This means that at
typical particle energies observed in ATLAS, most stable particles passing through the detector
material can be approximated as minimum ionising particles.
Unlike other charged particles at typical ATLAS energies of several to several hundred GeV,
electrons experience signicant energy loss via Bremsstrahlung due to their low mass. Energetic
electrons and photons hitting a bulk of high-density material initiate electromagnetic showers
of secondary particles, in which electrons and positrons lose energy mainly via Bremsstrahlung
(e±γ m → e±γ ) and photons mainly via pair creation (γγ m → e+e−), where the photons γ m are
quanta of the electromagnetic elds of the atomic nuclei and (to a lesser degree [81]) atomic
electrons in the material. The electromagnetic radiation length X0 denes the rate of energy loss
via Bremsstrahlung of an electron in material, dE/dx = E/X0. This means that after a distanceX0
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Figure 27.3: Mean energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber) hydrogen, gaseous
helium, carbon, aluminum, iron, tin, and lead. Radiative effects, relevant for
muons and pions, are not included. These become significant for muons in iron for
βγ >∼ 1000, and at lower momenta for muons in higher-Z absorbers. See Fig. 27.20.
which radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is shown for a
variety of materials in Fig. 27.4.
The mass scaling of dE/dx and range is valid for the electronic losses described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation, but not for radiative losses, relevant only for muons and pions.
For a particle with mass M and momentum Mβγc, Tmax is given by
Tmax =
2mec
2 β2γ2
1 + 2γme/M + (me/M)2
. (27.2)
In older references [3,7] the “low-energy” approximation
Tmax = 2mec
2 β2γ2, valid for 2γme/M ≪ 1, is often implicit. For a pion in copper, the
January 10, 2006 13:17
Figure 7: Mean energy loss rate per distance travelled of charged particles passing through liquid
hydrogen, gaseous helium, carbon, aluminium, iron, tin, and lead. Radiative eects, relevant for
muons and pions, are not included. Taken from Ref. [17].
in the material, the electron’s energy is reduced to 1/e ≈ 0.37 of the original. The mean distance
travelled by an energetic photon before undergoing pair production is related to the radiation
length and around 30% long r, 97X0 [82].
Similarly, energetic hadrons, both charged and neutral, will produce hadronic showers when
hitting a bulk of high-density material. These are mainly initiated via inelastic hadron-nucleus
scattering. They are very complex and involve a wide range of phenomena, such as elastic neu-
tron scattering o nuclei, decays of secondary particles (pi0 → γγ , J/ψ → `+`−, etc.), as well as
excitation of nuclei and subsequent relaxation via emission of photons (A∗ → Aγ ). The produced
photons and electrons can in turn initiate electromagnetic subshowers. The number of particles
produced in the shower increases approximately logarithmically with the energy of the initial
hadron. An important quantity is the hadronic interaction length λhad, after which a hadron
beam has dropped to 1/e of the original intensity, satisfying dE/dx = E/λhad. It depends on the
material and is in general larger than the radiation length for a given material.
The length of an electromagnetic or hadronic shower is approximately proportional to the log-
arithm of the energy. This is fortunate, because it facilitates the design of a single, relatively
compact calorimeter that is adequate for measuring energies over several orders of magnitude.
Neutrinos do not, for any practical purposes, interact with the detector at all and therefore escape
it undetected. Their presence can at best be inferred from an analysis of the detected particles:
because of conservation of momentum, the net momentum of all undetected particles must be
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equal to the negative net momentum of all detected particles (in the centre-of-mass system of
the interacting initial-state particles). The presence of as of yet unknown exotic particles that
are long-lived and barely interact with matter might also be inferred like this. Only the net
momentum of all undetected particles can be inferred this way. Their number and nature can-
not be determined: they may be any combination of neutrinos, possibly exotic particles that go
undetected, and in principle detectable particles that simply fell outside the detector acceptance.
7 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [83–85] is a multipurpose particle detector with a cylindrical geometry.
It consists of layers of trackers in the inner detector (ID), electromagnetic calorimeters (ECAL),
hadronic calorimeters (HCAL), and a muon spectrometer (MS). These are often divided into coax-
ial tubular ‘barrel’ segments in the middle and circular disks called ‘endcaps’ on each side. Ad-
ditionally, the detector encompasses 25 superconducting magnet coils, shown in Figure 8. The
detector is designed to measure a wide range of phenomena in proton and heavy-ion collisions
that produce particles with high transverse momenta. It is operated, continuously developed,
and its data exploited for physics by the international ATLAS collaboration. The sun literally
never sets on the collaboration, whose institutes and members are based on all continents except
Antarctica.
Figure 8: Drawing of the magnet coils of the ATLAS detector. Taken from Ref. [86].
Figure 9 shows typical signatures of dierent particle species in the ATLAS detector that allow
their reconstruction and identication. The dierent subdetectors are presented in the following
sections, motivating some of the important design choices.
7.1 Trigger
A two-level trigger system is used to select events of interest in real time [88]. The Level-1
trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of detector information to reduce the rate
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Figure 9: Typical signatures of dierent particle species in the ATLAS detector: neutrinos ν ,
muons µ±, photons γ , neutrons n, el ctrons e±, and char ed pions pi±. A dashed line indicates
that the particle leaves no energy. A solid line indicates energy deposits. The detector proportions
are not realistic. Drawing taken from Ref. [87].
of potentially interesting events from 40 MHz to around 100 kHz. This is followed by a software-
based high-level trigger system that reduces the event rate to about 1 kHz.
7.2 Tracker
The tracker measures points along the trajectory of a charged particle (“hits”), from which a track
can be reconstructed. The signal is created by the ionisation the particle causes in the sensitive
material. The tracker is embedded in a homogeneous magnetic eld B ≈ 2 T, parallel to the beam,
provided by the central solenoid magnet shown in Figs. 8 and 10. This forces the charged particles
onto helical trajectories. The sign of the electric charge of the particle can be determined from
the bending direction.12 Measuring the bending radius R with the tracker allows calculating the
transverse momentum of the particle,
pT =
√
4piαBR ≈ 0.3
(
B
T
) (
R
m
)
GeV
Tracks with momentum greater than about 1 GeV are fairly straight lines in the tracker. In their
case, the relative momentum resolution σpT/pT is proportional to σspT/(L2B), where σs can be
thought of as the position resolution of the tracker13 and the lever arm L is the distance over
which measurements can be made. This demonstrates the need for a large tracker in a strong
12It is assumed that all trackable particles have electric charge ±e . Known particles with electric charge ±2e , such as
Σ++c , are too short-lived to travel a measurable distance in the tracker. Searches for exotic long-lived doubly-charged
particles could perform a simple rescaling of the momentum of candidates for such particles.
13It is actually the resolution of the track sagitta measurement.
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magnetic eld. The momentum resolution is worse for high-pT tracks, as intuitively expected
from the decreasing track curvature.
The layout of the ID tracker is shown in Figure 11, and its location inside the ATLAS detector
is indicated in Figure 12. It consists of four inner layers of silicon pixels, four (nine) layers of
silicon strips in the barrel (each endcap), and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). The entire
inner detector is surrounded by the superconducting solenoid magnet coil.
Both the pixel and strip detector measurement is based on charged particles producing thou-
sands of electron-hole pairs14 in a p-n junction of silicon. A voltage is applied across the silicon,
collecting the electrons and holes on the faces of the pixel or strip. The electrical signal is read
out and, if signicant above the electronics noise, interpreted as a hit.
The pixel detector (|η | < 2.5) is needed for a high-precision measurement close to the beam.
It has very high granularity to resolve the high particle trajectory density near the interaction
point, consisting of O(100 million) pixels. In the barrel, each pixel has a size of 50 × 400 µm2
in the ϕ × z directions, achieving a resolution of 10 µm (ϕ) and 115 µm (z). In the endcaps, the
dimensions and resolutions are numerically identical, but with the z-direction replaced by the
ρ-direction. Each charged particle typically produces four pixel hits. The pixel detector is crucial
for reconstructing primary and secondary vertices.
The strip detector (|η | < 2.5) consists of four double layers of silicon strips in the barrel and nine
double layers per side in the endcaps. Frontside-backside pairs of hits in each double layer are
combined into a single space point measurement, with a resolution of 17 µm in the ϕ-direction
and 580 µm in the z-direction (ρ-direction) in the barrel (endcaps).
The TRT consists of many 4-mm-thick polyimide straw tubes lled with a Xe-CO2-O2 gas mix-
ture, with a gold-plated tungsten wire stretched through the middle of the tube. The tubes run
parallel to the beam in the barrel and radially in the endcaps. The primary signal is generated
by ionisation in the gas left by the primary particle, with acceleration towards the wire leading
to an avalance of secondary ionisation and nally an electric signal in the wire. In addition, the
space between the tubes is lled with polymer bres or foils, creating many material boundaries.
Highly relativistic particles passing through these emit O(10 keV) photons as transition radia-
tion [91].15 These can be absorbed by the xenon atoms in the tube gas, amplifying the ionisation
signal signicantly. As the energy emitted via transition radiation is proportional to γ = E/m
of the particle, the TRT can help discriminate between electrons and hadrons, up to a particle
energy of about 150 GeV. The TRT only spans |η | < 2.0 and only measures the ϕ coordinate
14A minimum ionising particle produces around 80 electron-hole pairs per micrometre of silicon traversed.
15An accessible discussion can be found in many textbooks, e.g. Refs. [92, 93].
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Figure 10: The location of the solenoid magnet (highlighted black) in the ATLAS experiment,
shown in the ρ-z projection. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
Figure 11: Segment of the ATLAS inner detector, showing the tracker layers. The silicon strip
detector is marked SCT, for semiconductor tracker. For the pixel and strip layers, the radii corre-
spond to the mean radius of the sensitive material in each layer. The innermost pixel layer, IBL,
was added in 2014, during the rst long shutdown of the LHC. Taken from Ref. [90].
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Figure 12: The location of the inner detector (highlighted black) in the ATLAS experiment, shown
in the ρ-z projection. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
(and the sign of the z-coordinate) due to the extension of the tubes. Its measurement resolution
is 130 µm. This is better than would be expected from the tube radius, improved by considering
the charge-carrier drift time. The poorer resolution compared to the silicon trackers is partly
compensated by the high number of TRT hits per track, on average 36. The large radius of the
TRT also extends the lever arm of the track measurement, improving the momentum resolution.
The tracker material is kept to a minimum to disturb the particles as little as possible before they
hit the calorimeters. Nevertheless, in particular electrons can undergo signicant Bremsstrahlung
losses in the tracker, while photons can convert to e+e− pairs.
In 2022–2023, the entire inner detector is scheduled to be replaced by the new inner tracker (ITk)
using only silicon-based detector technologies [94]. This is in preparation of the ATLAS detector
for the High Luminosity LHC [95].
7.3 Calorimeters
Calorimeters measure the particle energy destructively, i.e. stopping the particle. They are the
only way ATLAS can measure neutral particles, and they help provide nearly hermetic coverage,
important for measuring missing transverse energy. ATLAS uses sampling calorimeters, in which
only a part of the incident particles’ energy is measured directly, while the remaining part is
absorbed. The original energy is calculated based on the measured value by using a calibration.
The calorimeters contain layers of high-density metal to cause showering. This transfers the
energy of a single particle to a cascade of many lower-energy particles. Showering is necessary
to measure the energy of neutral particles, since they must rst transfer it to charged particles.
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The metal also absorbs part of the energy, allowing for a more compact calorimeter design. In
between the metal layers are layers of sensitive detector medium to read out the ionisation or light
signal caused by the secondary particles. The downside of sampling calorimeters is that their
energy resolution σE/E is generally lower than that of homogeneous calorimeters (where the
entire calorimeter volume is sensitive material), due to higher sensitivity to stochastic variations
in the showering. The relative energy resolution can be parametrised as
σE
E
= a ⊕ b√
E
⊕ c
E
, (10)
where ⊕ indicates summing in quadrature, e.g. x ⊕ y ≡
√
x2 + y2. The coecients a, b, and
c depend on the detector. The energy-independent term a includes eects such as nonlinear
response and imperfect calibration. The stochastic term b/√E reects statistical uctuations
in the shower development, whose relative importance is larger for less energetic showers. The
term c/E encompasses noise eects in the electronics/optics, but also due to low-energy particles
e.g. from pileup. Its importance decreases with energy, as the signal-over-noise ratio increases.
As the form of Eq. 10 shows, the energy resolution improves with the growing energy. This is
the opposite case than for track momentum resolution.
Due to the dierent responses to electromagnetic and hadronic showers, it is benecial to place
an electromagnetic calorimeter producing only electromagnetic compact showers upstream of
a hadronic calorimeter. In the hadronic calorimeter, the presence of secondary electromagnetic
showers is unavoidable. The dierent response to these is corrected for using software algo-
rithms.
Table 1 shows the radiation lengths X0 and hadronic interaction lengths λhad for the absorber
materials used in ATLAS calorimeters. The ECAL uses absorber materials with a relatively high
ratio λhad/X0 ∼ 30 to avoid prompting hadronic showers.
Material X0 (cm) λhad (cm) λhad/X0 Used in
Lead 0.56 18 31 ECAL
Tungsten 0.35 9.9 28 ECAL
Copper 1.4 15 11 HCAL
Iron 1.8 17 10 HCAL (in steel)
Table 1: Radiation lengths X0 and hadronic interaction lengths λhad for various materials used in
ATLAS calorimeters. Also shown is their ratio, as it informs the choice of absorber materials for
the electromagnetic calorimeter. All data taken from Ref. [96].
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Electromagnetic calorimeter
The location of the ECAL is shown in Figure 13. It covers the region |η | < 3.2 and consists
of layers of lead or tungsten absorber embedded in liquid argon. Liquid argon was chosen for
the high intrinsic linearity and stability over time of its signal response, as well as its radiation
hardness [83]. The ECAL has a total length of about 22X0 to ensure good shower containment.
Based on the values in Table 1, this corresponds to less than one hadronic interaction length, so
no compact hadronic showers form in the ECAL, as desired.
The ECAL consists of three layers. The rst has a ne η-segmentation of ∆η = 0.0031 to resolve
photon pairs from pi0 decays. The middle layer has a ne segmentation of ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.025×0.025
within |η | < 2.47 to enable electron and photon identication, together with inner-detector
information. The outer layer is mainly needed to measure very energetic showers and has a
segmentation of ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.050 × 0.025. The cell segmentation is shown in Figure 14. The
ECAL achieves an energy resolution of about 2% for electrons with pT ≈ 50 GeV. It has reduced
coverage where its barrel and endcap parts meet, leading to poor energy resolution in the region
1.37 < |η | < 1.52.
A presampler is installed immediately before the bulk calorimeter within |η | < 1.8. It is around
1 cm thick and consists of a single sensitive liquid-argon layer with no upstream absorber. The
presampler improves the resolution of the energy measurement by measuring particles originat-
ing from showering in the material upstream of itself, such as Bremsstrahlung photons radiated
by electrons. The energy losses can be estimated and corrected for.
Figure 13: The location of the electromagnetic calorimeter (highlighted black) in the ATLAS
experiment, shown in the ρ-z projection. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
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Figure 14: Detail showing the cell geometry of part of the liquid-argon calorimeter barrel in the
ρ-z projection (left) and in the x-y projection (right). The single presampler layer is distinctively
visible. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
Hadronic calorimeter
The HCAL consists of a steel/scintillating-tile calorimeter, segmented into three barrel structures
within |η | < 1.7, and of two copper/liquid-argon calorimeters within 1.7 < |η | < 3.2. Its loca-
tion and layout is shown in Figure 15. The measurement principle is the same as for the ECAL,
except that scintillating tiles are used in the central barrel. These are made of plastic that emits
light when ionising particles travel through it. Using optical bres, the light is guided to photo-
multiplier tubes, in which the optical signal is converted to an electrical one and amplied. The
HCAL has a thickness of about 10 hadronic interaction lengths (at η ≈ 0) to ensure good shower
containment and minimise punch-through of hadrons into the muon spectrometer.
The HCAL has three cell layers in the barrel, with cell size ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.1 × 0.1 in the rst two
layers and 0.2 × 0.1 in the third. In the endcap, the number of layers increases to four, with a
granularity of 0.1 × 0.1 in 1.5 < |η | < 2.5 and 0.2 × 0.2 in 2.5 < |η | < 3.2. The intrinsic energy
resolution of the HCAL is about 15% for a jet with 100 GeV energy and around 3% for a jet with
1 TeV energy, depending on the pseudorapidity of the jet.
Forward calorimeter
The calorimetry is extended to |η | = 4.9 by the forward calorimeter, which consists of one mod-
ule of copper layers and two modules of tungsten layers, all in liquid argon. The rst mainly
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Figure 15: The location of the hadronic calorimeter (highlighted black) in the ATLAS experiment,
shown in the ρ-z projection. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
measures electromagnetic showers while the two outer ones measure hadronic showers.16
7.4 Muon spectrometer
Muons pass through the detector material, including the calorimeters, without stopping. They
behave roughly like minimum ionising particles, whose energy loss is via ionisation and depends
only mildly on their momentum. Figure 16 shows the simulated mean and most probable muon
energy loss in the ATLAS detector as a function of the muon momentum. Statistically, the energy
loss approximately follows a Landau distribution [97], and it can be seen that the long tail towards
higher values means that the mean loss17 grows faster than the most probable loss.
Muons are unique in their even, ionisation-dominated energy loss: energetic hadrons interact
strongly in the dense calorimeter material, electrons and photons experience signicant radiative
or pair-production losses, tau leptons decay before ying a long distance, and neutrinos don’t
interact with the detector at all in practice. Installing a tracking system beyond the calorime-
ters therefore gives muons a very distinctive detector signature, allowing their reconstruction
with great purity and eciency. This tracking system is called the muon spectrometer (MS).
It is embedded in a non-homogeneous magnetic eld generated by toroidal coils in the barrel
and endcaps, so muon trajectories are bent in the ρ-z plane. The magnetic ux density ranges
16The choice of copper for electromagnetic and tungsten for hadronic showers seems unintuitive in light of the
ratios λhad/X0 shown in Table 1, which could favour the opposite choice. However, they were chosen to optimise
other factors, as explained in Ref. [83].
17The mean loss is calculated numerically from the simulated values. The analytical mean of a Landau distribution
is undened.
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function can be used for the parametrization of the mean energy
loss as well. In Figure 2 the mop and mean energy loss are
presented as a function of P for a particular η bin together
with their parametrization description.
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Fig. 2. Most Probable and the Mean energy loss as a function of the muon
momentum for 0.4 < |η| < 0.5.
THE parametrizations were validated with independentsingle muon samples of constant PT in the range 10 −
1000 GeV/c. As shown in Figure 3(a) the mean energy loss
parametrization provides a satisfactory decription of the mean
energy loss in the whole PT region. This is achieved by
overestimating the energy loss of the bulk of the muons in order
to account for the significantly fewer muons with very large
energy losses. Thus, the mean energy loss is not an accurate
description of the muon energy loss. In constrast, the mop
parametrization is able to provide an excellent decription of
the core of the energy loss distribution as shown in Figure
3(b). When it comes to momentum reconstruction, the effects
arising from the convolution of the gaussian uncertainty of the
MS measurement and the asymmetric Landau distribution of the
energy loss should be considered. These effects are understood
and an appropriate correction is applied to ensure unbiased
momentum reconstruction.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT OF THE MUON
ENERGY LOSS
EACH muon track is extrapolated back to the calorime-ters, where measurement cones are formed in the (η,φ)
plane (red square of Figure 4). The cone radii are optimized
separately for each calorimeter according to its segmentation
and the extrapolation error: (δη, δφ) = 0.15 for the Hadronic
Calorimeters and (δη, δφ) = 0.1 for the Electromagnetic
calorimeter. Within each cone the cells with recorded energy
ECell > 4 · σnoise are added and the mean energy contribution
due to pile-up events is subtracted.
THE electromagnetic and hadronic parts are summed andcorrected for the e/mip ratio [4], for the energy deposited
in the additional material traversed by the muon (e.g. the
cryostats) and other effects. The resulting energy is the Mea-
sured muon energy loss.
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Fig. 3. Performance of the parametrizations described in the text as a function
of PT .
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE HYBRID
MEASUREMENT/PARAMETRIZATION METHOD
THE muon energy loss, being Landau distributed, is char-acterized by a core region around the mop value, followed
by a long tail towards the large energy losses. The calorimeter
measurement – whose resolution scales as E−1/2 – provides
more accurate description of the large energy losses (events on
the Landau tail). On the other hand, the mop parametrization
offers a higher accuracy for muons with energy loss at the core
of the distribution. Thus, the optimum energy loss resolution
is achieved when these two approaches are combined: the
calorimetric energy loss measurement is used when the energy
deposition is significantly larger than the mop value, otherwise
the mop parametrization is used. The transition value between
the two approaches is Emop + 2 · σmop, which was found
to provide an unbiased momentum reconstruction despite the
asymmetric nature of the Landau distribution. The fraction of
events in the tail which make use of the calorimeter measure-
ment increases with increasing momentum and ranges between
30% and 60%.
HOWEVER, the calorimetric energy loss measurement isreliable only when the muon is isolated. A detailed
study of the criteria for tagging a muon as isolated has
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Figure 16: Simulated mean and most probable energy loss of a muon traversing the ATLAS de-
tector as a function of its momentum. The considered muons have 0.4 < |η | < 0.5. Taken from
Ref. [98].
between around 0.2 T and 2.5 T (3.5 T) in the barrel (endcaps), providing a bending power of ap-
proximately 1–7.5 Tm. The MS uses four dierent detector types, whose locations in the ATLAS
detector are shown in Figure 17. In the barrel, the MS extends from a radius of around 5 m to
around 10 m.
To measure the muon momentum, very precise tracking in the bending direction is required, so
that even the very slight curvature of a high- T muon track can be measured. Precisi n track-
ing is provided by monitored drift tubes (MDT) over the full MS coverage of |η | < 2.7. These
are aluminium tubes lled with 93% argon and 7% carbon dioxide with a wire stretched axially
through them. They are mostly18 3 cm in diameter and about one to six metres long. The MDTs
measure hits with a spatial resolution of approximately 35 µm p r chamber (∼80 µm per tube)
in the bending direction, but cannot measure the hit position along the tube, in the non-bending
ϕ direction. In the forward region 2.0 < η < 2.7, the MDTs are supplemented by an innermost
layer of cathode strip chambers (CSC), which are multiwire proportional chambers with cathodes
segmented into strips. Their spatial resolution in the bending direction is comparable to that of
the MDTs. The cathode segmentation furthermore allows them to measure the hit position in the
non-bending direction with a resolution of 5 mm. As the particle ux in the innermost forward
chambers is around 20 times higher than the average in the other MS regions [99], this second
coordinate provided by the CSC is important for resolving track ambiguities. The spatial coordi-
nate in the non-bending and bending direction is measured by resistive plate chambers (RPCs) in
the barrel and thin gap chambers (TGC) in the endcaps, up to |η | = 2.4. The measurement reso-
lution is of the order of some millimetres. The RPCs are gas-lled plate capacitors. The TGCs are
18Additional smaller MDTs were installed in 2013–2015 to improve coverage.
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multiwire chambers operating in saturated mode, providing a ner granularity than the RPCs to
accommodate for the higher track density and smaller trajectory bending for a given pT in the
forward region.
The long drift time in the MDTs (up to 700 ns) and CSCs (typically ∼20 ns, but with a long tail
due to the weak drift eld in some regions) makes them unsuitable for low-level triggering, since
collisions happen every 25 ns. However, the RPCs and TGCs have a suciently fast response to
enable muon triggering within |η | = 2.4.
In the very central region (|η | ≈ 0), there is a gap in the MS coverage to allow for services to the
solenoid magnet, the calorimeters and the inner detector. Some of the used muon reconstruc-
tion algorithms are optimised to recover part of the lost eciency in this region. These will be
described below.
(a) Monitored drift tubes provide a precise position
measurement in the bending direction.
(b) Cathode strip chambers provide a precise position
measurement in the bending direction as well as a mea-
surement in the non-bending direction.
(c) Resistive plate chambers provide a position mea-
surement in the bending and non-bending direction,
and fast enough response to be used for low-level trig-
gering.
(d) Thin gap chambers provide a position measure-
ment in the bending and non-bending direction, and
fast enough response to be used for low-level trigger-
ing.
Figure 17: The location of the various muon detectors (highlighted black) in the ATLAS experi-
ment, shown in the ρ-z projection. Drawings made with Atlantis [89].
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8 Event reconstruction
This section briey describes the reconstruction of objects used in this thesis, namely electrons,
muons, and jets. It also describes the reconstruction of low-level objects on which the higher-
level objects depend, namely tracks, vertices, and localised energy clusters in the calorimeters.
Before doing so, it introduces the important concepts of eciency and scale factors.
8.1 Eciencies and scale factors
Eciencies ε express the probability of some genuine object (or event) to pass a given selection,
ε =
number of genuine objects (or events) passing selection
number of genuine objects (or events)
for objects in some sample. Calculating the eciency is often easy in MC simulation, where the
number of genuine objects is known. Here, only one complication arises occasionally, namely
if the adequate matching of genuine objects and corresponding selected objects is non-trivial,
because the reconstruction has heavily distorted the objects. On the other hand, eciencies in
simulation might dier from the true experimental eciencies. If this is not taken into account,
the MC simulation will model the data incorrectly, and the correction of measurements for de-
tector eects will be wrong. So there is a strong interest to measure the eciencies directly in
data. One widespread way of doing so is the tag-and-probe method.
There are many variations of the tag-and-probe method, but the most relevant to this thesis
requires a well-known process to serve as a standard candle, such as the resonance J/ψ → µ+µ−
or Z → e+e−. All but one of the nal-state objects are required to pass a very tight selection, with
minimal probability of misidentication. These objects are the tag. For instance, when measuring
muon identication eciencies in J/ψ → µ+µ− events, the tag muon would be required to pass a
tight selection. The remaining object is called the probe and required to pass very loose selection
criteria, whose eciency is either approximated as one or measured in a complementary way
(which could also be a tag-and-probe approach). It is also required to ‘complete’ the standard
candle (in the example: give a dimuon mass consistent with the J/ψ resonance), to ensure that
it is almost certainly a genuine object. The eciency is given by the probability of the probe
passing the (tighter) selection criteria whose eciency is to be determined. For the method to
be correct, this probability must, to a good approximation, be independent of the probability for
the tag to pass its tight selection,
P(probe passes | tag passes) != P(probe passes).
To correct the MC simulation for dierences in the selection eciencies with respect to data,
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scale factors SF dened as
SF =
εdata
εsimulation
are used. These scale factors represent per-object weights and are usually measured as a func-
tion of the object kinematics, e.g. its η and pT. If the selection of an event depends on multiple
objects being selected, the event weight due to scale factors, wSF, must be calculated such that
the equation
wSF =
P(event passes | is data event)
P(event passes | is simulated event)
is satised. This weight is multiplied onto the prior event weight.
8.2 Tracks and vertices
Tracks represent the trajectories of charged particles. Being able to reconstruct them is important
for many reasons, such as
• determining particle directions and momenta,
• nding primary as well as secondary vertices, such as those from relatively long-lived B-
hadrons that decay after ying a macroscopic distance [100],
• determining the vertex association of leptons and jets,
• particle identication, such as distinguishing electrons from photons (which have no track,
or two tracks after undergoing γ + γmaterial → e+e− conversion),
• providing a way of studying jet performance by allowing an alternative jet measurement
that is independent of the calorimeters,
• event visualisation for physics analysis or pedagogical reasons (including outreach [101]),
• and as direct input to analysis, e.g. for minimum-bias studies or searches for hypothetical
exotic particles.
Tracks are found by applying pattern recognition algorithms to the ensemble of hits in the ID
and, for muon tracks, in the MS [102]. In the ID, three-dimensional space points are formed
from clusters of silicon pixel hits and the intersections of frontside and backside strips in an SCT
module. Track seeds are formed by looking for triplets of space points compatible with a track.
Growing the tracks, compatible pixel and SCT hits are added using a Kalman lter [103], with
a special alternative algorithm to nd electron tracks with signicant Bremsstrahlung energy
losses [104]. Tracks are ranked by the number of associated hits and the absence of ‘holes’,
i.e. missing hits where one would be expected. In the case of shared hits, they are associated
with the higher ranked track. After this, tracks with less than seven hits are discarded. Tracks
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are extrapolated to the TRT and all TRT hits within 10 mm added to the track if adding them
improves the track’s goodness of t. (A complementary strategy nding and growing tracks
outside-in is used to recover late neutral-particle decays, γ + γmaterial → e+e− conversions, and
tracks of particles that have undergone a very signicant energy loss.) The nal track parameters
are obtained by a global precision t to the associated hits. In the MS, seed segments are formed in
each layer of chambers, which are then combined if a loose candidate matching and subsequent
t are successful.
The tracking eciency in the ID is about 95% for central pseudorapidities |η | < 1.5, dropping
to about 80% in the forward region due to the higher amount of material encountered there.
However, for muons it is close to 100% independently of their pseudorapidity, because they do
not undergo hadronic interactions or signicant Bremsstrahlung losses.
Primary vertices are formed from at least two associated tracks as described in Refs. [105, 106].
8.3 Topological calorimeter clusters
Topological clustering [107] is used to nd energy deposits in the calorimeter that are likely from
energetic deposits originating from the hard scattering process, while suppressing noise due to
electronics and pileup particles. The signal-over-noise signicance of the energy deposited in a
cell is dened as
ζ =
energy deposited in cell
average expected noise in cell .
Calorimeter cells whose measured energy exceeds ζ > 4 are used as cluster seeds. Cells neigh-
bouring a cluster are added to the cluster if their energy exceeds ζ > 2. This is repeated until
no more such neighbouring cells are found. The clustering is done in all three dimensions, so
cells can be in the same calorimeter layer, dierent layers of the same calorimeter, or even dif-
ferent calorimeters. Finally, all cells with ζ > 0 adjacent to a cluster are added to it (this is
only done once at the end of the clustering). The procedure can lead to clusters merging. If
signicant local maxima exist within one cluster, the cluster is split according to an algorithm
described in Ref. [107]. This is important for instance to preserve local structure information,
for instance in the case of a Z → qq decay whose resulting hadronic products end up in the
same primary topological cluster. The advantage of the topological clustering (e.g. compared to
sliding-window clustering [108]) is that it lets clusters grow naturally by making no assumption
about their shape or size. The corresponding disadvantage is that this complexity makes the
calibration more challenging [108].
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8.4 Muons
Muon reconstruction and identication [109] uses primarily the inner detector and the muon
spectrometer, supplemented by information from the calorimeters. The participating subdetec-
tors are shown in Figure 18. Four dierent types of reconstructed muons can be considered:
1. Combined muons,
2. Segment-tagged muons,
3. Calorimeter-tagged muons,
4. Standalone muons.
Most reconstructed muons are combined muons, which are reconstructed by matching a track
reconstructed in the MS to a track reconstructed in the ID. Their four-momenta are calculated
by combining the information from the two systems, retting the track using all the ID and MS
hits that were previously assigned to the muon candidate. Energy deposited in the calorimeters
is corrected for.
Some muons are expected to cross only one layer of MS chambers. This can be either in regions
with reduced MS acceptance, or for low-pT muons because of their strongly bent trajectory. In
these cases, segment-tagged muons are accepted. They are reconstructed by matching ID tracks
to at least one local track segment in the MDT or CSC modules.
In the very central region |η | < 0.1, there is a gap in the coverage of the MS to allow electrical ca-
bles to pass as well as for service access to the inner detector. In this region, muon reconstruction
eciency is recovered by using calorimeter-tagged muons. These are reconstructed by matching
an ID track to energy deposits in the calorimeters that are consistent with a minimum ionising
particle.
To extend the muon coverage to the forward region 2.5 < |η | < 2.7, where there is MS acceptance
but no ID acceptance, standalone muons are reconstructed from MS tracks alone. The MS track
is required to be compatible with originating from the interaction point. When computing the
momentum, estimated energy losses in the calorimeters are taken into account.
The muon eciencies in data are measured using the tag-and-probe method in Z → µ+µ− and
J/ψ → µ+µ− events. The Z events are used for muons with pT > 10 GeV and the J/ψ events
for muons with pT between 5 GeV and 20 GeV. Based on the data and MC eciencies, scale
factors are determined in bins of η and pT of the muons for the muon reconstruction, isolation,
and vertex association eciencies.
The ATLAS detector simulation is not suciently accurate to allow the desired descripton of the
muon momentum scale to the permille and momentum resolution to the percent level. However,
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this can be achieved by applying corrections to the simulated muons. To establish the size of the
corrections, the muon momentum scale and resolution are studied by comparing the measured
and predicted shape of the Z → µ+µ− and J/ψ → µ+µ− mass peaks. Momentum scale corrections
are parametrised as a function of the muon pT in regions of ϕ and η and applied to simulated
muons. The momentum resolution is corrected to that observed in data by applying random
Gaussian smearing to each simulated muon. The muon momentum measurement relies on tracks
and therefore has worse resolution for high-momentum muons, as described in Section 7.2.
Figure 18: Subdetectors participating in muon reconstruction. The inner detector is shown in
black, the ECAL in green, the HCAL in red, and the MS in blue. Also shown is the central
solenoid magnet in grey. Drawing made with Atlantis [89].
8.5 Electrons
An electron is reconstructed from a topological cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched
to a high-quality track in the ID. Its momentum is computed from the cluster energy and the di-
rection of the track and calibrated [110]. The subdetectors contributing to electron reconstruction
are shown in Figure 19. Since the energy is measured in the calorimeter, the energy resolution
is better for high-energy electrons, as discussed in Section 7.3. Electrons are distinguished from
other particles using several identication criteria that rely on the shapes of electromagnetic
showers as well as tracking and track-to-cluster matching quantities. Following the description
in Ref. [111], the output of a likelihood function taking these quantities as input is used to iden-
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tify electrons. The eciencies of reconstructing and identifying electrons are measured using
the tag-and-probe method in Z → e+e−, Z → e+e−γ , and J/ψ → e+e− events [111].
Figure 19: Subdetectors participating in electron reconstruction. The inner detector is shown in
black and the ECAL in green. Also shown is the central solenoid magnet in grey. Drawing made
with Atlantis [89].
8.6 Jets
Jets [112] are clustered from topological clusters in the calorimeters. At the clustering stage,
the jets are assumed to originate from the origin of the detector. However, the luminous region
in ATLAS extends O(10 cm) in the z-direction, so the origin of the jet is corrected for at the
calibration stage by assuming that the jet came from the hard-scattering vertex of the event,
dened to be the primary vertex with the largest associated
∑tracks
i p
2
T, i , changing the η of the
jet axis. The jet energy is calibrated as described in Ref. [113]. The jets in this thesis use no
local calibration of topological clusters before jet clustering, only the nal jets are calibrated.
This means that energy deposits in the HCAL are underestimated by O(60%) at the clustering
stage, due to the sampling nature of the HCAL. The ECAL, while also a sampling calorimeter,
has a response much closer to one. The reason why no local calibration is used is that it was
not fully supported in 13 TeV data when the analysis in Part IV was begun, and would not have
provided much benet anyway. The local calibration is mainly important for improving the
energy calibration of energetic jets with pT > 100 GeV or so. The analysis in this thesis is mainly
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sensitive to low-pT jets, where the performance with and without locally calibrated clusters is
similar.
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Part IV
Measurements of four-lepton production in
13 TeV proton collisions with the ATLAS
detector
9 Introduction and motivation
Three measurements of four-lepton production at the LHC are presented. All of them use data
from proton-proton collisions with 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy. The focus is on a measurement
requiring two lepton pairs that are compatible with being the decay products of a Z boson pair.
It was published in Ref. [114]. The other two analyses, a quick measurement of the integrated
cross section with the very rst Run 2 data and an ongoing measurement of the four-lepton mass
with only very loose selection requirements, are only discussed briey in Sections 20.1 and 20.2.
Studying the production of Z boson pairs at the LHC is an important test of the SM, probing
electroweak and QCD predictions at the highest available collision energies. Any signicant
deviations from the SM predictions may point to new physics. In addition, ZZ production is
an important background in studies of the Higgs boson properties [115–118]. It is also a major
background in searches for new physics processes producing pairs of Z bosons at high invariant
mass [119–122]. Measuring ZZ production cross sections can serve to constrain this background,
or at least help understand how well it can be modelled with current predictions.
From the point of view of perturbative QFT, ZZ production at the LHC is dominated by quark-
antiquark (qq) interactions, such as that shown in Figure 20(a), with a smaller contribution of
the order of 10% from loop-induced gluon-gluon (gg) interactions, as in Figure 20(b) [123, 124].
The author’s ongoing work on describing the loop-induced contribution in next-to-leading-order
QCD is the topic of Part V. The production of ZZ in association with two electroweakly initiated
jets, denoted EW-ZZjj, includes the rare ZZ weak-boson scattering process. Example Feynman
diagrams are shown in Figures 20(c) and 20(d). Study of ZZ production in association with jets is
an important step in searching for ZZ weak-boson scattering, which has so far not been exper-
imentally observed by itself at the 3σ (5σ ) signicance level that is conventionally required to
claim evidence (observation). However, a recent CMS measurement observed the process at the
2.7σ signicance level and measured a cross section that is in agreement with the SM [125]. ZZ
production can also proceed via a Higgs boson propagator, although this contribution is expected
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to be suppressed in the region where both Z bosons are produced nearly on-shell, as is the case
in this analysis: the mass of the four-lepton system here is at least twice the required dilepton
mass,m4` > 132 GeV, which is greater than the Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV [21], so the Higgs
boson resonance does not contribute.19
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Figure 20: Examples of leading-order SM Feynman diagrams for ZZ (and ZZjj) production in
proton–proton collisions: (a) qq-initiated, (b) gg-initiated, (c) electroweak ZZjj production, (d)
electroweak ZZjj production via weak-boson scattering. The decays to leptons are omitted for
readability.
ZZ production could be modied by anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGCs) of neutral gauge
bosons, which are not allowed in the SM [127]. The SM does not have tree-level vertices coupling
three neutral gauge bosons (ZZZ, ZZγ ), because these would violate the underlying SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y symmetry. However, these couplings exist in some extensions of the SM, enhancing the
ZZ production cross section in regions where the energy scale of the interaction is high. An
example Feynman diagram of ZZ production via aTGC is shown in Figure 21.
Z/γ ∗
q
q
Z
Z
Figure 21: Example Feynman diagram of ZZ production containing an aTGC vertex, here indi-
cated by a red dot, which is forbidden in the SM. The decays to leptons are omitted for readability.
In the presented analysis, candidate events are reconstructed in the fully leptonic ZZ →
19The intrinsic width of the Higgs boson resonance is negligible for the purpose of this argument. The SM Higgs
boson has a predicted decay width of only O(1 MeV) [126]. This also means that the reconstructed width is very much
dominated by the experimental resolution.
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`+`−`′+`′− decay channel, where ` and `′ can be an electron or a muon. Tau leptons are not
included, because they decay before being measured by ATLAS and their momentum can never
be fully reconstructed due to the presence of at least one neutrino in the decay. A Z boson decay-
ing to charged leptons is not strictly distinguishable from a virtual photon. Therefore, through-
out this analysis, the symbol Z denotes the combination of a Z boson and virtual photon, Z/γ ∗.
However, the invariant masses of the dileptons are required to lie between 66 GeV and 116 GeV,
corresponding approximately to the Z boson pole mass plus/minus 25 GeV, meaning that the
contribution of the Z boson dominates.
9.1 Strategy and deliverables
Both integrated and dierential cross sections are measured, the latter with respect to twenty-
one dierent observables. Ten of these directly measure associated jet activity in the events. A
ducial phase space is dened, where ducial means that non-trivial, or non-minimal, selection
requirements are applied to the nal-state particles, reecting both the acceptance of the AT-
LAS detector and the selections imposed on the reconstructed leptons and jets in this analysis.
The observed event yields are corrected to the ducial phase space using simulated samples to
model the detector eects. The integrated cross sections are inclusive with respect to associated
jets. For easier comparison to other measurements, the combined integrated cross section is also
extrapolated to a total phase space and to all Z boson decay modes. A search for aTGCs is per-
formed in a generic eective-eld-theory approach by looking for deviations of the data from
the SM predictions at high values of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT Z boson, which
is one of the observables most sensitive to the energy scale of the interaction.
Dierential ducial cross sections are measured with respect to the following observables:
• Mass of the four-lepton system,m4` ;
• Transverse momentum of the four-lepton system, pT, 4` ;
• Absolute rapidity of the four-lepton system, |y4` |;
• Separation in azimuthal angle between the two Z boson candidates, δϕ(Z1,Z2), dened
such that it lies in the interval [0,pi ];
• Absolute dierence in rapidity between the two Z boson candidates, |δy(Z1,Z2)|;
• Transverse momentum of the leading-pT and the subleading-pT Z boson candidates, pT, Z1
and pT, Z2 ;
• Transverse momentum of each of the four leptons;
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• Number of jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η | < 4.5, Njets;
• Number of jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η | < 2.4, referred to as central jets, Ncentral jets;
• Number of jets with pT > 60 GeV and |η | < 4.5;
• Scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all jets in the event with pT > 30 GeV and |η | <
4.5;
• Absolute pseudorapidity of the leading-pT and the subleading-pT jets;
• Transverse momentum of the leading-pT and the subleading-pT jets;
• Absolute dierence in rapidity between the two leading-pT jets, |δy(jet1, jet2)|;
• Invariant mass of the two leading-pT jets,m(jet1, jet2).
These measurements provide a detailed description of the kinematics in ZZ events and allow
comparisons and validations of current and future predictions. Regrettably, while included in this
thesis, the four-lepton invariant mass is not published as a dierential cross section in Ref. [114],
but only at the reconstruction level. It is one of the most interesting observables, as resonances
due to new physics could show up as localised excesses — or “bumps” — in the mass spectrum.
The reason for the omission is a decision by the ATLAS coordination to only publish this ob-
servable in a designated, but as of yet unpublished analysis (similar to the one in Ref. [128]), in
which the author is also involved. Notwithstanding, the remaining above measurements provide
a detailed description of the kinematics in ZZ events and allow comparisons and validations
of current and future predictions. Some of the dierential measurements are particularly moti-
vated: the transverse momentum of the four-lepton system directly measures the recoil against
all other particles produced in the collision and therefore provides information about QCD and
electroweak radiation across the entire range of scales. The rapidity of the four-lepton system is
sensitive to the z-component of the total momentum of the initial-state partons involved in the
ZZ production. It may therefore be sensitive to the PDFs. The azimuthal-angle separation and
rapidity dierence between the Z boson candidates probe their angular correlations and may
help extract the contribution of double-parton-scattering ZZ production. The azimuthal-angle
separation is also sensitive to radiation of partons and photons produced in association with the
ZZ pair. The scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all jets provides a measure of the overall jet
activity that is independent of their azimuthal conguration. The measurements of |δy(jet1, jet2)|
andm(jet1, jet2) are particularly sensitive to the EW-ZZjj process. They both tend to have larger
values in weak-boson scattering than in other ZZ production channels, providing an important
step towards the study of ZZ production via weak-boson scattering.
To maximise the impact of the analysis on the understanding of Nature, it is built on the following
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principles:
• Theoretical robustness, e.g. in the denitions of unstable particles and observables,
• Model independence, meaning that experimental methods are chosen such that they rely as
little as possible on any particular model being a good description of reality,
• Preservation of results in a way that allows anyone in the world to reuse and reinterpret
them later.
The four-lepton channel studied in the presented analysis only has a very small branching frac-
tion of around 0.45% [17]. However, it has decisive advantages over other ZZ decay channels,
namely its low background, simple and complete reconstruction (whereas e.g. the `+`−νν chan-
nel has missing momentum), and excellent experimental resolution of kinematic observables. It
also provides a “cleanroom” for the study of jet production, in the sense that any associated QCD
radiation can be unambiguously separated from the ZZ decay products. This makes it an inter-
esting process for studying associated jets. While single Z → `+`− production with associated
jets provides a statistical uncertainty that is orders of magnitude smaller thanks to the much
higher cross section [129], the non-resonant nature of the ZZ system means that dierent (and
higher) hard-process scales are probed.
9.2 Comparison to other analyses
Integrated and dierential ZZ production cross sections have been previously measured at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [130–133] and found to be consistent
with SM predictions. The integrated pp → ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− cross section at √s = 13 TeV was
recently measured by the ATLAS [134] and CMS [135] collaborations, each analysing data corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of about 3 fb−1. The ATLAS measurement is summarised
in Section 20.1. Searches for aTGCs have previously been performed at lower centre-of-mass en-
ergies by ATLAS [132], CMS [131, 136], D0 [137], and by the LEP experiments [138]. Shortly after
the publication of this analysis, CMS also published a measurement of integrated and dierential
cross sections as well as a search for aTGCs at 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy [139], again nding
agreement with the SM predictions. A comparison of the dierential cross sections considered
in recent measurements is shown in Table 2.
9.3 Dataset
The analysis uses a data sample of proton–proton collisions that was taken in 2015 and 2016
at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. Only runs with 25 ns bunch spacing are used (i.e.
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Experiment Data Observable Binning (in GeV if energy-like)
ATLAS (this) 13 TeV, 1. lepton pT 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 180, 200, 230, 450
36.1 fb−1 2. lepton pT 15, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 150, 300
3. lepton pT 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 80, 100, 200
4. lepton pT 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 150
Z1 pT 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 200, 250, 1500
Z2 pT 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 200, 250, 1500
m4` (thesis only) 140, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300, 325, 350, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1500
pT, 4` 0, 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 1500
ZZ |y | 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 4.6
∆ϕ(Z1, Z2)/pi 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.6875, 0.75, 0.8125, 0.875, 0.9375, 1.0
∆y(Z1, Z2) 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 10.0
Njets 0, 1, 2, 3, ≥ 4
Ncentral jets 0, 1, 2, 3, ≥ 4
Njets, pT > 60 0, 1, 2, ≥ 3
1. jet pT 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 150, 200, 800
2. jet pT 30, 40, 60, 500
1. jet |η | 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 4.5
2. jet |η | 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 4.5
Dijet12 mass 0, 50, 100, 200, 300, 1000
∆y(j1, j2) 0, 1, 2, 3, 9
Jets scalar pT sum 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 200, 400, 1000
CMS [139] 13 TeV, m4` 100, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600, 800
35.9 fb−1 pT, 4` 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 300
Z pT (both) 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 300
1. lepton pT 15, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180, 195, 225
∆ϕ(Z1, Z2) 0.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25
∆R(Z1, Z2) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
ATLAS [140] 8 TeV, Z1 pT 0, 30, 60, 100, 100, 200, 1500
20.3 fb−1 ∆ϕ(`+, `−) in Z1 0.0, 1.3, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7, 3.14
∆y(Z1, Z2) 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 4
Njets 0, 1, ≥ 2
CMS [141] 8 TeV, m4` 100, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600, 800
19.6 fb−1 Z1 pT 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250
pT, 4` 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150
1. lepton pT 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140
∆ϕ(Z1, Z2) 0.0, 1.9, 1.5, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5 2.75, 3.0, 3.25
∆R(Z1, Z2) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Table 2: Comparison of measured dierential cross section in this analysis and selected others.
All rankings such as ‘1. lepton’ are by pT. Binnings include the upper edge of the highest bin.
Only distributions in the four-lepton channel and for nearly “on-shell” Z bosons are listed. Those
unique to one of the listed analyses are highlighted (colour only).
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ignoring the small 50 ns sample acquired at the beginning of Run 2 data-taking in 2015). Events
are accepted for analysis based on data quality ags per luminosity block, using the good run
lists recommended for all analyses. The good run lists contain luminosity blocks during which
all parts of the detector were functioning correctly. The usable integrated luminosity is 3.2 fb−1
for 2015 and 32.9 fb−1 for 2016, giving a total of 36.1 fb−1. The uncertainty of the total integrated
luminosity is 3.2%, corresponding to ±1.1 fb−1. The integrated luminosity and its uncertainty
is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [142], from a preliminary
calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015
and May 2016.
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10 Theoretical predictions
MC event samples are used to obtain corrections for detector eects and to estimate signal and
background contributions. Fixed-order calculations are used as higher-order corrections, for
additional comparisons to measurement results, and for extrapolation between phase spaces.
Throughout this analysis, unless stated otherwise, orders of calculations refer to perturbative
expansions in the strong coupling αs in QCD and all calculations use the CT10 [143] PDFs with
the evolution order in αs corresponding to the perturbative order in αs in the calculation. MC
generator versions are only given the rst time the generator is mentioned. Access to all PDFs is
provided by the LHAPDF 6 interface [144]. Electroweak parameters are set according to the Gµ
scheme everywhere. In this scheme, the Fermi constantGµ as well as the pole masses of the weak
bosons are taken as independent input parameters [145]. The electroweak coupling strength is
then calculated using
α =
√
2GµM2W sin
2 θw
pi
.
10.1 Event samples
The nominal signal samples are generated with Sherpa 2.2.1 [69, 72, 146–150], with the qq-
initiated process simulated at NLO for ZZ plus zero or one additional parton and at LO for two
or three additional partons generated at the matrix-element level. The dierent parton multi-
plicities are merged together into one consistent sample [69–72]. A second Sherpa sample is
generated with the loop-induced gg-initiated process simulated at LO using NLO PDFs, includ-
ing subprocesses involving a Higgs boson propagator, with zero or one additional parton. The
gg-initiated process rst enters at NNLO and is therefore not included in the NLO sample for
the qq-initiated process. (Due to dierent initial states, the gg-initiated process does not inter-
fere with the qq-initiated process at NLO.) The loop-induced gg-initiated process calculated at
LO receives large corrections at NLO [124]. The cross section of the sample is therefore multi-
plied by an NLO/LO k-factor of 1.67± 0.25, which is based on the results presented in Ref. [124].
The EW-ZZjj process is simulated using Sherpa at its lowest contributing order in the elec-
troweak coupling, α6 (including the decays of the Z bosons). It includes the triboson subprocess
ZZV → `+`−`′+`′−jj, where the third boson V ∈ {W±,Z} decays hadronically. Sherpa also
simulates parton showering, electromagnetic radiation, underlying event, and hadronisation in
the above samples. Throughout this analysis, the prediction obtained by summing the above
samples is referred to as the nominal Sherpa setup.
An alternative prediction for the qq-initiated process is obtained using the Powheg method
and framework [67, 151] as implemented in Powheg-Box 2 [152], with a diboson event gen-
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erator [153, 154] used to simulate the ZZ production process at NLO. The simulation of parton
showering, electromagnetic radiation, underlying event, and hadronisation is performed with
Pythia 8.186 [52, 53] using the AZNLO parameter tune [155]. This sample is used to estimate
the systematic uncertainty due to modelling dierences between the event generators. Another
sample is created (without detector simulation) that is otherwise identical to the above Powheg +
Pythia sample, but using Photos [156, 157] to generate electromagnetic radiation. This sample
is used to check the impact of dierences in photon radiation modelling at the particle level.
Additional samples are generated to estimate the contribution from background events. Triboson
events are simulated at LO with Sherpa 2.1.1. Samples of ttZ events are simulated at LO with
MadGraph 2.2.2 [158] + Pythia 8.186 using the NNPDF 2.3 PDFs [159] and the A14 tune [160].
More information about the above diboson and triboson samples generated with Sherpa and
Powheg + Pythia can be found in Ref. [161].
In all MC samples, pileup is simulated as inclusive inelastic pp collisions with Pythia using
MSTW 2008 PDFs [162] and the A2 tune [163]. The samples are then passed through a simula-
tion of the ATLAS detector [164] based on Geant 4 [64]. Weights are applied to the simulated
events to correct for the small dierences from data in the reconstruction, identication, iso-
lation, and impact parameter eciencies for electrons and muons [109, 111]. Furthermore, the
lepton momentum or energy scales and resolutions are adjusted to match the data [109, 110].
Sometimes in the analysis, and only where explicitly stated, higher-order NNLO QCD and NLO
weak corrections are applied to the predictions from the above samples. They are described in
the following.
10.2 NNLO QCD predictions
NNLO cross sections for pp → ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− in the ducial and total phase space are
provided by Matrix [123, 165], also in bins of the jet-inclusive measured distributions. They
include the gg-initiated process at its lowest contributing order, which accounts for about 60%
of the cross section increase with respect to NLO [166]. The calculation is based on tree-level
and one-loop amplitudes provided by OpenLoops [150] and Collier [167], as well as two-loop
calculations from Ref. [168]. Matrix uses the qT NNLO subtraction method [169]. The calcula-
tion uses a dynamic QCD scale of m4`/2 and the NNPDF 3.0 PDFs [170] (with αs = 0.118 at the
Z boson pole mass).
Matrix LO, NLO, and NNLO results in the ducial phase space are shown in Table 3. The relative
statistical uncertainty of the calculations is set to be smaller than 10−3 on the integrated cross
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section. It is neglected throughout.20 The QCD scale uncertainty is evaluated as described in
Section 3.5. As of the writing of this thesis, Matrix has no internal PDF reweighting mechanism,
making the evaluation of PDF uncertainties very computationally expensive, as O(100) complete
recalculations of the cross sections would be necessary. Therefore, PDF uncertainties are not
included for the NNLO predictions.
Order or subprocess 4e or 4µ (fb) 2e2µ (fb) Scale uncertainty (%)
LO 6.066 11.87 +5.7, −6.7
NLO 8.756 17.09 +2.5, −2.1
NNLO 10.45 20.38 +3.2, −2.7
Only gg 4` 0.9181 1.815 +23.5, −17.8
Table 3: Integrated ducial cross sections calculated with Matrix. LO and NLO PDFs are used
for the LO and NLO cross sections, respectively. For the other cross sections, NNLO PDFs are
used. The numerical accuracy is 0.1%.
The NNLO prediction does not lie within the NLO scale variation band. In addition, the NNLO
scale uncertainty is larger than the NLO one. These observations are a testament to the fact that
scale variations do not always provide a good estimate of the uncertainty. In this case, the con-
tribution of the gg-initiated loop-induced production mode entering at NNLO leads to a ‘jump’
in the convergence of the perturbative series that the scale variations could not account for. No
new avour channels enter beyond NNLO, so the NNLO scale uncertainty can be considered
relatively realistic.
The NNLO calculation is also used for extrapolation of the integrated cross section from the
ducial to a total phase space. The PDF uncertainty of the extrapolation factor was estimated
by Eleni Skorda using an NLO (LO) calculation for the qq-initiated (gg-initiated) process from
MCFM 6.8 [171–173], taking the mass of the four-lepton system,m4` , as the dynamic QCD scale.
NLO PDFs are used for the gg-initiated process and its contribution is multiplied by the NLO/LO
k-factor of 1.67 ± 0.25.
20There is another small uncertainty in the calculation that is neglected, related to the NNLO subtraction imple-
mentation. Matrix evaluates the cross section for multiple dierent qT cutos, qcut. These cross sections depend on
qcut. The dependence vanishes in the limit qcut → 0. This limit is taken by tting the cross section as a function of
qcut and extrapolating the t to qcut = 0. The extrapolation uncertainty is neglected here, as it was smaller than the
statistical uncertainty.
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10.3 NLO weak corrections
Weak corrections at next-to-leading order [174, 175] are calculated in the ducial phase space,
also in bins of the jet-inclusive measured distributions. They fully include o-shell eects and
non-resonant topologies. The weak corrections are a subset of the full electroweak NLO correc-
tions, ignoring those corrections involving photon emission, loops involving photons, or photon-
induced subprocesses (discussed in Appendix B). The latter are phenomenologically negligible
[174]. Photonic corrections could technically have been included, but were deliberately excluded
to allow more consistent reweighting of the fully simulated MC samples with the NLO weak
k-factors in the search for aTGCs. These samples already contain approximate photonic correc-
tions, so reweighting with the full EW k-factors could introduce a double counting. The EW
corrections were nally also combined with xed-order QCD calculations (as described in the
next section), where a full EW NLO calculation including photonic corrections would have been
more benecial, but ended up not being feasible for time reasons. Future analyses can and should
improve on this.
The NLO weak corrections are calculated with respect to the qq-initiated process at LO in αs,
meaning that they cannot be obtained dierentially in observables that are trivial at LO in αs,
e.g. the transverse momentum of the four-lepton system. Where a dierential calculation is not
possible, the integrated value in the ducial phase space is used. Excluding photonic correc-
tions means that the NLO EW calculation contains no real-emission diagrams, since weak-boson
emission is conventionally considered a separate process (triboson production), rather than a
correction to ZZ production. This means that the NLO EW cross section equally only populates
the 0-jet bin, which in turn means that the k-factor for the ‘leading’ and ‘subleading’ dilepton
is identical, as the two dileptons always recoil back-to-back and carry the same transverse mo-
mentum.
The NLO/LO weak k-factor integrated across the entire ducial phase space is about 0.95. As
is typical for electroweak corrections, the k-factor is further from unity in interactions at high
energy scale, e.g. at high four-lepton mass or dilepton transverse momentum. The dierential
k-factor for the dilepton transverse momentum is shown in Figure 22. AtpT ∼ 2 TeV, it is as small
as around 0.2! Dierential k-factors are available to this analysis as a function of the following
observables: |y4` |, |δy(Z1,Z2)|, pT, Z1 and pT, Z2 (which are identical at LO), and the pT of each of
the four leptons in the nal selected quadruplet.
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Figure 22: NLO/LO weak k-factor as a function of the transverse momentum of the Z candidates
for same-avour nal-state leptons (4e or 4µ channel) as well as dierent-avour leptons (2e2µ
channel). Data provided by Biedermann, Denner, Dittmaier, Hofer, and Jäger [174, 175].
10.4 Combining QCD and electroweak corrections
While both QCD and EW xed-order corrections to ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− have been calculated sep-
arately, no calculations of mixed QCD and EW corrections are available to date. The principal
diculty is evaluating mixed two-loop diagrams [176]. Mixed corrections were recently calcu-
lated for pp → `+`−νν (via W+W−/ZZ /Zγ ∗) using approximations [177], which is perhaps a
step towards their calculation for pp → `+`−`′+`′−.
In the presented analysis, QCD and EW corrections are combined multiplicatively, as e.g. in
Ref. [178],
σNNLO ⊗ NLO EW = σ LO (1 + δQCD)(1 + δEW) = σNNLO(1 + δEW). (11)
Thus, the NNLO calculations serve as the basis of a SM prediction incorporating the formally
most accurate available predictions. The contribution of the gg-initiated process is multiplied
by the NLO/LO k-factor of 1.67 ± 0.25. The NLO weak corrections are applied as multiplicative
k-factors, dierentially in the observable of interest if available, otherwise integrated over the
ducial phase space. In addition, the cross section of the EW-ZZjj process calculated with Sherpa
is added.
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11 Signal denition
11.1 Fiducial phase space
The ducial phase space is dened using nal-state particles, meaning particles whose average
lifetime τ0 satises cτ0 > 10 mm [179]. (No parton-level properties are used. These are ill-dened,
because coloured objects are not physically observable and their properties in simulation may
depend on unphysical parameter choices.) A prompt lepton, photon, or neutrino refers to a nal-
state particle that does not originate from the decay of a hadron or τ lepton, or any material
interaction (such as Bremsstrahlung or pair production) [179]. Hadrons are never considered
prompt in this analysis.21
The requirements used to dene the ducial phase space mirror the selections applied to the
reconstructed leptons (described in Section 12). This is done to ensure that the extrapolation
from the observed data to the ducial phase space is as model-independent as possible, ideally
depending only on detector and reconstruction eects.
Events in the ducial phase space contain at least four prompt electrons and/or prompt muons.
The four-momenta of all prompt photons within ∆R = 0.1 of a lepton are added to the four-
momentum of the closest lepton. This dressing of bare leptons is done to reduce dependence to
the modelling of photon radiation o charged leptons [179]. Each dressed lepton is required to
have transverse momentum pT > 5 GeV and absolute pseudorapidity |η | < 2.7. (This means a
slight extrapolation for electrons, which in this analysis are only reconstructed withinpT > 7 GeV
and |η | < 2.47. The advantage is that the harmonised requirements make it easy to describe,
compare, and combine the channels.)
All possible pairings of same-avour opposite-charge dileptons are formed, referred to as quadru-
plets. In each quadruplet, the three highest-pT leptons must satisfy pT > 20 GeV, 15 GeV,
and 10 GeV, respectively. If multiple selected quadruplets are present, the quadruplet minimiz-
ing |m`` − mZ | + |m`′`′ − mZ | is selected, where m`(′)`(′) is the mass of a given same-avour
opposite-charge dilepton and mZ = 91.1876 GeV is the Z boson pole mass [17]. All remaining
requirements are applied to the leptons in the nal selected quadruplet. Any two dierent (same)
avour leptons `i , `′j must be separated by ∆R(`i , `′j ) > 0.2 (0.1). This requirement emulates the
reconstruction-level requirement that leptons be well-separated from each other and spatially
isolated from other particles in the detector (to reduce the probability of misidentifying a lep-
ton). All possible same-avour opposite-charge dileptons must have an invariant mass greater
21As in Rivet [180], promptness here is related to whether particles are directly connected to the hard process of
the event, regardless of such factors as realistic reconstructibility of displaced vertices.
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than 5 GeV, to match the same requirement in the selection of reconstructed events, which is
introduced to reduce the background from leptonically decaying hadrons, such as J/ψ → µ+µ−.
If all leptons are of the same avour, the dilepton pairing that minimises |m``−mZ |+ |m`′`′−mZ |
is chosen. The selected dileptons are dened as the Z boson candidates. Each is required to have
an invariant mass between 66 GeV and 116 GeV. Based on the leptons in the chosen quadruplet,
events are classied into three signal channels: 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ.
Jets are considered in several dierential cross sections. They are clustered from all nal-state
particles except prompt leptons, prompt neutrinos, and prompt photons using the anti-kt algo-
rithm with radius parameter 0.4. Jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV and |η | < 4.5. Jets within
∆R = 0.4 of any selected ducial lepton (as dened above) are rejected.
The ducial selection is summarised in Table 4.
Type Input or requirement
Leptons (e, µ) Prompt
Dressed with prompt photons within ∆R = 0.1
pT > 5 GeV
|η | < 2.7
Quadruplets Two same-avour opposite-charge lepton pairs
Three leading-pT leptons satisfy pT > 20 GeV, 15 GeV, 10 GeV
Events Only quadruplet minimizing |m`` −mZ | + |m`′`′ −mZ | is considered
Any same-avour opposite-charge dilepton has massm`` > 5 GeV
∆R > 0.1 (0.2) between all same-avour (dierent-avour) leptons
Dileptons minimizing |m`` −mZ | + |m`′`′ −mZ | are taken as Z boson candidates
Z boson candidates have mass 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV
Jets Clustered from all non-prompt particles
Anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4
pT > 30 GeV
|η | < 4.5
Rejected if within ∆R = 0.4 of a ducial lepton
Table 4: Summary of the selection criteria dening the ducial phase space.
In the following, Figures 23–25 visualise the ducial phase space and the performance of the
ducial selection criteria.
Figure 23 shows the eect of dressing leptons with nearby photons as a function of the lepton pT,
in particle-level MC events with all other ducial requirements applied. As expected, the dressing
increases the hardness of the pT spectra, by recovering radiation losses. Equally expectedly,
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the eect is larger for electrons than muons, which is explained by the smaller electron mass.
Good agreement of the ratios dressed/bare is observed between the dierent MC generators and
samples.
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Figure 23: Eect of dressing as a function of the (a) electron and (b) muon transverse momentum.
In all cases, all other ducial criteria have been applied. In the upper panel, the dressed spectrum
is shown as a solid line and the bare spectrum as a dashed line of the same colour. The lower
panel shows the ratio of dressed to bare for each sample.
Figure 24 shows the four-lepton mass before and after the dilepton mass requirements (66 GeV <
m`` < 116 GeV). In both cases, all other ducial requirements are applied. This means that
Figure 24(b) shows the nal ducial distribution. In Figure 24(a), the Z → `+`−`′+`′− peak is
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clearly visible in the qq-initiated processes, while the H → `+`−`′+`′− peak is visible in the gg-
initiated process. Powheg + Pythia with and without Photos agree very well, while Sherpa
predicts a signicantly higher cross section at low mass.
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Figure 24: Four-lepton mass (a) before and (b) after dilepton mass requirements. All other ducial
criteria have been applied. The dashed vertical lines at 91 GeV and 125 GeV mark the Z boson
and Higgs boson peak, respectively. Shaded bands in the upper panels indicate the statistical
uncertainties.
The predicted multiplicity and kinematics of ducial jets in ducial events are shown in Figure 25.
Sherpa predicts more jets, which tend to have higher pseudorapidity and higher transverse mo-
mentum. This is (at least qualitatively) expected, because Sherpa describes the three hardest
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jets at the matrix-element level, whereas Powheg + Pythia only describes the rst. Higher jet
multiplicities are brought about by the parton shower in both cases.
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Figure 25: Predicted (a) multiplicity, (b) pseudorapidity, and (c) transverse momentum of ducial
jets in ducial events falling in the ducial phase space. Shaded bands in the upper panels indicate
the statistical uncertainties. 92
11.2 On-shell phase space
Another particle-level phase space is dened, to which the integrated cross section is extrapolated
(in addition to the ducial measurement). This ‘on-shell’ phase space is identical to the ducial
phase space except that the lepton pT and η requirements and the lepton-lepton ∆R requirements
are removed.22 The on-shell phase space is used to calculate an estimate for the production cross
section of (nearly) on-shell Z bosons, based on the ducial measurement.
Figure 26 shows the four-lepton mass before and after the dilepton mass requirements after all
other on-shell phase space requirement have been applied. As was the case in the ducial distri-
bution (possibly before dilepton mass requirements) shown in Figure 24, Powheg + Pythia with
and without Photos agrees very well, while Sherpa predicts a higher cross section at low mass.
In Figure 26(a), the Sherpa cross section below ∼80 GeV is lower than the Powheg + Pythia
prediction due to tighter lepton pT requirements at the event-generation stage. These diering
requirements are found to have no impact on the analysis. Figures 27 and 28 show the η and pT
distributions of prompt leptons in the on-shell events, with no ducial pT, η, or ∆R requirements
applied. As expected, the distributions for electrons and muons agree very well.
22Technical detail: when leptons are treated as massless (such as in Matrix), a photon-pole divergence occurs as
the splitting γ ∗ → `+`− (∝ 1/q2) becomes collinear (q2 → 0). By keeping the requirement that any same-avour
opposite-charge lepton pair has a mass of at least 5 GeV, this divergence is still removed in the on-shell phase space,
even after lifting the lepton-lepton ∆R requirements.
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Figure 26: The particle-level four-lepton mass (a) before and (b) after on-shell requirement. All
other on-shell phase space requirements have been applied. The dashed vertical lines at 91 GeV
and 125 GeV mark the Z boson and Higgs boson peak, respectively. Shaded bands in the upper
panels indicate the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 27: Pseudorapidity of prompt (a) electrons and (b) muons in on-shell events, before ducial
requirements. Shaded bands in the upper panels indicate the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 28: Transverse momentum of prompt (a) electrons and (b) muons in on-shell events, before
ducial requirements. Shaded bands in the upper panels indicate the statistical uncertainties.
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11.3 Signal-process denition
Some SM processes can pass the ducial selection but are still excluded from the signal. They
are considered irreducible backgrounds and subtracted from the sample of selected candidate
events. Any events containing four prompt leptons plus any additional leptons, neutrinos, or
photons are considered irreducible backgrounds. An example is the triboson process ZZW+ →
`+`−`′+`′−`+ν` . Formally, all such processes are subtracted as background. In practice, pre-
dictions only exist for a subset of the processes. The irreducible backgrounds that are actually
subtracted in the analysis are discussed in Section 13. They are very small, approximately 1% of
the predicted signal.
The ducial phase space is inclusive with respect to jets, independently of their origin. Triboson
(and higher boson-multiplicity) processes producing a ZZ pair decaying leptonically with any
additional electroweak bosons decaying hadronically are included in the signal, as are any other
SM processes of the pattern (ZZ → `+`−`′+`′−) + (X → jets). In practice, only the process
ZZV → `+`−`′+`′−jj (where V = W±, Z) is included in the theoretical predictions, in the EW-
ZZjj sample generated with Sherpa.
Production via double parton scattering (DPS) in the same pp collision, explained in Section 11.4,
is formally included in the signal. Its contribution is not included in the theoretical predictions,
but is expected to be smaller than 1% of the total signal yield, as calculated in Section 11.4.
The above signal-process denition deliberately leaves open the possibility of new physics con-
tributing to the ducial region, by making few assumptions of what processes occur in nature.
11.4 Double parton scattering
A pair of Z bosons can be produced via two separate parton scatterings in a single proton-proton
interaction, pp → Z⊗Z → `+`−`′+`′−. An introduction to the theory of DPS can be found e.g. in
Ref. [181]. This production channel is formally included in the ducial signal but is not modelled
in the derivation of the results or in their interpretation. As laid out in Ref. [182] and references
therein, in particular Ref. [183], assuming incoherent DPS, the integrated contribution to the
ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− cross section from DPS can be estimated using
σZ⊗Z→`+`−`′+`′− =
σ 2
Z→`+`−
2σe
, (12)
where σZ→`+`− is the cross section to produce one on-shell Z boson and σe is an empirically
determined eective cross section for DPS. TheZ → `+`− production cross section was measured
at 13 TeV to be 1981±57 pb [184]. The eective cross section was measured to beσe = 15+6−4 mb at
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7 TeV [185]. Various other measurements of it were made [186–193] and suggest no signicant
dependence on the centre-of-mass energy nor the nal state used to extract it.23 Using these
values and Eq. 12, an estimate ofσZ⊗Z→`+`−`′+`′− = 0.13
+0.06
−0.04 fb is obtained, which is (0.5±0.2)% of
the predicted integrated ZZ cross section. So DPS is estimated to make a very small contribution
to the signal.
23Except for measurements by the D0 collaboration using charm- and bottom-quark nal states (J/ψ ⊗ Υ), which
suggest a smallerσe [194] — meaning a larger DPS contribution. However, these measurements are outliers compared
to all other experiments’ results.
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12 Event selection
The event selection begins with trigger and data-quality requirements. Candidate events are pre-
selected by single-, di-, or trilepton triggers [88], with a combined eciency very close to 100%.
The exact list of triggers used is shown in Table 5. Events must have at least one primary vertex
with two or more associated tracks with pT > 400 MeV [106]. Events must pass cleaning criteria
[195] designed to reject events with excessive noise in the calorimeters. The data are subjected to
quality requirements to reject events in which detector components were not operating correctly.
Type Trigger name Run range Corresponding periods
e
e24_lhmedium_L1EM20VH → 284484 2015
e60_lhmedium → 284484 2015
e26_lhtight_nod0_ivarloose 296939→ 2016
e60_lhmedium_nod0 296939→ 2016
µ
mu20_iloose (see caption) → 300287 2015 + 2016 period A
mu24_ivarmedium 296939→ 302393 2016 periods A–C
mu26_ivarmedium 296939→ 2016
mu40 → 300287 2015 + 2016 period A
mu50 All runs 2015 + 2016
ee
2e12_lhloose_L12EM10VH → 284484 2015
2e17_lhvloose_nod0 296939→ 2016
µµ
mu18_mu8noL1 → 284484 2015
mu20_mu8noL1 → 302393 2015 + 2016 periods A–C
2mu10 → 300287 2015 + 2016 period A
2mu14 All runs 2015 + 2016
mu22_mu8noL1 All runs 2015 + 2016
mu20_nomucomb_mu6noL1_nscan03 296939→ 302393 2016 periods A–C
eµ e17_lhloose_mu14 → 284484 2015
e17_lhloose_nod0_mu14 296939→ 2016
eee
e17_lhloose_2e9_lhloose → 284484 2015
e17_lhloose_nod0_2e9_lhloose_nod0 296939→ 2016 (see caption)
µµµ 3mu6 All runs 2015 + 2016
Table 5: Triggers used in the analysis, and the range of runs over which they are used, cor-
responding to runs where the trigger was unprescaled. Trigger mu20_iloose is not avail-
able in simulated samples, instead the mu20_iloose_L1MU15 trigger is used there. Trigger
e17_lhloose_nod0_2e9_lhloose_nod0 was prescaled for one or two luminosity blocks at the start
of a few runs in 2016 period G (run 305291→).
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Following this preselection, muons, electrons and jets are selected in each event as described
below. Based on these, the best lepton quadruplet is selected and required to pass further selection
criteria.
12.1 Selection of muons, electrons, and jets
Muon quality requirements and the ‘loose’ identication criteria are applied as described in
Ref. [196]. The ‘loose’ identication uses all four types of reconstructed muons. All combined
and standalone muons are considered, covering |η | < 2.7. Calorimeter- and segment-tagged
muons are considered within |η | < 0.1. All muons are required to have pT > 5 GeV, calorimeter-
tagged muons must have pT > 15 GeV. Figure 29 shows the number of observed muons by type
in events passing the trigger and vertex selections, as well as in events passing the nal selection,
as a function of their pseudorapidity.
Electrons are identied following the ‘loose’ criteria in Ref. [111]. They are required to have
|η | < 2.47 and pT > 7 GeV. Electrons whose calorimeter cluster lies in the ECAL crack region
(1.37 < |η | < 1.52) are included.
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Figure 29: Identied muons in data by type (a) after trigger and vertex selection and (b) after the
full event selection, as function of the muon pseudorapidity. The contributions of the dierent
types are stacked. To better visualise the fractions in the bottom panel, the stacking order is
inverted.
Leptons are required to originate from the hard-scattering vertex (HSV), dened as the primary
vertex with the largest sum of the p2T of the associated tracks. The longitudinal impact parameter
of each lepton track, calculated with respect to the hard-scattering vertex and multiplied by sinθ
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of the track, |(z0 − zHSV) sinθ | is required to be less than 0.5 mm. The multiplication by sinθ can
be understood as providing a measure of the signicance of the dierence |z0 − zHSV |. For very
central tracks, a smaller dierence is signicant than for very forward tracks, since the distance
travelled by the particle before encountering the rst tracker layer is shorter for the former.
This is illustrated in Figure 30. Muons must have a transverse impact parameter calculated with
respect to the beam line less than 1 mm in order to reject muons originating from cosmic rays.
The signicance of the transverse impact parameter, dened as the measured transverse impact
parameter divided by its uncertainty, calculated with respect to the beam line is required to be
less than three (ve) for muons (electrons). The tighter requirements for muons reect their
better impact parameter resolution compared to electrons. Applying the same requirements to
electrons would lead to too many genuine electrons being rejected. Standalone muons are exempt
from all three requirements, as they do not have an ID track.
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Figure 30: Calculated distribution of the longitudinal impact parameter as a function of the lon-
gitudinal distance between the track’s point of closest approach of the z-axis from the hard-
scattering vertex, z0 − zHSV, and the scattering angle θ of the track (θ = 0.5pi corresponds to a
perfectly central lepton). The white contour at |(z0−zHSV) sinθ | = 0.5 mm separates accepted and
rejected leptons. In ATLAS, the limit of θ acceptance is approximately 0.05pi–0.95pi for electrons
and 0.04pi–0.96pi for muons.
Leptons are required to be isolated from other particles using both ID-track and calorimeter-
cluster information. Muons (electrons) with transverse momentumpT are removed if the summed
transverse momentum of other ID tracks within ∆R = min[0.3, 10 GeV/pT] (min[0.2, 10 GeV/pT])
of the lepton exceeds 0.15pT, or if the summed transverse energy of other topological clusters
within ∆R = 0.2 of the lepton exceeds 0.3pT (0.2pT).
Jets are clustered using the anti-kt algorithm [57] with radius parameter 0.4, as implemented in
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FastJet [197, 198]. They are required to have |η | < 4.5 and pT > 30 GeV, the same as for the
ducial denition. In order to reject jets originating from pileup interactions, they must either
pass a jet vertex tagging selection [199, 200] or have pT > 60 GeV. In the range 2.4 < |η | < 2.5,
neither the jet vertex tagging method for central nor for forward jets applies, so jets in this region
are automatically required to have pT > 60 GeV.
In order to avoid the reconstruction of multiple objets from the same detector signals, all but one
such overlapping objects are removed. Electron candidates sharing an ID track with a selected
muon are rejected, except if the muon is only calorimeter-tagged, in which case the muon is
rejected instead. Electron candidates sharing their track or calorimeter cluster with a selected
higher-pT electron are rejected. Jets within ∆R = 0.4 of a selected lepton are rejected.
12.2 Quadruplet selection
As for the ducial denition, events must contain a quadruplet, formed of at least four leptons
forming at least two pairs of same-avour opposite-charge dileptons. All possible quadruplets
in a given event are considered for further selection. At most one muon in each quadruplet
may be a calorimeter-tagged or standalone muon. The three highest-pT leptons in each quadru-
plet must satisfy pT > 20 GeV, 15 GeV, 10 GeV, respectively. If multiple selected quadruplets
are present, the best quadruplet is chosen as in the ducial phase-space selection (Section 11.1).
Only the best quadruplet is considered further and the following requirements are applied on
the leptons in that quadruplet. Any two dierent (same) avour leptons `i , `′j must be separated
by ∆R(`i , `′j ) > 0.2 (0.1). All possible same-avour opposite-charge dileptons must have an in-
variant mass greater than 5 GeV, to reduce background from leptonic hadron decays. The two
Z boson candidates, formed as in the ducial denition, are required to have an invariant mass
between 66 GeV and 116 GeV. Figure 31 shows the distribution of invariant masses of the Z bo-
son candidates in selected data events. Based on the leptons in the chosen quadruplet, events are
classied into the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ signal channels.
12.3 Remarks on the event selection
The analysis is statistically limited and almost background-free, so the event selection is opti-
mised towards maximising signal acceptance. At the same time, it joins an ATLAS eort to har-
monise event selections among similar analysis, so that many selection requirements are iden-
tical to those used in recent and ongoing ATLAS Higgs-boson measurements in the four-lepton
channel.
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Figure 31: Invariant mass of one selected Z boson candidate dilepton vs. the other, in the selected
data events before the Z boson candidate mass requirement. All other selections have been
applied. (a) shows the Z boson candidates arranged by transverse momentum. (b) shows the
Z boson candidates arranged by proximity of their mass to the Z boson pole mass. The solid
rectangle shows the signal region. Dashed gray lines mark the positions of the Z boson candidate
mass cuts for each pair, 66 GeV to 116 GeV. Only data are shown. Published in Ref. [114].
According to MC predictions, the hierarchical lepton pT requirements in each quadruplet candi-
date do not lower the acceptance. However, a lower pT requirement for the softest lepton would
have been benecial. Currently ongoing analyses may benet from a lower minimum electron
pT requirement of 4.5 GeV, whereas 7 GeV was the lowest supported value at the time of this
analysis.
The use of so-called forward electrons was considered. These are reconstructed using only
calorimeter information and have 2.5 < |η | < 4.9. Including forward electrons could have
increased the signal acceptance in the 4e channel by as much as ∼10–20% (depending on as-
sumptions). However, at the time of the analysis, their use was not yet fully supported and
e.g. the energy calibration had not yet been derived. Due to limited time and person power, the
analysis team ultimately decided not to use them.
As the mass of the ZZ system (and correspondingly thepT of each Z boson) increases, the leptons
in each Z boson candidate tend to become more collimated in the laboratory frame. This could
lead to decreased acceptance of signal events in this region of phase space, as such events are
more likely to fail the lepton ∆R or isolation requirements, which would be problematic for the
aTGC search, whose sensitivity depends on the acceptance of high-scale events. However, using
MC predictions, the requirements in place were found to be suciently loose for this not to be a
problem in practice.
As is the case for recent ATLAS Higgs-boson analyses, no trigger eciency scale factors are
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applied to the predictions. Due to the very high trigger eciency, well above 99%, they are
found to be negligible. Trigger matching, i.e. requiring the objects that triggered the recording
of the event to have corresponding objects after the nal selection, is not performed. This has
no appreciable eect on the event selection.
This is the rst published ATLAS analysis using jet vertex tagging for jets with |η | > 2.5, thanks
to the new methods presented in Ref. [200].
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13 Background estimation
The expected total background is very small, approximately 2% of the total predicted yield in
each channel.
13.1 Simulation of irreducible background
Irreducible backgrounds from processes with at least four prompt leptons in the nal state are
estimated with the simulated samples described in Section 10, including uncertainties from the
cross section predictions, luminosity measurement, and experimental eects. Non-hadronic tri-
boson processes (15% of the total background estimate) and fully leptonic ttZ processes (19%)
are considered:
ZW+W− → `+`−`′+`′−ν `′ν `′
ZZW± → `+`−`′+`′−`±ν `
ZZZ → `+`−`′+`′−`+`−
ZZZ → `+`−`′+`′−ν `ν `
ttZ → `+`−`′+`′−ν `ν `bb.
Simulated samples are also used to estimate the background from ZZ processes where at least
one Z boson decays to τ leptons (8% of the total background estimate),
ZZ → τ+τ−`+`− → `+`−`′+`′−ντντν `ν `
ZZ → τ+τ−τ+τ− → `+`−`′+`′−ντντντντν `ν `ν `′ν `′ .
CMS [139] (and earlier ATLAS [132]) includes leptons from τ lepton decay at the detector level,
but not in the ducial denition. This means that they are rst treated as signal, leading to small
distortions in the kinematic distributions due to incomplete reconstruction, then corrected for. In
this analysis, the approach was changed to treat them as background instead. This was consid-
ered a more consistent classication, given that the nal states dier, aecting their kinematics.
The argument for including τ lepton background is that, assuming lepton universality, it scales
as the signal. Perhaps the best option would be to treat it as background, but scale the back-
ground contribution according to the measurement. Such a scaling was not done in this analysis
for simplicity, as the τ lepton background is extremely small.
13.2 Data-driven estimation of reducible background
Events from processes with two or three prompt leptons, e.g. Z, WW, WZ, tt, and ZZ events
where one Z boson decays hadronically, can pass the event selection if associated jets, non-
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prompt leptons, or photons are misidentied as prompt leptons. This background is termed
reducible, because an ideal detector for electrons and muons would eliminate it. Maurice Becker
used the data-driven technique briey summarised in this section (Section 13.2) to estimate the
reducible background with misidentied leptons. The details of the method can be found in
Ref. [201].
A lepton selection that is orthogonal to the nominal selection in Section 12.1 is dened by re-
versing some of its requirements. Muons must fail the transverse impact parameter requirement
or the isolation requirement, or both. Electrons must fail either the isolation requirement or the
likelihood-based identication, but not both. Electrons failing the likelihood-based identication
must still pass quality criteria applied to their track (which are a subset of the likelihood-based
identication). A high-purity data sample of events containing a Z boson candidate decaying to
a pair of electrons or muons is selected. Any additional reconstructed leptons in this sample are
assumed to be misidentied, after the approximately 4% contamination from genuine third lep-
tons from WZ and ZZ production has been subtracted using MC simulation. Using the observed
rates of third leptons passing the nominal or the reversed selection, nl and nr , transfer factors f
are dened as
f =
nl
nr
(13)
and measured in bins of pT and η of the third leptons. A background control sample of data
events is then selected, satisfying all the ZZ selection criteria described in Section 12, except that
one or two leptons in the nal selected quadruplet are required to only pass the reversed criteria
and not the nominal criteria. The number of observed events with one lepton (two leptons)
passing only the reversed criteria is denoted Nl l lr (Nl lr r ). The events originate predominantly
from processes with two or three prompt leptons. Using MC simulation, the contamination of
genuine ZZ events is estimated to be approximately 36% of Nl l lr and approximately 1% of Nl lr r .
The number of background events with one or two misidentied leptons can be calculated as
Nmisid. =
Nl l l r∑
i
fi −
N
ZZ
l l l r∑
i
wi fi −
Nl l r r∑
i
fi f
′
i +
N
ZZ
l l r r∑
i
wi fi f
′
i , (14)
where the superscript ZZ indicates the MC-simulated contributing events from ZZ production,
wi indicates the simulated weight of the ith event, and fi and f ′i are the transfer factors depend-
ing on pT and η of the leptons passing the reversed selection. In dierential distributions, the
yields in Eq. 14 are considered separately in each bin. Systematic uncertainties are applied to
account for statistical uctuations of the measured transfer factors, and for the simplication
that the origins, rates and selection eciencies of misidentied leptons are assumed equal in
the sample where the transfer factors are determined and the background control sample. The
latter uncertainties are derived using transfer factors obtained from simulation for the dierent
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background processes and taking the dierence between the result and the nominal method as
uncertainty. An additional uncertainty due to the modelling of the ZZ contamination in the
background control sample is estimated by varying NZZl l lr and N
ZZ
l lr r up and down by 50%. The
nal total uncertainty is 100% (71%, 95%) in the 4e (2e2µ, 4µ) channel. The misidentied-lepton
background is 2.1 ± 2.1, (4.9 ± 3.9, 5.3 ± 5.2) in the 4e (2e2µ, 4µ) channel and 12.3 ± 8.3 in the
combination of all three channels (also shown in Table 7). The uncertainties of the dierent chan-
nels are partially correlated, so that the combined uncertainty is not simply the sum (linear or in
quadrature) of the uncertainties in the individual channels. It amounts to 58% of the total back-
ground estimate. Background with three or more misidentied leptons is considered negligible
and ignored.
Despite reversing selection criteria to enhance the size of the background control sample, the
small number of control events pose a problem when determining the dierential backgrounds
as a function of some observable. To remedy this, the following approximation is made. The
background shape is that of Nl lr r fi f ′i measured in data (i.e. ignoring Nl l lr events). The same rel-
ative integrated uncertainty is applied in each bin as systematic uncertainty, while the statistical
uncertainty in each bin j is taken to be,√[
Nl lr r fi f
′
i
]
bin j .
13.3 Independent cross-check of data-driven estimation
To increase the condence in the measured data-driven background, it is also measured using an
independent method (by the author). This other method is based on selecting events in which
one dilepton is formed of a same-avour same-charge pair, rather than a same-avour opposite-
charge pair. Assuming that there are as many misidentied leptons with negative as with positive
charge and that their rates are independent, the number of events with 1–2 misidentied leptons
passing the event selection (i.e. the background) is equal to the number of events passing a mod-
ied selection, which is identical to the signal selection except that one opposite-sign dilepton is
replaced by a same-sign dilepton. Using a notation where
• N denotes a number of events passing the signal selection,
• C denotes a number of events passing the same-sign selection,
• g denotes a genuine lepton,
• m denotes a misidentied or non-prompt lepton,
• c denotes a genuine lepton whose charge was reconstructed with the wrong sign (±e as
∓e),
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the background estimate can be written as
Nmisid. = Ng+g−g±m∓ + Ng+g−m±m∓
= Cg+g−g±m± +Cg+g−m±m±
= C`+`−`±`± −CZZg+g−g±c± ,
where the terms after the last equality are both observable quantities: C`+`−`±`± is the observed
number of same-sign events in data, andCZZg+g−g±c± is the contribution of genuine ZZ signal events
that pass the same-sign selection due to charge mis-measurement, which can be estimated using
MC simulation. With respect to the transfer-factor method described in Section 13.2, the same-
sign method has the advantages that it is simpler and requires no extrapolation between control
regions. Its big disadvantage in the presented form is that it oers no decrease of the statistical
uncertainty of the background estimate by using a relaxed control selection. Hence the statistical
uncertainty of n background events will be approximately an uncertainty of
√
n, which is a very
large relative uncertainty in the case of a small background, such as in this analysis. The numbers
of events passing the control selection as well as the misidentied-lepton background predicted
by the same-sign method are shown in Table 6. The uncertainty of CZZg+g−g±c± is neglected here,
since only a simple cross-check of the transfer-factor method is intended. The results are highly
compatible with those predicted by the transfer-factor method, shown above as well as in Table 7.
Channel
Data events Signal leakage Background prediction
C`+`−`±`± C
ZZ
g+g−g±c± (events)
4e 7 8.2 0.0 ± 2.6
2e2µ 14 11.1 2.9 ± 3.7
4µ 7 2.4 4.6 ± 2.6
Combined 28 21.7 6.3 ± 5.3
Table 6: Measured yields in the same-sign control region and background prediction given by the
same-sign method based on those numbers. The signal leakage is obtained using the nominal
Sherpa setup. The uncertainty estimate of the background prediction is the statistical uncer-
tainty of the data.
13.4 Single-Z pileup background
In a high-pileup environment, background could arise from two (or more) single Z bosons being
produced in independent proton–proton collisions in the same bunch crossing (“pileup-ZZ”).
The lepton impact parameter requirements will reject such background if the two primary ver-
tices are well-separated. However, there is a non-zero probability that the vertices lie so nearby
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that they eectively overlap. In this case, pileup-ZZ events could pass the event selection. In this
section, an estimate of such background is obtained in two steps:
1. Calculating the eective production cross section of pileup-ZZ in the four-lepton channel,
2. Estimating what fraction of pileup-ZZ events pass the lepton vertex association criteria.
To calculate the eective pileup-ZZ cross section, the Z → `+`− production cross section is
taken to be 1981 ± 57 pb [184], and the total ducial inelastic pp collision cross section to be
σinel = 78.1± 2.9 mb [202]. Furthermore, the average number of inelastic interactions per bunch
crossing during the considered data-taking period, rounded up to the nearest integer value, is
taken to be 〈µ〉 ≈ 24. The eective pileup-ZZ production cross section σe. pileup-ZZ is given by
the cross section for single Z production times the probability of a second Z production occurring
in the same bunch crossing. For a single pp collision, the probability of a Z → `+`− event
occurring given that an inelastic collision occurred is
PZ ≡ P(Z → `+`− | inel) =
σZ→`+`−
σinel
≈ 2.5 × 10−8.
The probability of one or more Z events occurring in any one of the 〈µ〉 − 1 inelastic pileup
collisions accompanying an event on average is
1 − (1 − PZ)〈µ 〉−1 ≈ 5.8 × 10−7,
so the eective pileup-ZZ cross section is
σe. pileup-ZZ = σZ→`+`−
(
1 − (1 − PZ)〈µ 〉−1
)
≈ 1.2 fb,
or about 3% of the predicted signal cross section. The probability of observing two or more Z
events in pileup collisions (for a total of three or more) is
〈µ 〉−1∑
n=2
(〈µ〉 − 1
n
)
PnZ(1 − PZ)〈µ 〉−1−n ≈ 1.6 × 10−13,
where
( ·
·
)
is a Binomial coecient. This probability is negligibly small, so this contribution is
ignored. To estimate the fraction of pileup-ZZ events surviving the lepton impact parameter
requirements, the z-distribution of reconstructed primary vertices in data events is considered
and the probability for two primary vertices to lie within a z-distance of 0.5 mm is calculated.
The distance corresponds to the longitudinal impact parameter requirement for signal leptons
(excluding standalone muons, but only events with at most one of such muon are accepted).
The z distribution of primary vertices, shown in Figure 32, is approximated by a Gaussian with a
tted standard deviation of 37 mm.24 Random numbers distributed according to this Gaussian are
24The goodness of t is very poor, χ2/#(degrees of freedom) ∼ 103, because the distribution corresponds to a
sum of Gaussians with dierent means and standard deviations, corresponding to the conditions during dierent
runs. However, while statistically signicant, the deviations from a Gaussian are very small compared to the impact
parameter requirement, and can therefore be safely ignored.
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generated in (independent) pairs and the vertex-overlap probability is calculated as the fraction
of trials in which the vertices in the pair lie within 0.5 mm of each other. Generating ten million
random-number pairs yields a vertex overlap probability of approximately 0.7%. Assuming that
the detector acceptance and reconstruction eciency for pileup-ZZ events with overlapping
vertices is equal to that of signal events, the expected relative background contribution due to
pileup-ZZ events is
1.2 fb × 0.7%
42.6 fb ≈ 0.02%, (15)
where 42.6 fb is the predicted ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− production cross section (details can be found
in Table 11). It can be concluded that the pileup-ZZ background is negligible. Conservatively
considering vertices as overlapping if they are within ∆z = 1 mm yields a relative background
estimate of 0.04%, which is equally negligible.
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Figure 32: Position of primary vertices (including hard-scattering and pileup vertices) along the
beam axis in the 2015 and 2016 ATLAS data. Vertices are shown for events passing the trigger
requirements of this analysis and a loose pre-selection of at least three reconstructed leptons.
However, these selections are not expected to bias the distribution signicantly. As only the
relative distribution is of interest, the y-axis units can be considered arbitrary.
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14 Observed and predicted yields
The observed and predicted event yields for signal and background are shown in Table 7. The
prediction uncertainties are discussed in Section 15. Figure 33 shows the distributions of data
and predictions for the mass and transverse momentum of the four-lepton system, the transverse
momentum of the leading Z boson candidate, and the jet multiplicity. Similar distributions for
further observables can be found in Appendix C.1. The agreement between data and the nominal
Sherpa prediction is good. The prediction using Powheg + Pythia to simulate the qq-initiated
process tends to underpredict the normalisation slightly, which can be understood from its lack
of (partial) higher-order corrections that Sherpa implements. Powheg + Pythia also provides
a worse description of high jet multiplicities, as it only describes one parton emission at matrix-
element level.
Contribution 4e 2e2µ 4µ Combined
Data 249 465 303 1017
Total prediction (Sherpa) 198 +16−14 469 +35−31 290 +22−21 958 +70−63
Signal (qq-initiated) 168 +14−13 400 +31−28 246 +19−18 814 +63−57
Signal (gg-initiated) 21.3 ± 3.5 50.2 ± 8.2 29.7 ± 4.9 101 ± 17
Signal (EW-ZZjj) 4.36 ± 0.42 10.23 ± 0.72 6.43 ± 0.55 21.0 ± 1.2
ZZ → τ+τ−[`+`−,τ+τ−] 0.59 ± 0.09 0.55 ± 0.08 0.55 ± 0.09 1.69 ± 0.16
Triboson 0.68 ± 0.21 1.50 ± 0.46 0.96 ± 0.30 3.14 ± 0.30
ttZ 0.81 ± 0.25 1.86 ± 0.56 1.42 ± 0.43 4.1 ± 1.2
Misid. lepton background 2.1 ± 2.1 4.9 ± 3.9 5.3 ± 5.2 12.3 ± 8.3
Total prediction (Powheg + 193 ± 11 456 ± 24 286 ± 17 934 ± 50
Pythia with higher-order
corrections, Sherpa)
Table 7: Observed and predicted yields, using the nominal Sherpa setup for the signal predic-
tions. All statistical and systematic uncertainties are included in the prediction uncertainties. An
alternative total prediction using Powheg + Pythia with NNLO QCD and NLO weak corrections
applied to simulate the qq-initiated process is shown at the bottom.
A slight excess of events is observed in the 4e channel. Its statistical signicance in the inte-
grated yield is 2.3σ with respect to the Sherpa and 2.9σ with respect to the Powheg + Pythia +
Sherpa prediction. It is not clearly localised in the four-lepton mass or any other control observ-
able, although it has large contributions in the approximate range 10–20 GeV of the transverse
momentum of the four-lepton system. Figure 34 demonstrates this by showing the pT, 4` distri-
bution in each channel. Many studies were performed to validate the electron reconstruction,
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Figure 33: Measured distributions of the selected data events along with predictions in bins of (a)
the four-lepton mass, (b) the four-lepton transverse momentum, (c) the transverse momentum of
the leading Z boson candidate, and (d) the jet multiplicity. The main prediction uses the nominal
Sherpa setup. The prediction uncertainty includes the statistical and systematic components, all
summed in quadrature. Dierent signal contributions and the background are shown, as is an
alternative prediction that uses Powheg + Pythia to generate the qq-initiated subprocess. In (a),
(b), and (c), the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale for better visualisation. The scale
change is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
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identication, and selection, as well as the event selection in the 4e channel. No unexpected
behaviour or hints at a problem were found that could have explained the slight excess. The
conclusion is therefore that it is simply caused by a statistical uctuation.
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Figure 34: Measured distributions of the selected data events along with predictions in bins of the
four-lepton transverse momentum, shown separately for the (a) 4e, (b) 2e2µ, and (c) 4µ channel.
The background is not shown, because the reducible background was not measured dierentially
in separate channels, but is essentially negligible (as shown e.g. in Table 7 and Figure 33). The last
bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale for better visualisation. The scale change is indicated
by the dashed vertical line.
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15 Systematic uncertainties
The sources of systematic uncertainty are introduced below. Their eects on the predicted inte-
grated signal yields after event selection are shown in Table 8.
For leptons and jets, uncertainties of the momentum or energy scale and resolution are con-
sidered. Uncertainties of the lepton reconstruction and identication eciencies as well as the
eciency of the jet vertex tagging requirements in the simulation are taken into account. All of
the above depend on the kinematics of the lepton or jet. The electron eciency uncertainties
contain contributions associated with the basic reconstruction, the identication, and the isola-
tion. Each is split into O(10) components that are uncorrelated between individual electrons. For
muons, the eciency uncertainties associated with individual muons are treated as fully corre-
lated, leading to a larger uncertainty compared to electrons. The uncertainties associated with
the eciencies of the muon reconstruction and the track-to-vertex association both amount to
approximately 1% per muon, and those associated with the isolation eciency to approximately
0.2% per muon. As the selection is fully jet-inclusive, jet uncertainties do not aect the integrated
yields and are therefore not shown in Table 8, but will aect those dierential cross sections that
depend explicitly on jets.
The pileup modelling uncertainty is assessed by performing variations in the number of simu-
lated pileup interactions designed to cover the uncertainty of the ratio between the predicted and
measured cross section of non-diractive inelastic events producing a hadronic system of mass
mX > 13 GeV [203].
The uncertainty of the integrated luminosity is 3.2%. It is derived from a preliminary calibration
of the luminosity scale using a pair of x–y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and
May 2016, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [204].
PDF uncertainties of predicted cross sections are evaluated considering the uncertainty of the
used set, as well as by comparing to two other reference sets. This is similar to the method
proposed in Ref. [205], with the exception that the set-internal variations are only performed for
the nominal set, and only the nominal PDFs of the two reference sets are taken into account. The
reference sets are MMHT 2014 [206] and NNPDF 3.0 (CT10), if CT10 (NNPDF 3.0) is the nominal
set. The envelope of the nominal set’s uncertainty band and the deviation of the reference sets
from the nominal set is used as the uncertainty estimate. The theoretical uncertainties due to
PDFs and QCD scales along with the luminosity uncertainty dominate the total uncertainty of
the integrated yields, as shown in Table 8. However, they only cause a small uncertainty of the
actual measurement, since the detector corrections essentially depend on ratios of MC yields
before and after detector simulation. The PDF and QCD scale uncertainties are highly correlated
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among the numerator and denominator, so their eect cancels mostly. This will be shown in
Section 16.
A predicted theoretical modelling uncertainty is applied in some contexts by using Powheg +
Pythia instead of Sherpa to generate the qq-initiated subprocess, and taking the absolute de-
viation of the result obtained with this setup from the one obtained with the nominal Sherpa
setup as an uncertainty, symmetrising it with respect to the nominal value. This contribution is
not shown in Table 8. In the longer term, “event generator” uncertainties constructed like this
should be phased out. A more careful approach would begin by studying why dierent genera-
tors disagree. For instance, the amount of additional QCD radiation generated might aect the
predicted eciency of isolation requirements. It can then be studied whether the dierences are
already covered by other uncertainties, e.g. the isolation eciency scale factor uncertainty. In
addition or alternatively, one could use control distributions of the data to nd which generator
provides the best description and whether generator dierences cover any disagreement. This
could inform the construction of an uncertainty band.
A further source of uncertainty are statistical uctuations in the used MC samples.
The uncertainty of the misidentied-lepton background is described in Section 13. A 30% nor-
malisation uncertainty is applied for triboson and ttZ backgrounds with four genuine leptons to
account for the cross section uncertainty. The value of 30% is an order of magnitude estimate for
the size of missing QCD and EW higher-order corrections (the processes are predicted at LO).
The propagation of uncertainties in the unfolding as well as the estimation of unfolding-specic
uncertainties is described in Section 17.
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Source Eect on total predicted yield (%)
MC statistical uncertainty 0.4
Electron eciency 0.9
Electron energy scale & resolution 0.0
Muon eciency 1.7
Muon momentum scale & resolution 0.0
Pileup modelling 1.2
Luminosity 3.2
QCD scales +5.2−4.7
PDFs +2.7−1.7
Background prediction 0.9
Total +7.4−6.6
Table 8: Relative uncertainties in percent of the predicted integrated signal yields after event
selection, derived using the nominal Sherpa setup. All uncertainties are rounded to one decimal
place.
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16 Integrated cross sections
The integrated ducial cross section σd is determined by a maximum-likelihood t in each chan-
nel separately as well as for all channels combined. The t itself was performed by Jonatan Ros-
tén. The full methodology is explained in Ref. [207]. The expected yield in each channel i is given
by
N iexp = LC
i
ZZσ
i
d + N
i
bkg
where L is the integrated luminosity, and Nbkg is the expected background yield. The factorCZZ
is applied to correct for detector ineciencies and resolution eects. It relates the background-
subtracted number of selected events to the number in the ducial phase space. CZZ is dened
as the ratio of generated signal events passing the selection criteria using reconstructed objects
to the number passing the ducial criteria using the particle-level objects dened in Section 11.1.
It is determined with the nominal Sherpa setup. The CZZ value and its total uncertainty is de-
termined to be 0.494 ± 0.015 (0.604 ± 0.017, 0.710 ± 0.027) in the 4e (2e2µ, 4µ) channel. The
higher CZZ values in the 4µ and 2e2µ channels reect the higher reconstruction eciency of
muons with respect to electrons. Muons have a cleaner detector signature and the entire muon
spectrometer dedicated only to their reconstruction, whereas electrons need to be reconstructed
and distinguished from a large background of hadronic jets based on the shape of their calorime-
ter shower and properties of their track. Electrons can also undergo signicant Bremsstrahlung
losses in the inner detector, which may further complicate their reconstruction. The dominant
CZZ uncertainties come from the uncertainties of the lepton reconstruction and identication
eciencies in the simulation, the choice of MC event generator, QCD scales and PDFs, and the
modelling of pileup eects. Other smaller uncertainties come from the scale and resolution of the
lepton momenta as well as statistical uctuations in the MC sample. Table 9 gives a breakdown
of the systematic uncertainties. The statistical uncertainty of CZZ needs to be calculated taking
the correlations between numerator and denominator into account. The contributing events are
classied into three disjoint categories: events passing only the reconstruction-level selection
(labelled r ), events passing only the ducial selection ( f ), and events passing both of the above
(rf ). After this, standard Gaussian error propagation can be used to compute the statistical un-
certainty,
δCZZ =
√
δw2r
(
wf +wr f
)2
+ δw2f
(
wr +wr f
)2
+ δw2r f
(
wf −wr
)2
(
wf +wr f
)2 ,
where the quantities wi are the sums of weights of events in category i and the quantities δw
are their corresponding statistical uncertainties. The value of CZZ for dierent MC samples is
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shown in Table 10. Dierences between dierent production channels (qq-initiated, gg-initiated,
EW ZZjj) as well as Sherpa versus Powheg + Pythia are observed. These are mainly due to
the dierent lepton kinematics, leading to a dierent reconstruction eciency, in particular for
leptons with 2.5 < |η | < 2.7, where the eciency is reduced for muons and zero for electrons.
The lepton isolation eciencies are also slightly dierent between samples and generators due
to the dierent predictions of associated QCD radiation.
Source 4e 2e2µ 4µ
MC statistical uncertainty 0.4 0.2 0.1
Electron eciency 2.0 1.0 0.0
Electron energy scale & resolution 0.1 0.0 0.0
Muon eciency 0.0 1.6 3.2
Muon momentum scale & resolution 0.0 0.0 0.1
Pileup modelling 1.3 0.8 2.0
QCD scales & PDFs +0.4−0.8 +0.3−0.4 +0.3−0.6
Event generator 1.8 1.8 0.2
Total 3.1 2.8 3.8
Table 9: Relative uncertainties of the correction factor CZZ by channel, given in percent. All
uncertainties are rounded to one decimal place.
Sample 4e 2e2µ 4µ Combined
Powheg + Pythia qq-initiated 0.4821 ± 0.0033 0.5925 ± 0.0024 0.7103 ± 0.0032 0.5946 ± 0.0017
Sherpa qq-initiated 0.4928 ± 0.0018 0.6051 ± 0.0010 0.7114 ± 0.0010 0.6040 ± 0.0007
Sherpa gg-initiated 0.5069 ± 0.0037 0.6025 ± 0.0025 0.7086 ± 0.0031 0.6050 ± 0.0018
Sherpa EW ZZjj production 0.4801 ± 0.0229 0.5790 ± 0.0123 0.6480 ± 0.0121 0.5731 ± 0.0087
Nominal Sherpa setup 0.4940 ± 0.0017 0.6042 ± 0.0010 0.7095 ± 0.0010 0.6033 ± 0.0007
Table 10: CZZ with its statistical uncertainty by sample and channel, and the nal values used
in the analysis on the last row. The reason why only the statistical uncertainty is shown here is
that it allows for comparisons between the dierent production modes without having correlated
uncertainties between them.
The likelihood function to be minimised in the cross section t is dened as
L = Lstat Lcorr Luncorr, (16)
where
Lstat = Poisson(Nobs |Nexp)
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is the probability of observing Nobs events given that the yield follows a Poisson distribution with
mean Nexp, and Lcorr and Luncorr are products of Gaussian nuisance parameters corresponding
to the uncertainties of L, CZZ , and Nbkg. Lcorr contains the nuisance parameters that are fully
correlated between channels, i.e. all except the statistical uncertainties, while Luncorr contains
those that are uncorrelated, i.e. the statistical uncertainties of CZZ and Nbkg in each channel.
Nuisance parameters corresponding to dierent sources of systematic uncertainty are consid-
ered uncorrelated. In the combined cross section t, the product over channels is taken in the
likelihood function shown in Eq. 16, xing the relative contributions of the signal channels to
their theoretically predicted values.
16.1 Results
Table 11 shows the integrated ducial cross sections for each channel as well as all channels
combined, along with a theoretical prediction. Measurements and predictions agree within one
standard deviation, except for the 4e channel, where the agreement is within approximately 1.4
standard deviations. The sum of the 4e and 4µ cross sections is not equal to the 2e2µ cross section.
This is because of interference in the 4e and 4µ channels (visible in Table 19 in Appendix A) and
the bias caused by the pairing prescription in the ducial denition. Figure 35 shows the ratio
of measured over predicted cross sections. The goodness of the combined cross section t is
assessed, taking as hypothesis that the relative contributions of the channels are as predicted.
This assumes lepton universality in the decay Z → `+`−, which is experimentally conrmed to
high precision [208, 209]. Using the maximum likelihood for the observed yields, Lobs, and for
the expected yields, Lexp, the ratio −2 ln(Lobs/Lexp) is found to be 8.7. The p-value is calculated
as the fraction of 105 MC pseudoexperiments giving a larger ratio than the t to data, and found
to be 2.3%. This relatively low p-value is driven by the compatibility of the 4e channel with the
other two channels.
16.2 Extrapolation to total phase space and all Z boson decay modes
To allow easy comparison to other measurements, extrapolation of the cross section to the on-
shell phase space (Section 11.2) and any SM Z boson decay is performed. The total phase space
is the same as the ducial phase space (Section 11.1), except that no pT and η requirements are
applied to the leptons. The ratio of the ducial to on-shell cross section is determined using the
Matrix setup described in Section 10.2 and found to beAZZ = 0.58±0.01, where the uncertainty
includes the following contributions. A similar value is found when the calculation is repeated
with the nominal Sherpa setup, and the dierence between these (1.0% of the nominal value) is
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Channel Measurement (fb) Prediction (fb)
4e 13.8+1.1−1.0 [±0.9 (stat.) ±0.3 (syst.) +0.5−0.4 (lumi.)] 10.8+0.5−0.4
2e2µ 21.1+1.3−1.2 [±1.0 (stat.) +0.5−0.4 (syst.) +0.7−0.6 (lumi.)] 21.0+0.9−0.8
4µ 11.5+0.9−0.8 [±0.7 (stat.) ±0.4 (syst.) +0.4−0.3 (lumi.)] 10.8+0.5−0.4
Combined 46.4+2.4−2.2 [±1.5 (stat.) ±1.0 (syst.) +1.5−1.4 (lumi.)] 42.6+1.8−1.5
Table 11: Measured and predicted integrated ducial cross sections. The prediction is based
on an NNLO calculation from Matrix with the gg-initiated contribution multiplied by a global
NLO correction factor of 1.67. A global NLO weak correction factor of 0.95 is applied, and the
contribution of around 2.5% from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the prediction,
the QCD scale uncertainty is shown.
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Figure 35: Comparison of measured integrated ducial cross sections to a SM prediction based on
calculation from Matrix with the gg-initiated contribution multiplied by a global NLO correc-
tion factor of 1.67. A global NLO weak correction factor of 0.95 is applied, and the contribution
of around 2.5% from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the prediction, the QCD scale
uncertainty is shown as a one- and two-standard-deviation band. Figure produced by Jonatan
Rostén and published in Ref. [114].
included in the uncertainty ofAZZ . Other included uncertainties are derived from PDF variations
(0.4%, calculated with MCFM) and QCD scale variations (0.8%).
To calculate the extrapolated cross section, the combined ducial cross section is divided byAZZ
and by the leptonic branching fraction 4 × (3.3658%)2 [17], where the factor of four accounts for
the dierent avour combinations of the decays. In the 4e and 2e2µ channel, the pairing pre-
scription as well as quantum-mechanical interference lead to a net increase of the cross sections
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by around 2.6% with respect to the 2e2µ channel. This dierence is corrected for by applying
an additional factor in the same-avour channels. The nal cross section is obtained using the
same maximum-likelihood method as for the combined ducial cross section, but now including
the uncertainties ofAZZ as additional nuisance parameters. The used leptonic branching fraction
value excludes virtual-photon contributions. Based on a calculation with Pythia, including these
would lead to a branching fraction for ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− that is around 1.01–1.02 times larger.
This dierence could have been corrected for and/or a corresponding systematic uncertainty ap-
plied to AZZ , but this was overlooked at the time of the analysis. Given that the extrapolation
has other intrinsic problems, which will be explained in the next section, the author would not
consider this a signicant problem.
The extrapolated cross section is found to be 17.2 ± 0.9 [±0.6 (stat.) ±0.4 (syst.) ±0.6 (lumi.)] pb.
The NNLO prediction from Matrix, with the gg-initiated process multiplied by a global NLO
correction factor of 1.67 is 16.9+0.6−0.5 pb, where the uncertainty is estimated by performing QCD
scale variations. A comparison of the extrapolated cross section to the NNLO prediction as well
as to previous measurements is shown in Figure 36. Since the publication of Figure 36, CMS has
measured the cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV with more data and hence smaller uncertainty [139],
comparable to that of the ATLAS measurement. In the next section, comparisons to the new
CMS measurement will be shown.
16.3 Comparison to ducial CMS results and combination
Section 16.1 showed a simple comparison of results from various experiments. However, the
extrapolation introduces model-dependence and often is not done in the same way in dierent
analyses: dierent predictions and denitions for the on-shell phase space (Section 11.2) are used.
Perhaps worse than these known unknowns are the unknown unknowns: the modelling of hard
electroweak processes in the forward region might be poor due to unknown new physical eects
(SM or non-SM) setting in. To circumvent these problems, this section shows comparison of the
integrated ducial cross section to the latest ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− results from CMS [139]. A simple
combination of the ATLAS and CMS results is also carried out in the intersection of the respective
ducial phase spaces to avoid extrapolation outside of the experimental coverage. Intersection
here means the phase space whose events fall in both the ATLAS and CMS ducial phase space.
Joint phase space
The ATLAS and CMS results are combined by dening a joint phase space that is approximately
the intersection of their respective phase spaces and labeled ATLAS ∩ CMS. Table 12 shows its
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Figure 36: Extrapolated cross section compared to other measurements at various centre-of-mass
energies by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, and D0 [141, 210–214], and to NNLO predictions from Matrix
(excluding NLO corrections for the gg-initiated process, because these were not available to the
analysis for all centre-of-mass energies and collision types). The total uncertainties of the mea-
surements are shown as bars. Some data points are shifted horizontally to improve readability.
In the context of the CDF measurement, “on-shell” means that extrapolation to zero-width Z
bosons is performed, ignoring the contribution of virtual photons and Z/γ ∗ interference. Figure
produced by Jonatan Rostén and published in Ref. [114].
denition. Using the intersection of both phase spaces has the advantage that neither exper-
iment extrapolates outside of its ducial region, so the model-dependence of the combination
is minimised. However, for two reasons, it is not strictly speaking the intersection. Firstly, the
CMS pairing algorithm is used, which does not select a subset of events of those selected by the
ATLAS pairing algorithm. Secondly, there are two requirements that are slightly looser than in
the ATLAS phase space:
• the third-highest-pT lepton is required to have pT > 5 GeV (ATLAS: > 10 GeV),
• ∆R > 0.1 is required between dierent-avour leptons (ATLAS: > 0.2).
Based on studies with the simulated Sherpa samples used in the analysis, both simplications
are expected to have a small impact, but it was not quantied exactly. The simplications are
due to a purely technical reason: the author calculated the joint phase space with a later version
of Matrix than was used in the analysis and did not reimplement custom selections in the new
source code. The remaining requirements are supported by Matrix out of the box.
Matrix results in the CMS and joint ATLAS∩CMS ducial phase spaces are shown in Tables 13
and 14. More information about the calculation and the corresponding results for ATLAS can
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Type Input or requirement
Leptons (e, µ) Prompt
Dressed with prompt photons within ∆R = 0.1
pT > 5 GeV
|η | < 2.5
Events Exactly four leptons
Two leading-pT leptons satisfy pT > 20 GeV, 15 GeV
Any same-avour opposite-charge dilepton has massm`` > 5 GeV
∆R > 0.1 between all leptons
Dileptons giving minimum |m`` −mZ | are taken as Z boson candidates
Z boson candidates have mass 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV
Table 12: Summary of the selection criteria dening the joint ATLAS∩CMS ducial phase space.
be found above in Table 3. The total integrated cross section calculated at NNLO with Matrix
in the CMS (joint) phase space is 37.5 fb (36.0 fb). To extrapolate the ATLAS measurements to
the joint phase space, they are multiplied by extrapolation factors calculated at NNLO of 0.856
for the 4e and 4µ channels and 0.904 for the 2e2µ channel. (Assuming the contributions of the
channels to be as predicted by the SM, this would correspond to an extrapolation factor of 0.871
for the combination of the three channels.) CMS does not publish the cross sections measured
in the individual channels, so an overall extrapolation factor of 0.960 is used. The extrapolation
factors have negligible uncertainties.
Order or subprocess 4e or 4µ (fb) 2e2µ (fb) Scale uncertainty (%)
LO 5.484 10.68 +5.8, −6.8
NLO 7.947 15.41 +2.6, −2.1
NNLO 9.519 18.42 +3.2, −2.7
Only gg 4` 0.8491 1.676 +23.5, −17.7
Table 13: Integrated ducial cross sections in the CMS phase space, calculated with Matrix.
Combination and uncertainties
The phase space extrapolation factors are applied to the nominal values of the cross sections. The
relative uncertainties of the cross sections are left unchanged. The extrapolatedZZ → `+`−`′+`′−
cross section is 40.5+2.3−2.2 fb for both ATLAS and CMS. The nominal value of the combined cross
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Order or subprocess 4e or 4µ (fb) 2e2µ (fb) Scale uncertainty (%)
LO 5.168 10.45 +5.8, −6.8
NLO 7.470 15.11 +2.6, −2.1
NNLO 8.949 18.06 +3.3, −2.7
Only gg 4` 0.8165 1.653 +23.5, −17.8
Table 14: Integrated ducial cross sections in the joint ATLAS ∩ CMS phase space, calculated
with Matrix.
section is found by simply taking the average of the extrapolated ATLAS and CMS result,
σ combined =
0.856
(
σATLAS4e + σ
ATLAS
4µ
)
+ 0.904σATLAS2e2µ + 0.960σCMS
2 ≈ 40.5 fb.
This is justied, because the two experiments report very similar relative uncertainties. Other-
wise, a weighted average taking into account the dierent uncertainties might have been more
adequate.
When combining the uncertainties, the luminosity uncertainty is treated as fully correlated be-
tween ATLAS and CMS, while the statistical and all other systematic uncertainties are treated
as uncorrelated. The combined uncertainty is found by summing the absolute per-experiment
uncertainties linearly (luminosity) or in quadrature (all others) and dividing the result by the
sum of the nominal cross sections to obtain the total relative uncertainty. The nal result is
σ combined = 40.5+1.9−1.8 fb.
Results
The ducial comparison and combination of the latest ATLAS and CMS results is shown in Fig-
ure 37. The measured values are compared to NNLO predictions, with partial NNNLO correc-
tions, namely the α3s corrections to the loop-induced gg-initiated contribution, as well as NLO
weak corrections applied, as explained in Section 10.4. While the NNLO predictions are cal-
culated in the respective phase space using Matrix, all other corrections are computed in the
ATLAS phase space. The ATLAS and CMS results agree well with the prediction, except for the
∼2.5σ excess in the 4e channel. They are also very compatible with each other, in the sense that
their deviation from the prediction, approximately +1σ , is very similar.
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Figure 37: Comparison of ATLAS, CMS, and combined results to the most formally accurate
predictions available. The three dierent measurement sources correspond to dierent ducial
phase spaces, so their absolute values are not directly comparable to each other. Only ATLAS has
published per-channel cross sections. The shown discrepancy takes into account the uncertainty
of both measurement and prediction.
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17 Dierential cross sections
If the response of the detector and the reconstruction algorithms can be simulated, e.g. with
Geant or Delphes [65], particle-level theoretical predictions can be compared directly to the
reconstructed dierential distributions of events, such as those shown in Figure 33. However,
this approach is cumbersome and prone to inaccuracy at best, and not applicable to parton-level
predictions, such as xed-order calculations. To allow comparisons to theory, dierential cross
sections are determined. This is done by counting candidate events in each bin of the studied
observable, subtracting the expected background, and using unfolding to correct the measured
distributions for the following experimental eects:
Acceptance and eciency Particles might escape measurement by falling into an uninstru-
mented region of the detector. Even particles hitting sensitive regions of the detector might
not be measured because they fail quality or identication criteria, such as the number of
tracker hits required for identication.
Resolution Every detector has a nite resolution, smearing reconstructed quantities with re-
spect to their true values.
Calibration (Also called ‘scale.’) The detector calibration is imperfect, meaning that even the
calibrated measurement is not an unbiased estimate of the true corresponding quantity.
Combinatorics Objects passing some reconstruction-level criteria might not correspond to
those that would pass the same criteria in truth. For instance, the reconstructed highest-
pT lepton might not be the true highest-pT lepton. (Combinatorics eects are actually a
consequence of the three other classes of eects above.)
All of the above steps can be encoded into a single response matrix R relating the measured
histogramm to the true25 histogram t and the reconstruction-level background histogram b,
mi = Ri jtj + bi , (17)
where i and j are bin indices and summation over repeated indices is implied. The response
matrix is determined using MC simulation. Its element Ri j gives the probability of nding an
event in measured bin i given that it was in true bin j or in no true bin at all. It can be decomposed
as
Ri j = Mi j εj ϕi ,
where the matrix Mi j describes the bin migrations,
Mi j =
P(reconstructed in bin i ∩ in true bin j)∑
i′ P(reconstructed in bin i ′ ∩ in true bin j)
, (18)
25In the context of unfolding, “true” and “particle-level” are used interchangeably.
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εj corresponds to the reconstruction eciency,
εj =
∑
i′ P(reconstructed in bin i ′ ∩ in true bin j)
P(in true bin j)
= P(reconstructed in any bin | in true bin j) ≤ 1,
and ϕi is the correction for ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− + X signal events failing the ducial selection but
passing the reconstructed selection ( fake correction),
ϕi =
P(reconstructed in bin i)∑
j P(reconstructed in bin i ∩ in true bin j)
≥ 1.
‘Fake’ contributions happen for instance due to resolution eects leading to particles passing
reconstruction-level selections that they fail at particle level. Alternatively, the fake events could
be subtracted as another background contribution f , in which case Eq. 17 is replaced by
mi = R˜i jtj + bi + fi ,
where the modied response matrix element R˜i j represents the probability of nding an event
in measured bin i given that it was in true bin j,
R˜i j = Mi j εi
=
P(reconstructed in bin i ∩ in true bin j)
P(in true bin j)
= P(reconstructed in bin i | in true bin j).
(19)
This (Eq. 19) is perhaps the most common denition for the response matrix and used e.g. in
Cowan’s textbook [215]. The reason why the fake correction is absorbed into the response ma-
trix in this analysis is that its contribution to each reconstructed bin should be scaled to the actual
observed number of events in order to minimise model dependence, fi ∝ (mi − bi ). Performing
the correction multiplicatively (ϕi ) rather than additively ( fi ) automates this scaling in a handy
way.26 Unfolding could also be used to ‘correct’ for physical eects such as hadronisation. How-
ever, this reduces the general validity of the measurement and makes it much more dependent
on the used model (e.g. the hadronisation model), and is therefore not used here. Unfolding is
done to the particle level and the ducial phase space, meaning that the correlation between the
measured and corrected distribution is stronger and there is very little extrapolation to the out-
side of the detector acceptance. This makes the unfolding more robust and model-independent.
In the following, ‘true’ and ‘particle-level’ are synonyms and will be used interchangeably.
Throughout this analysis, the same binning is used for the reconstruction- and particle-level
histograms, meaning that the response matrix is square. (Some unfolding methods can deal with
26Strictly speaking, including the fake contribution in the response matrix means that the response matrix elements
no longer represent a probability, since they could be greater than 1, but rather a ‘generalised eciency’, like CZZ .
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a higher number of reconstruction-level than particle-level bins and can in some situations even
benet from this overdetermination [216, 217].) Some of the used response matrices are shown
in Figure 38, the rest is shown in Appendix C.4. It can be observed that despite wider bins, bin
migrations are more important for some jet-exclusive observables. This is expected and due to
the poorer jet energy resolution and calibration compared to leptons, as well as jets originating
from or contaminated by pileup activity. As will be discussed below, the size of bin migrations
determines what unfolding method is adequate. One useful gure in quantifying it is the purity pi ,
dened as the probability for an event to fall in the same particle-level and reconstruction-level
bin, given that it passes both the particle-level and reconstruction-level selection. The purity
of bin i corresponds to the diagonal element Mii of the migration matrix dened in dened in
Eq. 18. Figure 39 shows the purity, eciency, and fake correction for several of the unfolded
observables. Their uncertainties are dominated by the dierence between the nominal Sherpa
setup and the Powheg + Pythia + Sherpa setup. The fact that the generator uncertainty is one-
sided also causes the total uncertainties to be very asymmetric in many bins. After unfolding, the
generator uncertainty propagated to the nal result is symmetrised as described in Section 15.
Eciencies are typically around 60%. They decrease noticeably in regions of phase space where
leptons tend to be very forward, such as high values ofy4` or ∆y(Z1,Z2). This is driven by the di-
minished forward lepton acceptance and eciency: ducial leptons extend to |η | = 2.7, whereas
reconstructed electrons and combined muons only extend to |η | ≈ 2.5. The purity is usually
greater than 70%, except in a few bins. For pT- and mass-like observables, it often drops towards
higher values if the bin width is constant, reecting the poorer absolute resolution (though the
relative resolution may increase). Increases in the bin width counter this eect, often leading to
upward ‘jumps’ in purity. The purity is generally very high for angular observables i.e. those
depending on η and ϕ, because these quantities can be measured with ner resolution than en-
ergies. The fake correction typically diers from unity by less than 5% for jet-inclusive and jet
multiplicity observables. For jet kinematics observables, it increases up to ∼2.
17.1 Unfolding method
Once the response matrix is determined, the problem of unfolding consists of estimating the true
histogram tj indexing the bins, given the background-subtracted measured histogram (mi − bi ).
As the form of Eq. 17 shows, this can be achieved by inverting the response matrix,
tˆj = R
−1
ji (mi − bi ), (20)
where the caret (ˆ) denotes an estimator, as long as R is invertible, so that the corresponding
system of linear equations is determinate. While Eq. 20 provides an unbiased estimate of t , it
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Figure 38: Example response matrices used in the unfolding for several dierent observables, ob-
tained using the nominal Sherpa setup. Published in Ref. [114] without the bin contents written
out as numbers.
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Figure 39: Purity, eciency, and fake correction as a function of several observables. The shaded
bands represent the total uncertainty.
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is not numerically stable, even if the response matrix is not singular. The following example,
adapted from Ref. [218], highlights this. The simple 2 × 2 response matrix
R =
©­«
1 − ε ε
ε 1 − ε
ª®¬
is invertible as long as 0 ≤ ε < 0.5, since then det(R) = 1 − 2ε > 0. However, estimating tˆ
by inverting R as shown in Eq. 20 can lead to wildly uctuating solutions when the o-diagonal
elements ε are large, with the variance of tˆ being proportional to 1/det(R), which diverges as ε →
0.5. Of course Eq. 20 is a mathematical equality, but the instability comes from the fact that the
measured values are random variables µi , following, in the case of yields, Poisson distributions:
µi ∼ Poisson(mi ).
Here, the tilde (∼) denotes that the random variable follows the given distribution. So in the given
example, the unfolding by matrix inversion is very sensitive to uctuations of the observed his-
togram µ. This problem is discussed with great clarity in Ref. [215]. The result is very sensitive
to statistical uctuations, so that the statistical uncertainty of a given bin may be greatly in-
creased by the unfolding. In general, the larger the o-diagonal elements are, the less stable is
the unfolding by inverting the response matrix directly. In the limit where the response is exactly
diagonal, unfolding becomes trivial as Eq. 17 reduces to a system of linear uncoupled equations
and tˆi = (mi − bi )/(εiϕi ) is trivially the optimal (i.e. unbiased and ecient) estimator.
The solution to nding a well-behaved solution when dealing with a non-diagonal response
matrix is to add a regularisation procedure that disfavours strongly uctuating solutions. Several
approaches have been proposed [216, 218–220]. In this analysis, the Bayesian iterative unfolding
method [219] is used due to its simplicity and robustness. The method inverts the response matrix
in Eq. 17 by using Bayes’ theorem:
tˆi =
1
ϕ j
∑
j
P(in true bin i | reconstructed in bin j) (mj − bj )
=
1
ϕ j
∑
j
P(reconstructed in bin j | in true bin i) P(in true bin i)
P(reconstructed in bin j) (mj − bj )
(21)
Introducing a prior t (0) for the true distribution, which is taken to be the true distribution pre-
dicted by MC, the estimator of Eq. 21 can be rewritten as
tˆ (1)i =
1
ϕ j
∑
j
R˜ jit
(0)
i∑
k R˜ jkt
(0)
k
(mj − bj ). (22)
The normalisation of the prior is irrelevant, as it cancels in Eq. 22. The dependence of the re-
sult on the prior is reduced by iterating the procedure, making the substitution t (0) ← tˆ (1) to
compute tˆ (2), and so on. In this unfolding method, the number of iterations is the regularisa-
tion parameter. Fewer iterations n mean smaller statistical uctuations of the result tˆ (n), but at
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the cost of a larger dependence on the prior, i.e. bias. The number of iterations is optimised
for each observable according to criteria dened below and the residual bias is quantied. The
software implementation of the Bayesian iterative unfolding used in this analysis is based on
the RooUnfold libraries [221, 222]. Figure 40 illustrates the convergence of the result with the
number of iterations, using the example of the central-jet multiplicity distribution. It shows the
background-subtracted data divided by the fake correction, (m − b)/ϕ, as well as the result after
n = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 iterations multiplied by the response matrix (excluding the fake correction) to
transform it back to the reconstruction-level, R˜ t (n). It can be seen that the unfolded result trans-
formed back to the reconstruction-level agrees better with the background-subtracted data with
more iterations. In machine-learning language terms, one could say that the unfolding procedure
learns more and more features of the data with each iteration. The cost, as discussed above, is
less stability of the result in the presence of statistical uctuations.
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Figure 40: Convergence of the unfolded result multiplied by the response matrix (excluding
the fake correction) R˜ with the number of iterations. The bottom panel shows the ratio to
the background-subtracted data after each considered number of iterations. The error bars (top
panel) and grey band (bottom panel) indicate the statistical uncertainty of the data.
17.2 Binning optimisation
The binning in itself constitutes a regularisation: wider bins will decrease bin migrations and
relative statistical uncertainties. Finer bins have the advantage of giving a more detailed view of
the distribution. They also decrease the eect that the observable of interest might be distributed
dierently inside a given bin in data and prediction, which could lead to dierences between
the predicted and actual response, if the response depends on the observable of interest. The
binning of each unfolded observable is optimised under the following rough criteria, in order of
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precedence:
1. The bin range covers all observed data events, except in jet observables, where bins con-
taining less jets than required for a non-trivial value are excluded (e.g. the scalar pT sum of
all jets distribution begins at 30 GeV due to the jet pT threshold — all events below 30 GeV
lie exactly at 0 GeV),
2. Each bin has at least 10 expected events, corresponding to a predicted probability of the
bin ending up not containing any data events of < 10−4 as well as an expected statistical
uncertainty of . 30%,
3. All expected major features (rises, drops, peaks) of the distribution are resolved,
4. The purity in each bin is at least ∼70%, except in individual bins that are motivated by the
previous criterion.
Within the above approximate constraints, the binning is chosen as ne as reasonable.
A remark: the unfolding performed in this analysis is one-dimensional, i.e. of only one observ-
able at a time. The detector response might depend on observables other than the observable of
interest, so if the underlying kinematic congurations dier between data and prediction, there
might be a mismodelling in the response. This is true even if the observable of interest is mod-
elled well by the prediction. The eect may be worse for wider bins, since they integrate over
more underlying phase space and are therefore more dependent on the predicted distributions
themselves being accurate, whereas ner bins are more determined by the detector response
alone.
17.3 Number of unfolding iterations
Once the binning is xed (Section 17.2), the number of iterations in the Bayesian iterative un-
folding is optimised to balance two competing eects.
1. Fewer iterations mean a higher degree of regularisation, so the unfolded distribution tends
to be smoother and less prone to uctuation. The price is a larger regularisation bias of
the unfolded result.
2. More iterations mean a less biased estimator for the true contents of each bin, but an un-
folded distribution that is more prone to large bin-by-bin uctuations and larger statistical
uncertainty of the unfolded result.
The regularisation bias is estimated using a data-driven method [220]. The initial priors are
reweighted by a smooth polynomial function such that the agreement between the prior folded
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with the response matrix and the observed data is very good. The folded reweighted prior is un-
folded using the nominal response matrix. The deviations of the obtained unfolded distribution
from the reweighted prior are used as the unfolding bias uncertainty in each bin. The idea of
the smoothing by tting a polynomial is to make the reweighting correct for physical dierences
between the predicted and observed distribution, rather than reweighting random statistical uc-
tuations in the data. It also serves to reduce the binning bias by allowing the true bin centre to
shift. First- to fth-order polynomials are tted to the ratio of data over the reconstruction-level
prediction, with the order chosen for each observable to model the ratio reasonably. This relies
on the analyser’s subjective judgment of what is a physical feature and what is a statistical uc-
tuation. Examples of tted polynomials used for the reweighting are shown in Figure 41. The
corresponding gures for the other unfolded observables are shown in Appendix C.2.
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Figure 41: Background-subtracted data compared to the reconstruction-level prediction for two
dierent observables. The ratio is tted with a polynomial, visualised as a red curve.
The statistical and unfolding-method uncertainties for various numbers of iterations are shown
in Figure 42 for a number of observables. The number of iterations for each observable is chosen
to ensure a very small bias, around 1–2% wherever possible. Furthermore, for the chosen number
of iterations, the unfolding result re-folded by the response matrix must have converged to the
background-subtracted data to within the statistical uncertainty of the data. An example of this
convergence is shown in Figure 40 above. The corresponding gures for the other unfolded
observables are shown in Appendix C.3.
To make sure that the statistical uncertainty is not overly constrained by the unfolding procedure,
it is veried that it is not signicantly smaller than it would be when using a simple bin-by-bin
unfolding with a MC-derived correction factor in each bin, ignoring bin migrations.27 The bin-
27There is ongoing discussion among the interested members of ATLAS about whether this criterion is overly
conservative or valid. In the author’s view, it is overly conservative. Per-bin statistical uncertainties could be expected
to be reduced when taking into account bin migrations, as each bin value helps constrain its neighbouring bins. This
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Figure 42: Statistical uncertainty (dashed) and unfolding method uncertainty (solid) for various
numbers of iterations for two dierent observables.
by-bin unfolding corresponds to inverting the approximated, diagonal (and therefore in a sense
maximally regularised) response matrix
R˜
bin-by-bin
i j =
wreco.i
w truej
δi j ,
wherewreco.i (w truej ) designates the sum of weights of MC events passing the reconstruction-level
(particle-level) selection and falling in bin i ( j), and δi j is the Kronecker delta. Figure 43 compares
the statistical uncertainty obtained with one or two iterations to that from bin-by-bin unfolding,
as a function of the purity of the bin.28 It shows that at least two iterations should be performed
according to the above criterion. It also reveals a clear dependency on the purity. As the purity
tends towards unity, so must the ratio. For one iteration, the ratio decreases with decreasing
purity, for which a possible explanation is that taking into account bin migration constrains the
content of one bin via its correlation with the contents of nearby bins. This eect would be more
pronounced for low-purity than high-purity bins, since the former exhibit a stronger correlation
between neighbouring bins.
The nal number of iterations chosen for each distribution following the above guidelines is
shown in Table 15.
17.4 Combining channels
The dierential cross sections are only measured in the combination of all three signal channels,
due to the large statistical uncertainties in the individual channels. The channels are combined
happens at the ‘cost’ of statistical uncertainties that are (quantiably) correlated between nearby bins. In bin-by-bin
unfolding, useful information is lost by ignoring bin correlations.
28The denition of purity used in this gure is slightly dierent from that used in the rest of the thesis, giving it a
tendency towards lower values, but that does not aect the conclusions.
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Figure 43: Comparison of statistical uncertainties obtained with Bayesian iterative unfolding
(one or two iterations) to those from bin-by-bin unfolding, as a function of the purity in that bin.
Each dot corresponds to one bin of one unfolded observable, all of which are shown together.
by summing the reconstruction-level data and predictions and using a single response matrix.
In the future, one response matrix per channel should be used and the results combined by sum-
ming only after the unfolding. This way, the overall response of the detector is modelled more
accurately, since the actually observed contribution of each channel is taken into account. The
reason why this was not done in this analysis is the low statistical precision in the individual
channels, which makes the unfolding less stable. A combination before unfolding alleviates this
eect.
17.5 Propagation of uncertainties
The statistical uncertainty due to uctuations in the data is estimated by generating 2000 sets
of random pseudodata following a Poisson distribution in each bin whose expectation value is
the number of observed data events in that bin. The unfolding is repeated with the pseudodata
sets, taking the root mean square of the deviation of the resulting unfolded spectrum from the
actual unfolded data as the statistical uncertainty in each bin. The statistical uncertainty of the
data is in the range 5–41%, except in the bin from 2.0 to 2.5 of the absolute pseudorapidity of
the subleading jet, where it is 85%. It dominates the total uncertainty in most bins. The uncer-
tainty due to statistical uctuations in the MC simulations used to obtain the response matrix
is obtained the same way, repeating the unfolding using randomly uctuated copies of the re-
sponse matrix. Experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties are estimated by repeating
the unfolding with the varied response matrix and taking the deviation from the nominal of the
resulting unfolded distribution as the uncertainty. In jet-inclusive observables, the largest sys-
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Distribution Iterations
1. lepton pT 2
2. lepton pT 2
3. lepton pT 2
4. lepton pT 2
pT, Z1 2
pT, Z2 2
pT, 4` 2
|y4` | 2
δϕ(Z1,Z2)/pi 2
|δy(Z1,Z2)| 2
Njets 2
Ncentral jets 3
Njets, pT > 60 3
1. jet pT 2
2. jet pT 3
1. jet |η | 2
2. jet |η | 3
m(jet1, jet2) 2
|δy(jet1, jet2)| 2
Jets scalar pT sum 3
Table 15: Number of unfolding iterations for each observable.
tematic uncertainty comes from the theoretical modelling of the response matrix, composed of
the PDF and QCD scale variations as well as the dierence between using Powheg + Pythia
and Sherpa to model the qq-initiated prodution, added in quadrature (up to approximately 25%).
In jet-exclusive observables, the jet energy scale uncertainty is an additional large contribution
(3–23%). Background uncertainties are estimated by subtracting the varied background predic-
tions from the data before unfolding and are small. The uncertainty due to the unfolding method
is determined as described in Section 17.3. It is smaller than 1% in almost all bins, but reaches
up to 22% in individual bins (such as the rst bin of the mass of the two leading-pT jets, where
the modelling of the data is poor). Figure 44 shows a bin-by-bin breakdown of uncertainties for
selected observables. The corresponding distributions for the remaining unfolded observables
are shown in Appendix C.5. In the gures, the theory uncertainty contains the contributions
of the generator, PDF, and QCD scale variations, summed in quadrature. The jet, electron, and
137
muon reconstruction uncertainties contain the eciency and calibration uncertainties of the
corresponding objects. Uncertainties from dierent systematic sources, as well as the statistical
uncertainty, are added in quadrature in each bin in the nal results. Bin-by-bin statistical- and
total-uncertainty correlation matrices for all observables are included in Appendix C.6. The sta-
tistical uncertainties of the data are typically only weakly correlated between (mainly adjacent)
bins, which is expected, because bin migrations are mostly small. The systematic uncertainties,
on the other hand, may be strongly correlated between bins, as expected. As a result, correlations
of O(50%) and more between adjacent bins occur where the systematic uncertainties dominate.
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(a) Transverse momentum of the four-lepton system.
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(b) Jet multiplicity, considering all selected jets.
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(c) Invariant mass of the two leading-pT jets.
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Figure 44: Uncertainty contributions after unfolding in each bin of three representative observ-
ables. The total systematic uncertainty contains all uncertainties except the statistical uncer-
tainty of the data, summed in quadrature. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown using a
dierent x-axis scale where indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
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17.6 Results
This section shows those results published in Ref. [114]. Following sections show additional
results, notably including the unfolded four-lepton mass spectrum.
Figures 45–51 present the unfolded cross sections, along with comparisons to various xed-order
and parton-showered theoretical predictions. Reasonable agreement of the various predictions
with the data is observed. The xed-order predictions are only shown for jet-inclusive observ-
ables. While the NNLO predictions can include up to two jets (from the real-emission matrix
elements), jet-exclusive distributions were not supported out-of-the-box by Matrix at time of
the analysis, and were not implemented by the author due to time constraints.
For the bins in which the greatest discrepancy is observed, the signicance is estimated approx-
imately. To prot from the simplication that Poisson statistics bring, the reconstruction-level
yields in the corresponding bins are used, rather than the dierential cross section. While bin
migrations mean that this is not always the case in general, the largest discrepancies observed in
the dierential cross sections here have corresponding discrepancies in the reconstruction-level
distributions. (In the future, dierential cross sections may become more commonly used for
statistical hypothesis testing. However, this is more complicated than using measured yields:
yields are uncorrelated between dierent bins, they obey Poisson statistics, and all systematic
uncertainties can be treated as only aecting the predictions, not the measurement. None of
the above is true for dierential cross sections obtained by unfolding.) The reconstruction-level
distributions for the observables in question can be found in Figure 33 or Appendix C.1. The
p-value is estimated as [223, 224]
p = B
(
yδ 2
yδ 2 + 1
, x ,
δ 2 + 1
δ 2
)
, (23)
where B(·, ·, ·) is the incomplete Beta function, x (y) is the observed (predicted) number of events
in the bin of interest, and δ is the corresponding relative (systematic and statistical) uncertainty
of the prediction uncertainty. The observed yield x is a random variable following a Poisson
distribution and does not have any associated systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 45(a) shows the transverse momentum of the four-lepton system, pT, 4` . The cross sec-
tion has a peak around 10 GeV and drops rapidly towards both lower and higher values. At low
pT, 4` , the resummation of low-pT parton emissions is important and xed-order descriptions are
inadequate. For this reason, the xed-order predictions are not shown in the rst two bins, 0–
5 GeV and 5–15 GeV. The region below pT, 4` = 60 GeV is modeled slightly better by predictions
that include a parton shower, again suggesting the importance of resummation. Above 60 GeV,
the xed-order NNLO predictions describe the data slightly better. Figure 45(b) shows the abso-
lute rapidity of the four-lepton system, which drops gradually towards high values. The highest
kinematically possible value can be found using Eq. 8. It is maximised when one of the incoming
partons carries all of its proton’s momentum, x = 1, and the partonic centre-of-mass energy is
minimal,
√
sˆ = 2× 66 GeV, which is the kinematic threshold for producing two dileptons of mass
m`+`− > 66 GeV. This yields ymax = log 2×66 GeV13 000 GeV ≈ 4.6. The y4` distribution is potentially sensi-
tive to a dierent choice of PDF, describing the momentum distribution of the incoming partons.
Fixed-order calculations and predictions including a parton shower model this observable rea-
sonably well, within the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The predictions tend to slightly
underestimate the cross sections for small values of |y4` |.
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Figure 45: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for (a) the transverse momentum
and (b) the absolute rapidity of the four-lepton system. The statistical uncertainty of the mea-
surement is shown as error bars, and shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty and the
total uncertainty obtained by summing the statistical and systematic components in quadrature.
A pure NNLO calculation from Matrix is shown with no additional corrections applied. An-
other prediction is shown based on this NNLO calculation, with the gg-initiated contribution
multiplied by a global NLO correction factor of 1.67. For the pT, 4` distribution in (a), the NLO
weak correction is applied as a global factor of 0.95 as a dierential calculation is not available.
For the |y4` | distribution in (b), the EW correction factor is applied in each bin. The contribution
from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the xed-order predictions, the QCD scale
uncertainty is shown as a shaded band. Parton-showered Powheg + Pythia and Sherpa predic-
tions are also shown. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale.
The scale change is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
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Figure 46(a) presents the azimuthal angle separation between the two Z boson candidates. The
xed-order predictions only describe the shape of the gg-initiated process at LO and therefore
predict a distribution that is more peaked at pi than those from Sherpa and Powheg + Pythia,
where the parton shower shifts some events towards lower values. In this distribution, the way
the k-factors for missing higher orders are applied actually gives a misleading result: the k-
factor is calculated entirely in the bin containing δϕ(Z1,Z2) = pi , which is the only possible
value at LO. At NLO, this bin decreases, as events migrate to values below pi , even though the
total cross section increases. The constant k-factor applied here does not capture this eect (or
any other shape change of the distribution), so it wrongly predicts an increase of the highest
bin when adding higher-order corrections. This illustrates a fundamental shortcoming of the
constant-k-factor approach. Figure 46(b) shows the absolute rapidity dierence of the two Z
boson candidates, which drops towards high values and is modeled by all calculations within the
uncertainties.
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Figure 46: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for (a) the azimuthal angle separa-
tion and (b) the absolute rapidity dierence between the two Z boson candidates. The statistical
uncertainty of the measurement is shown as error bars, and shaded bands indicate the system-
atic uncertainty and the total uncertainty obtained by summing the statistical and systematic
components in quadrature. A pure NNLO calculation from Matrix is shown with no additional
corrections applied. Another prediction is shown based on this NNLO calculation, with the gg-
initiated contribution multiplied by a global NLO correction factor of 1.67. For the δϕ(Z1,Z2)
distribution in (a), the NLO weak correction is applied as a global factor of 0.95 as a dierential
calculation is not available. For the |δy(Z1,Z2)| distribution in (b), the EW correction factor is
applied in each bin. The contribution from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the
xed-order predictions, the QCD scale uncertainty is shown as a shaded band. Parton-showered
Powheg + Pythia and Sherpa predictions are also shown. For better visualisation, the last bin
is shown using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
Published in Ref. [114].
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Figure 47 shows the transverse momentum of the leading-pT and subleading-pT Z boson candi-
dates, exhibiting a wide peak around 50 GeV and 30 GeV, respectively. Anomalous triple gauge
couplings (as discussed in Section 18) would manifest as an excess in the cross section at large
values of the transverse momentum of the Z bosons, which is not observed in these dierential
cross section distributions (the last bin in each distribution is consistent with the SM predictions).
The discrepancies atpT of about 50 GeV, 90 GeV in the leadingZ boson candidate are related to the
excesses seen in Figure 33(c). The local signicance of these excesses with respect to the Sherpa
prediction is estimated to be 2.3 and 2.0 standard deviations respectively, calculated using Eq. 23.
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Figure 47: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for the transverse momentum of
(a) the leading-pT and (b) the subleading-pT Z boson candidate. The statistical uncertainty of
the measurement is shown as error bars, and shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty
and the total uncertainty obtained by summing the statistical and systematic components in
quadrature. A pure NNLO calculation from Matrix is shown with no additional corrections
applied. Another prediction is shown based on this NNLO calculation, with the gg-initiated
contribution multiplied by a global NLO correction factor of 1.67. The EW correction factor is
applied in each bin. The contribution from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the
xed-order predictions, the QCD scale uncertainty is shown as a shaded band. Parton-showered
Powheg + Pythia and Sherpa predictions are also shown. For better visualisation, the last bin
is shown using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
Published in Ref. [114].
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Figure 48 presents the transverse momenta of the leptons in the nal selected quadruplet. From
the highest-pT to the lowest-pT lepton, the distribution becomes less peaked and more symmetric
about the peak, while the position of the peak shifts from ∼60 GeV to ∼50 GeV, then ∼35 GeV,
and nally ∼25 GeV. All lepton pT distributions agree well with the predictions.
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Figure 48: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections with respect to the transverse mo-
menta of the leptons in the nal selected quadruplet, in descending order of transverse momen-
tum. A pure NNLO calculation from Matrix is shown with no additional corrections applied.
Another prediction is shown based on this NNLO calculation, with the gg-initiated contribution
multiplied by a global NLO correction factor of 1.67. The EW correction factor is applied in
each bin. The contribution from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added. For the xed-order
predictions, the QCD scale uncertainty is shown as a shaded band. Parton-showered Powheg +
Pythia and Sherpa predictions are also shown. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown
using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published
in Ref. [114].
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Figure 49 shows the jet multiplicity distributions as well as the scalar sum of the transverse
momenta of all selected jets. Powheg + Pythia shows a clear trend towards underestimating the
cross section at jet multiplicities greater than one and large jet scalar pT sum, which is expected,
because in Powheg + Pythia only the hardest parton emission is included at the matrix-element
level. Sherpa, however, includes up to three parton emissions at the matrix-element level, and
exhibits good agreement with the measurements for these higher jet multiplicities. The central-
jet multiplicity in Figure 49(b) is an exception, as Powheg + Pythia describes it slightly better
than Sherpa. It seems that Sherpa predicts somewhat too central jets beyond the leading jet,
which can also be seen in the |η | distribution of the subleading jet in Figure 50(d) below. The
most signicant observed disagreement is the decit in the bin 60 GeV <
∑
pT < 90 GeV of the
jet scalar pT sum. It has a local signicance of 2.3 standard deviations with respect to the Sherpa
prediction, estimated from the corresponding bins in the measured distribution before unfolding.
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Figure 49: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for (a) the jet multiplicity consid-
ering all selected jets, (b) the central-jet multiplicity considering jets with |η | < 2.4, (c) the jet
multiplicity considering jets with pT > 60 GeV, and (d) the scalar sum of the transverse momenta
of all selected jets. The statistical uncertainty of the measurement is shown as error bars, and
shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty obtained by summing
the statistical and systematic components in quadrature. For better visualisation, the last bin is
shown using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in
Ref. [114].
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Figure 50 shows the transverse momentum and absolute pseudorapidity of the leading-pT and
subleading-pT jets. Within the relatively large uncertainties, Sherpa provides a good description
of the kinematics. Powheg + Pythia also describes the shapes of the |η | distributions well,
while its normalisation is too low for the subleading-pT jet. Powheg + Pythia does not describe
the pT distribution of the subleading-pT jet very well, predicting too few jets at high pT. This
is not surprising, given that subleading jets in Powheg + Pythia are usually generated in the
parton shower approximation, which is not adequate for describing high-pT emissions. A decit
of events is observed in the bin 2.0 < |η | < 2.5 of the subleading-pT jet. Its local signicance
with respect to the Sherpa prediction is estimated to be 3.2 standard deviations, based on the
corresponding bins in the measured distribution before unfolding.
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Figure 50: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for the transverse momentum of the
(a) leading-pT and (b) subleading-pT jet, as well as the absolute pseudorapidity of the (c) leading-
pT and (d) subleading-pT jet. The statistical uncertainty of the measurement is shown as error
bars, and shaded bands indicate the systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty obtained
by summing the statistical and systematic components in quadrature. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed
vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
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Figure 51 shows the rapidity dierence and invariant mass of the two leading-pT jets. The EW-
ZZjj production process predicted by Sherpa is shown separately, in addition to the process-
inclusive predictions from Sherpa and Powheg + Pythia. This contribution falls much less
steeply towards higher values of the presented observables. The contribution from this process in
the last bins in each distribution improves the agreement between prediction and measurement,
demonstrating the importance of this process at these ends of the phase space.
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Figure 51: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for (a) the absolute dierence in
rapidity between the two leading-pT jets and (b) the invariant mass of the two leading-pT jets.
The statistical uncertainty of the measurement is shown as error bars, and shaded bands indi-
cate the systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty obtained by summing the statistical
and systematic components in quadrature. In addition to the process-inclusive predictions from
Sherpa and Powheg + Pythia, the EW-ZZjj production process predicted by Sherpa is shown
separately. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale
change is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
17.7 PDF and αs variations
In order not to clutter the gures too much, the PDF uncertainty of the predictions is not indicated
in any of the gures above showing the measured dierential cross sections. Here, the PDF
uncertainties are studied. Figure 52 shows the measured dierential cross sections as a function
of two observables that are expected to be relatively sensitive to the PDFs: the absolute rapidity
of the four-lepton system, |y4` |, and the transverse momentum of the leading-pT jet. They are
compared to predictions from the nominal Sherpa setup with dierent choices of NNLO PDF
set and strong coupling strength αs. The shown theoretical uncertainties are much smaller than
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the current experimental uncertainties, so the sensitivity to them is very limited. However, a
few trends among the theoretical predictions can be observed. Interestingly, for |y4` |, varying
αs (evaluated at the Z pole mass) by ±0.001 (i.e. 0.117–0.119) leads to a spread in the predictions
that is almost identical to the NNPDF 3.0 uncertainty band. For the leading-jet pT, this is only
true at the lower end of the spectrum, but above pT ∼ 60 GeV, the αs variations give a larger
spread than the PDF uncertainty. This is not surprising, as the value of αs governs the hardness
of parton emissions (or, phrased dierently, the rate of parton emissions of a given hardness).
The spread between the nominal MMHT 2014 and CT14 PDF increases with growing |y4` |, but
shows almost no dependence on the leading-jet pT.
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Figure 52: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for (a) the absolute rapidity of the
four-lepton system and (b) the transverse momentum of the leading-pT jet. The error bars in-
dicate the total uncertainty of the measurement. Predictions from the nominal Sherpa setup
with various NNLO PDF set and αs choices are shown. For NNPDF 3.0, the uncertainty band is
shown, calculated from the nominal and 100 variation PDFs. For all other predictions, the lines
correspond to the nominal PDF. For better visualisation, the last bin in (b) is shown using a dif-
ferent x-axis scale where indicated by the dashed vertical line. The measured data are published
in Ref. [114].
17.8 Unfolded four-lepton mass
The four-lepton mass is unfolded by the same techniques as the dierential cross sections dis-
cussed above, using three unfolding iterations. The corresponding response matrix and bin-
by-bin eciencies, purities, and fake corrections are shown in Figure 53. The dierential cross
section as a function of the four-lepton mass is shown in Figure 54 along with xed-order and
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particle-level predictions. Measurement and prediction agree well.
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Figure 53: Response matrix, unfolding corrections, and bin-by-bin purity for the four-lepton
mass.
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Figure 54: Measured and predicted dierential cross sections for the mass of the four-lepton
system. The statistical uncertainty of the measurement is shown as error bars, and shaded bands
indicate the systematic uncertainty and the total uncertainty obtained by summing the statistical
and systematic components in quadrature. A pure NNLO calculation fromMatrix is shown with
no additional corrections applied. Another prediction is shown based on this NNLO calculation,
with the gg-initiated contribution multiplied by a global NLO correction factor of 1.67. The
NLO weak correction is applied as a global factor of 0.95 as a dierential calculation was not
requested from the theorists. The contribution from EW-ZZjj generated with Sherpa is added.
For the xed-order predictions, the QCD scale uncertainty is shown as a shaded band. Parton-
showered Powheg + Pythia and Sherpa predictions are also shown. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed
vertical line.
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18 Search for anomalous triple gauge couplings
A search for aTGCs was performed by Maurice Becker [201], using systematic uncertainties
and some simulated predictions provided by the author. An introduction to the topic can be
found in Ref. [225]. The search uses the reconstructed transverse momentum of the leading-pT
Z boson candidate (pT, Z1 ) to look for deviations between the data and the SM, as this variable is
found to provide the highest sensitivity to their predicted eects. The four-lepton mass provides
similar sensitivity (almost identical according to studies), but is not used, because no dedicated
calculation of NLO weak corrections for pp → ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− production binned in the four-
lepton mass was requested in time for use in the analysis. The considered aTGC signal model
uses an eective vertex function approach [226]. It includes two coupling strengths that violate
charge-parity (CP) symmetry, f γ4 and f
Z
4 , as well as two CP-conserving ones, f
γ
5 and f
Z
5 . No
unitarising form factor is used, as the sensitivity of the measurement is well within the unitarity
bounds. In addition, the form factor may make the interpretation of the results in terms of an
ultraviolet-complete (i.e. non-eective) theory of new physics more dicult, as it has no physical
correspondence there.
The expected aTGC signal yield N is parameterised in terms of the coupling strengths, on which
it depends both linearly and quadratically,
N
(
f
γ
4 , f
Z
4 , f
γ
5 , f
Z
5
)
= NSM + f
γ
4 N01 + f
Z
4 N02 + f
γ
5 N03 + f
Z
5 N04
+
(
f
γ
4
)2
N11 + f
γ
4 f
Z
4 N12 + f
γ
4 f
γ
5 N13 + f
γ
4 f
Z
5 N14
+
(
f
Z
4
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Z
4 f
γ
5 N23 + f
Z
4 f
Z
5 N24
+
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5
)2
N33 + f
γ
5 f
Z
5 N34
+
(
f
Z
5
)2
N44,
(24)
where NSM is the SM expectation and the Ni j are yield coecients that depend on the nal-state
particle momenta. To determine the coecients Ni j , 2 × 105 events with aTGC are generated at
LO with one xed reference set of coupling strengths using Sherpa and the CT10 PDF set. Based
on the kinematic properties of each event, the coecients Ni j are extracted using a framework
[227] based on the BHO program [228]. The yield for all other values of the coupling strengths
can then be calculated using Eq. 24.
The SM prediction NSM is constructed separately using the highest-order calculations available,
so that the aTGC search results are as realistic as possible. The nominal Sherpa setup is used, ex-
cept that the qq-initiated process is generated with Powheg + Pythia and each event reweighted
by NNLO and NLO weak corrections binned in pT, Z1 . The SM ZZ predictions, estimated back-
grounds, as well as observed yields are shown in Table 16 as a function of pT, Z1 . These contri-
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butions are also shown in Figure 55 together with two dierent aTGC predictions. The consid-
ered systematic uncertainties of the predictions are the same as in the integrated cross section
measurement. An additional uncertainty due to the factorisation approximation of NNLO QCD
and NLO weak corrections for the SM ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− process is assigned as follows. Em-
ploying a criterion motivated in Ref. [176], events are classied as having high QCD activity if∑
i ®pT, i
 > 0.3 ∑i | ®pT, i |, where the sums are over ducial leptons. In events with high QCD ac-
tivity, the NLO weak k-factors are in turn not applied and applied with doubled deviation from
unity, as 1 + 2(k-factor − 1). The deviations from the nominal result are taken as uncertainties,
ranging from ∼1% in the lowest to ∼10% in the highest pT, Z1 bin. The pT, Z1 binning is optimised
using the predictions to maximise the expected sensitivity.
pT, Z1 range (GeV) 0–295 295–415 415–555 555–3000
Data 998 16 3 0
Total SM prediction 950 ± 40 10.6 ± 0.9 2.50 ± 0.33 1.18 ± 0.21
SM ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− 930 ± 40 10.0 ± 0.9 2.34 ± 0.33 1.10 ± 0.21
Triboson, ttZ, ZZ → τ+τ−[`+`−,τ+τ−] 9.2 ± 2.8 0.43 ± 0.13 0.15 ± 0.05 0.078 ± 0.028
Misidentied leptons 12 ± 8 0.17 ± 0.11 < 0.1 < 0.1
Table 16: Observed and predicted yields in bins of the transverse momentum of the leading-
pT Z boson candidate. All statistical and systematic uncertainties are included in the prediction
uncertainties, including the uncertainty associated with the combination of NNLO and NLO weak
corrections for the SM ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− process.
The data are found to be consistent with the SM predictions, and no indication of aTGCs is
observed. Condence intervals of aTGC parameters are determined using the expected and ob-
served yields in bins of pT, Z1 as reconstructed by the detector. A frequentist method [229] is
used to nd the 95% condence level (CL) intervals for the aTGC parameters. The predicted and
observed yields are assumed to follow Poissonian probability density functions, while the sys-
tematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters constrained by Gaussian functions. The
expected condence intervals and their one- and two-standard-deviation condence bands are
established using many independent sets of randomly generated pseudodata following a Pois-
son distribution whose expectation value is the SM prediction in each bin. Condence intervals
are set for each coupling strength individually, setting all others to zero. The expected and ob-
served 95% CL intervals are listed in Table 17. The one-dimensional condence intervals are more
stringent than those derived in previous measurements at lower
√
s by the ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations [140, 141, 230] and at the Tevatron and LEP colliders [137, 138] and comparable to
recent results from the CMS collaboration at
√
s = 13 TeV [139]. In addition, two-dimensional
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Figure 55: Data and SM predictions as function of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT Z
boson candidate. Also shown is the SM plus aTGC signal prediction with f γ4 = 3.8× 10−4 as well
as with f γ4 = 3.8× 10−4 and f Z4 = 3.3× 10−4. In both cases all other aTGC coupling strengths are
set to zero. The shaded band shows the total SM prediction uncertainty including the statistical
and all systematic uncertainties. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown using a dierent
x-axis scale. The scale change is indicated by the dashed vertical line. Published in Ref. [114].
95% CL intervals are obtained by allowing pairs of aTGC parameters to vary simultaneously,
while setting the others to zero. They are shown in Figure 56. No signicant deviations from the
SM are observed.
Coupling strength Expected 95% CL (×10−3) Observed 95% CL (×10−3)
f
γ
4 −2.4, 2.4 −1.8, 1.8
f
Z
4 −2.1, 2.1 −1.5, 1.5
f
γ
5 −2.4, 2.4 −1.8, 1.8
f
Z
5 −2.0, 2.0 −1.5, 1.5
Table 17: One-dimensional expected and observed 95% CL intervals on the aTGC coupling
strengths. Each limit is obtained setting all other aTGC coupling strengths to zero.
Condence intervals are also provided for parameters of the eective eld theory (EFT) of
Ref. [231], which includes four dimension-8 operators describing aTGC interactions of neutral
gauge bosons. The coecients of the operators are denoted CB˜W /Λ4, CBW /Λ4, CWW /Λ4, and
CBB/Λ4, where Λ is the energy scale of the new physics described by the EFT. They can be lin-
early related to the parameters f γ4 , f
Z
4 , f
γ
5 , and f
Z
5 as described in Ref. [232]. Thus Eq. 24 can be
reformulated in terms of the EFT coecients and condence intervals set in the same way as for
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Figure 56: Observed and expected two-dimensional 95% CL intervals in planes of dierent pairs
of aTGC coupling strengths. The aTGC coupling strengths other than those shown are set to
zero. The black straight lines indicate the observed one-dimensional condence intervals at 95%
CL. Figures produced by Maurice Becker and published in Ref. [114].
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the coupling strengths. The resulting one-dimensional EFT condence intervals can be found in
Table 18. Two-dimensional EFT condence intervals are shown in Figure 57.
EFT parameter Expected 95% CL (TeV−4) Observed 95% CL (TeV−4)
CB˜W /Λ4 −8.1, 8.1 −5.9 , 5.9
CWW /Λ4 −4.0, 4.0 −3.0 , 3.0
CBW /Λ4 −4.4, 4.4 −3.3 , 3.3
CBB/Λ4 −3.7, 3.7 −2.7 , 2.8
Table 18: One-dimensional expected and observed 95% CL intervals on EFT parameters using the
transformation from Ref. [232]. Each limit is obtained setting all other EFT parameters to zero.
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Figure 57: Observed and expected two-dimensional 95% CL intervals in planes of dierent pairs of
EFT parameters using the transformation from Ref. [232]. The EFT parameters other than those
shown are set to zero. The black straight lines indicate the observed one-dimensional condence
intervals at 95% CL. Figures produced by Maurice Becker and published in Ref. [114].
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19 Discussion and outlook
The production of pairs of Z bosons were studied in the ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− channel in 13 TeV
proton–proton collisions produced at the LHC and recorded with the ATLAS detector, using data
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of (36.1 ± 1.1) fb−1. Integrated ducial cross sections
were measured separately in the three decay channels 4e, 2e2µ, and 4µ as well as in their combi-
nation. They were found to agree well with NNLO SM predictions with NLO-QCD corrections
for the gg-initiated production process as well as NLO weak corrections applied. A slight ex-
cess of events in the 4e channel led to poor compatibility of the channels, reected by the low
p-value of 2.3% of the hypothesis that the relative contributions of the channels are as predicted
by the SM. The combined cross section was extrapolated to a total phase space and all SM Z
boson decays. Dierential cross sections were measured for twenty-one observables. They were
compared to (possibly multiplicity-merged) NLO predictions with parton shower, to xed-order
NNLO predictions, and to xed-order predictions combining predictions at the highest known
orders for the dierent subprocesses (NNLO pp → ZZ, NLO gg → ZZ, NLO weak corrections,
electroweak pp → ZZjj). In general, the predictions describe the observables reasonably well,
within one standard deviation of the measurement in most bins. At the same time, the mea-
surement precision is starting to be suciently high to reveal hints at small deviations from the
predictions. Future measurements using the full Run 2 dataset, projected to be O(100 fb), will
shed more light on these trends.
A comparison and simple combination of integrated ducial cross sections measured by ATLAS
and CMS results was shown. The measurements are found to be very compatible with each
other, and the combination is in good agreement with the SM. Such comparisons and combina-
tions could in the future also be done for dierential cross sections. One approach would be to
construct a “response” matrix between each experiment’s and the combined ducial phase space
using MC predictions, keeping track of dierent phase space acceptances as well as bin migra-
tions (e.g. due to the dierent pairing algorithm). Multiplication of each experiment’s dierential
measurement by the “response” matrix can then be used to extrapolate it to the combined phase
space. Thereupon, the extrapolated ATLAS and CMS results can be combined, with a more or
less careful treatment of correlated systematic uncertainties. As the measurement is still quite
statistically limited, even a conservative treatment of correlations should yield satisfactory re-
sults.
Using the transverse momentum of the leading-pT Z boson candidate, condence intervals were
obtained for parameters of aTGCs forbidden at tree-level in the SM, both parametrised as aTGC
coupling strengths and in an eective eld theory approach. No signicant deviations from the
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SM are observed. Again, future combinations of ATLAS and CMS results are possible, analogous
to those done with the 7 TeV searches [233].
The results of the measurement along with a vast amount of metadata are preserved in human-
and machine-readable format on HepData (https://hepdata.net) [234]. Preservation of the
ducial selection and data in Rivet [180] is in preparation.
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20 Further analyses
In addition to the analysis presented in this part so far, the author was directly involved in the
following two analyses.
20.1 Very early Run 2 measurement of ZZ production
The author led a team performing an early measurement of the integrated ZZ → `+`−`′+`′−
production cross section in 13 TeV pp collisions, published in Ref. [134] (and discussed further in
conference proceedings in Ref. [235]). The methodology is essentially the same as that described
in Sections 9–16, though less rened in many places. Using 3.1 fb−1 of data, 63 candidate events
are observed, allowing a measurement of the integrated cross sections with a statistical precision
of around 28% (4e channel) to 13% (combination of all three channels). A comparison of the
measured ducial cross sections to NNLO predictions from Matrix is shown in Figure 58. The
results are in excellent agreement with the SM, deviating by less than one standard deviation from
the NNLO prediction. The early measurement has a narrower scope and several simplications
than the analysis presented in the sections above. Being one of the rst analyses in Run 2 of
the LHC, many essential reconstruction-performance studies were still ongoing in parallel, so
the event selection was limited to using lepton selection requirements whose performance could
already be estimated and relied upon. Each lepton is required to have pT > 20 GeV, which lowers
the acceptance with respect to the later analysis by around 30%. Ref. [134] is the rst published
SM measurement of 13 TeV pp collisions from either the ATLAS or CMS collaboration, published
around the same time as a few rst direct searches for new physics by the two collaborations.
theoryσ/dataσ
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Theory: PLB 750 (2015) 407
CT10 NNLO
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4µ
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 4l→ ZZ →pp 
-1
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Figure 58: Comparison of measured integrated ducial cross sections to the NNLO SM prediction
fromMatrix. For the prediction, the QCD scale uncertainty is shown as a one- and two-standard-
deviation band. Figure produced by Jonatan Rostén and published in Ref. [134].
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20.2 Inclusive measurement of the four-lepton mass
The author also played a direct role in an as of yet unpublished measurement of the four-
lepton mass in the interval [75 GeV, ∞) with very loose dilepton-mass requirements, similar
to Ref. [128]. He initiated the analysis and contributed to its rst exploratory studies and prelim-
inary optimisations, but only took on an advisory role in later stages because of time constraints.
The four-lepton mass is corrected for experimental eects by unfolding and compared to SM pre-
dictions. The signal strength (relative to the SM prediction) of o-shell Higgs boson production
is measured using events withm4` > 180 GeV. Direct searches for modications to Higgs-boson
production by physics beyond the SM are performed in a generic eective-eld-theory approach,
similar to the search for aTGCs in the electroweak sector presented in Section 18. Both the o-
shell signal strength measurement and the searches are performed using the detector-corrected
measurement. This is currently not the norm, as almost all ATLAS and CMS searches use the
reconstructed information directly. If done carefully, searches using unfolded distributions have
the advantage that the impact of imperfect detector modelling can be reduced. However, careful
studies of the unfolding uncertainties are required to ensure that the unfolding does not bias
the conclusions. At lower masses, the measurement is sensitive to the on-shell contributions
from Z → `+`−`′+`′− and H → `+`−`′+`′−. Example Feynman diagrams for these processes
are shown in Figures 59 and 60, respectively. These contributions give rise to a peak in the
cross section at around m4` ≈ 91 GeV and 125 GeV, as shown the predictions in Figure 24(a).
The relative contribution of the gg-initiated loop-induced process can be extracted in a model-
dependent fashion thanks to its dierent relative contribution in dierent m4` bins (also visible
in Figure 24(a)), by tting the normalisation of templates constructed from the MC predictions.
This allows an assessment of how compatible the predicted relative contribution is with the mea-
surement.
Z
q
q
`+
`+
`−
`−
Figure 59: Z-boson production with subsequent decay to four leptons via Z∗/γ ∗ radiation o a
lepton.
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H
g
g
`+
`−
`+
`−
Figure 60: Higgs-boson production via a heavy-quark loop with subsequent decay to four leptons
via Z(∗) bosons.
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Part V
Simulation of loop-induced processes with
the Herwig event generator
21 Introduction
Loop-induced (LI) particle scattering processes are those that can only occur via a quantum loop
even at their lowest order in perturbation theory, rather than at tree level. Especially as the LHC
now enters its precision-measurement era, many LI processes are phenomenologically important.
The main reason for this is that they couple initial-state gluons to nal-state colourless particles,
such as Higgs or electroweak bosons. For processes that can occur at tree-level with a qq initial
state, gg-initiated LI production represents a gauge-invariant subset of the NNLO corrections.
In the case of the ZZ measurement presented in Part IV, it was shown that this accounts for
approximately 15% of the predicted signal, despite being formally an NNLO eect. This can be
understood by considering the high gluon luminosity at the LHC due to the high hadronic centre-
of-mass energy
√
s . The gluon luminosity at a given scale (e.g. the Higgs boson mass) increases
with
√
s , since the corresponding momentum fractions x1, x2 of the incoming partons decrease,
and the gluon PDF is larger for low x values. Indeed, due to the Higgs boson’s small coupling
to light quarks and large coupling to top quarks, the gg-initiated LI process is the dominant
production mode for a Higgs boson or a pair of Higgs bosons at the LHC, gg H(H) . The
same might be true for further Higgs bosons beyond the SM, if they exist.
This part describes ongoing research into enabling and improving theoretical predictions for
the LI production of colourless particles in proton collisions with the Herwig 7 event generator
[236–238]. Section 23 discusses the LO description and Section 24 the ongoing work towards an
NLO description, in both cases matched with a parton shower if desired by the user. The matrix
elements for the hard process are provided by external software to which Herwig is interfaced.
Herwig, among other things, provides the user interface and control over all relevant param-
eters, performs phase space integration, combines the dierent partonic subprocesses, ensures
the cancellation of infrared divergences among NLO matrix elements, performs the matching to
a parton shower, and generates the parton shower and hadronisation as well as the underlying
event. Some preliminary results are shown for three processes that are particularly important
to the current LHC physics programme: Higgs boson production, production of pairs of Higgs
bosons, and four-lepton production. However, almost all of the new developments are applicable
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to arbitrary LI processes, so other processes can be generated as soon as matrix elements become
available.
22 Implementation
The innovations presented here rely on the Matchbox framework [239, 240], which is part of
Herwig 7. Matchbox manages the matrix elements for the hard process and provides interfaces
to several external matrix-element providers, currently: OpenLoops [150], MadGraph [241],
GoSam [242], VBFNLO [243, 244], and NJet [245, 246]. In the present work, all matrix elements
are provided by OpenLoops unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. OpenLoops in turn relies on
Collier [167] for the fast and numerically stable evaluation of one-loop integrals [247–249]. In
the future, the functionality will also be implemented using GoSam and MadGraph, to allow
cross-checks. Preliminary tests with GoSam have revealed it to be very slow compared to Open-
Loops, both in the compilation of the matrix element code generated by GoSam (OpenLoops
keeps the process libraries in a central location) and in the evaluation of the matrix elements.
The Herwig interface to OpenLoops was partially rewritten by the author. As before, the up-
dated Binoth Les Houches Accord (BLHA2) interface [250] (based on the original BLHA [251]) is
used to request matrix elements from OpenLoops, but now the native OpenLoops C++ interface
is used to evaluate them. This allows retrieving information from OpenLoops that is needed for
NLO generation of LI processes.
The NLO functionality of Matchbox will be discussed in Section 24. To make use of the full
functionality of Matchbox, the author changed the bookkeeping of LI matrix elements in the
Herwig software, to bring it onto an equal footing as that for tree-level processes. Whether or
not a process is LI can be inferred by counting its vertices and legs (i.e. incoming and outgoing
particles at the matrix-element level) at the lowest contributing order,
c = #(legs) − #(vertices).
The classier c is 0 for a LI process and ≥ 2 for a tree process (it is 2 unless quartic vertices
such as gggg or W+W−ZZ are involved, in which case it can be higher). The user interface
for LI processes was also unied, so that the only dierence with respect to tree processes is
that an additional conguration le (provided as part of Herwig) must be read in the Herwig
conguration le:
read Matchbox/LoopInduced.in
This sets up the generic building blocks from which loop-induced topologies are constructed
internally. For instance, generating the production of a pair of Higgs bosons in gluon fusion,
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gg HH at LO gives rise to the following four topologies:
(0) (0)
| |
[g] [g]
| |
| |--[h0]--(2) | |--[h0]--(2)
|--[h0]--| |--[nLP]--|
| |--[h0]--(3) | |--[h0]--(3)
| |
[g] [g]
| |
(1) (1)
(0) (0)
| |
[g] [g]
| |
|--[h0]--(3) |--[h0]--(2)
| |
[cLP] [cLP]
| |
|--[h0]--(2) |--[h0]--(3)
| |
[g] [g]
| |
(1) (1)
where the numbers in parentheses label the external momenta, h0 denotes a Higgs boson, and
nLP (cLP) denotes an electrically neutral (charged) “loop particle”, which is simply a bookkeeping
device for the types of interactions that exist and the kinematic invariants involved.
22.1 Event generation setup
All event generation results shown in this part are preliminary and require further validation.
Proton-proton collision events at 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy are generated. The renormali-
sation and factorisation scale is set to mX /2, where mX is the invariant mass of the colourless
system generated in the hard process. Doing this in Herwig makes use of a new generic scale
choice implemented by the author, the invariant mass of all colourless particles:
cd /Herwig/MatrixElements/Matchbox
set Factory:ScaleChoice Scales/ColourlessSHatScale
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The alternative choice sˆ (SHatScale) that includes coloured particles must not be used for NLO
generation, since it is not collinear safe: a collinear initial-state emission changes the scale sˆ , but
not the observable nal state. The PDF4LHC15_nlo_100 [252] NLO PDF set is used, accessed via
the LHAPDF 6 interface [144]. QCD scale and PDF uncertainties are not yet assessed. Herwig
has two independent parton shower algorithms, a dipole [253] and an angular-ordered shower
[254]. In this work, the angular-ordered shower is used unless mentioned otherwise. Where
associated jets are included, they are anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4 and required
to have pT > 20 GeV and |y | < 5.0. The generated events are analysed with Rivet [180] to ll
histograms.
23 Leading-order results
The rst automated LO event generation of LI processes matched with a parton shower was
performed in theMadGraph5_aMC@NLO generator [255]. Such processes are also supported in
Sherpa [256]. The following sections show preliminary example results obtained with Herwig.
Some include one additional jet generated at the matrix-element level. Matchbox is capable
of merging matrix elements with various jet multiplicities (generated at LO or NLO) into one
sample, but this functionality was not used in the results presented here.
23.1 Higgs boson production
To further highlight the need for a description of LI processes, it is instructive to consider the
process gg H in some detail. The LO Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 61.
g
g
H
(a)
g
g
H
(b)
Figure 61: LO Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via gluon fusion.
Assuming that only one quark avour (with mass mq) contributes to the fermion loop, the par-
tonic cross section is given by29
σˆ (gg → H) =
α2sm
2
H
256piv2
δ (sˆ −m2H) |τ [1 + (1 − τ )f (τ )]|2 , (25)
29Calculated by the author and in agreement with Ref. [257].
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where τ = 4m2q/m2H and
f (τ ) =

arcsin2
√
1/τ if τ ≥ 1,
− 14
[
ln 1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ − ipi
]2
if τ < 1.
The cross section is visualised as a function ofmq in Figure 62. It can be seen that the contribution
of the top quark is much larger than that of the bottom quark (by a factor of approximately 150),
ignoring interference between the two avours. Taking the top quark mass to be innite, the
cross section becomes
lim
τ→∞ σˆ (gg → H) =
α2sm
2
H
576piv2
δ (sˆ −m2H) (26)
(which is a constant up to the renormalisation scale dependence of αs), where the expansion
arcsin
√
1/τ = 1√
τ
+
1
3!
(√
τ
)3 + O ( 1(√
τ
)5 ) (27)
valid for large τ and hence
lim
τ→∞ |τ [1 + (1 − τ )f (τ )]|
2 =
4
9
has been used. Despite the fact that τ is only approximately (2 × 175 GeV)2/(125 GeV)2 ≈ 8,
the mt → ∞ approximation yields satisfactory results in many situations and has been used
extensively. Its appeal lies in the fact that themt →∞ approximation means that the structure of
the loop is not resolved, eectively shrinking it into a pointlike ggH vertex. In the approximation,
the two LO Feynman diagrams of Figure 61 are replaced by that in Figure 63. This allows a
much easier calculation of higher-order corrections, since one loop has been eliminated from
the calculation. The advantage comes at the cost of less good modelling, particularly in the
presence of high-pT associated jets: hard radiation resolves the nite-mt loop, so the mt → ∞
approximation is poor for instance at high pT of the Higgs boson (which recoils against high-pT
radiation). This is shown quantitatively below.
Figure 64 shows dierential LO pp → H cross sections calculated with Herwig, comparing the
full LI cross sections and those in themt →∞ approximation. The matrix elements in the latter
case are provided by MadGraph. The Higgs boson is treated as a stable particle and its mass
is taken to be 125 GeV. For a more realistic description it is of course desirable to simulate the
Higgs boson decay (at the matrix-element level), but the presented studies focus on the produc-
tion mechanism, so the decay is neglected. Figure 64(a) shows the transverse momentum of the
Higgs boson. By conservation of transverse momentum, this observable can only dier from
zero if there is something for the Higgs boson to recoil against, in this case QCD radiation. (The
primordial pT of the partons inside the protons is negligible at the scales of interest here.) The
cross section is shown with all QCD radiation provided by the parton shower as well as with one
additional jet generated at the matrix element level in addition to the parton shower contribu-
tions. The parton shower alone, by design only capable of describing quasi-collinear radiation
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Figure 62: LO partonic gg → H cross section as a function of the loop fermion mass. The dashed
vertical lines indicate the mass of the bottom and top quark,mb = 4.5 GeV andmt = 175 GeV.
g
g
H
Figure 63: LO Feynman diagram for Higgs boson production via gluon fusion in the mt → ∞
approximation. The large dot indicates the eective ggH vertex.
adequately, predicts a steeply falling pT spectrum, essentially vanishing around 200 GeV. Includ-
ing a jet at the matrix-element level produces a more gently falling distribution. As expected,
the full LI prediction and themt →∞ approximation agree relatively well at low pT, within ap-
proximately 5%. However, they start to diverge enormously from around 200 GeV upwards. This
is due to aforementioned the eect of hard radiation resolving the loop structure. The mt → ∞
approximation leads to a too hard pT spectrum. At around 1 TeV, the disagreement has reached
as much as a factor of ten. These ndings are in agreement with a similar study in Ref. [256].
Figure 64(b) shows the transverse momentum of the leading-pT jet. Above the jet pT threshold
of 20 GeV it resembles the pT distribution of the Higgs boson closely, demonstrating that much
of the recoil of the Higgs boson in the generated samples is due to the leading jet.
It might seem surprising that the cross section for Hj production is not much lower than that
for H production. After all, requiring a relatively energetic jet (pT > 20 GeV) could be expected
to reduce the cross section by O(αs) ∼ 0.1. However, this eect is oset by the increase in
cross section that comes from the opening of additional initial-state avour channels for the Hj
process. While LO H production requires two initial-state gluons, the addition of an additional
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Figure 64: Higgs boson production cross sections with zero or one additional jet generated at
the matrix-element level, as a function of the transverse momentum of the (a) Higgs boson and
(b) leading-pT jet. Both the LI production with full quark mass dependence and production in
the mt → ∞ limit are shown. The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the MC
integration.
nal-state parton allows the channels
qg Hq,
qg Hq,
qq Hg,172
where q represents any quark avour (in practice excluding the top quark, which is prohibitively
massive). Example Feynman diagrams for gg Hj production are shown in Figure 65. These
are also contributions to the real-emission part of the NLO gg H cross section. Corresponding
diagrams in the mt → ∞ approximation are shown in Figure 66. Hard emissions with a scale
of the order of the top-quark mass or higher resolve the structure of the loop, so the mt → ∞
approximation is inadequate in their presence.
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Figure 65: Example LO Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson plus jet production via gluon fusion
(or an s-channel gluon coupling to a fermion loop).
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Figure 66: Example LO Feynman diagram for Higgs boson plus jet production via gluon fusion
in themt →∞ approximation.
23.2 Higgs boson pair production
The inadequacy of the mt → ∞ approximation for single-Higgs-boson production in the pres-
ence of hard jets was discussed above. In HH production, the approximation is even more inade-
quate, because tt production threshold eects appear when theHH system has a mass of around
2mt ≈ 350 GeV [258, 259]. Again, the breakdown of the approximation is worsened further by
the presence of associated jets [260, 261]. Both of these eects are visible in Figures 67 and 68,
showing dierential LO pp → HH cross sections calculated with Herwig. All matrix elements
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are provided by OpenLoops. Again, the Higgs bosons are treated as stable. For this process,
matrix elements including the Higgs-boson decay were not yet available in OpenLoops as of the
writing of this thesis. The LO cross section in themt →∞ approximation is around 20% smaller
than that from the full LI calculation. To study the eect of mainly soft and/or collinear radiation
on the HH kinematics, the LI prediction without parton shower is also shown. Figure 67 shows
the mass of the HH system. This observable is almost unaected by the parton shower. The
mt → ∞ approximation, on the other hand, predicts a very dierent distribution than the LI
description, essentially missing the peak structure around 400 GeV. Only above approximately
600 GeV, it predicts a higher cross section. Figure 68(a) shows the transverse momentum of the
HH system. This observable is zero at LO without parton shower. Its description by the parton
shower alone (i.e. without matrix-element-level jets) behaves very dierently from the H pT in
single-Higgs-boson production: it falls much less steeply. The mt → ∞ approximation yields a
‘tail’ that is too hard, just as was observed for single-H-boson production. The transverse mo-
mentum of the individual Higgs bosons, shown in Figure 68(b), is shifted to slightly higher values
by the parton shower. Relative to the full LI prediction, the mt → ∞ approximation performs
worse for higher values.
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Figure 67: Higgs boson pair production cross sections as a function of the mass of theHH system.
Both the LI production with full quark mass dependence (with and without parton shower) and
production in themt →∞ limit are shown. The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainty
of the MC integration.
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Figure 68: Higgs boson pair production cross section as a function of the transverse momentum
of (a) the HH system and (b) the individual Higgs bosons. Both the LI production with full quark
mass dependence (with and without parton shower) and production in the mt → ∞ limit are
shown. The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the MC integration.
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23.3 Four-lepton production
The nal example of LI generation presented in this thesis is four-lepton production, whose ex-
perimental measurement was the topic of Part IV. Compared to the production of stable Higgs
bosons generated above, this process has a higher particle multiplicity at the matrix-element
level. In order to benet from existing Rivet analyses (with minor modications by the author),
only events in the e+e−µ+µ− channel are generated. To remove the γ → `+`− pole, each same-
avour lepton pair (e+e−, µ+µ−) is required to have a mass m`+`− > 5 GeV. Each lepton has
pT > 5 GeV and |η | < 2.7, reecting the ducial requirements of current ATLAS four-lepton
analyses. Figure 69 shows the mass of the four-lepton system in pp e+e−µ+µ− events gen-
erated at LO. To speed up the event generation, no parton shower is interfaced. The inclusive
production, where only the lepton selection requirements listed above are applied, shows the
H → e+e−µ+µ− peak around a mass of 125 GeV. An example Feynman diagram for this produc-
tion mode was shown in Figure 60. The cross section surges near the ZZ diboson production
threshold (∼180 GeV), peaking at around 220 GeV, before falling o towards higher masses as
the available phase space shrinks. Also shown in Figure 69 is the four-lepton mass distribution
obtained after requiring the same-avour opposite-charge dileptons to be candidates for near-
on-shell Z bosons, by requiring 66 GeV < m`+`− < 116 GeV. This corresponds to a lowest
possible four-lepton mass of 132 GeV. Above this mass, the near-on-shell mode accounts for ap-
proximately half of the four-lepton production. This is a considerably lower fraction than in the
tree-level process, which is dominated by ZZ production.
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Figure 69: LO production cross section of gg → e+e−µ+µ− as a function of the four-lepton
mass. Both an inclusive selection (with only loose requirements) and a ZZ candidate selection
requiring dilepton masses 66 GeV < m`+`− < 116 GeV is shown. No parton shower is included.
The shaded bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the MC integration.
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24 Towards next-to-leading order
Having established the importance of LI processes for the LHC physics programme above, it is
not surprising that there is interest to generate these processes at higher-order accuracies. This
is all the more important as some LI processes receive very large NLO corrections. In the case
of ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− production, the NLO corrections increase the cross section by as much as
O(70%) [124]. Incorporating NLO results into a full MC event generation is therefore of immense
interest to LHC physics analyses. This section describes work towards achieving (almost fully)
automated NLO generation of LI processes matched with a parton shower. The only part that
cannot currently be automated in a strict sense is the computation of two-loop matrix elements.
However, these may be interfaced to Herwig on a process by process basis as calculations imple-
mented as public software become available. As long as they are available, the event generation
is still fully automated from a user perspective. The work presented here is ongoing, so only the
current status and a discussion of steps necessary to complete it are included.
An NLO cross section has the following anatomy:
σNLO ≡
∫
dσNLO =
∫
n
dB +
∫
n
αsdV +
∫
n+1
αsdR,
where B denotes the LO (or Born, after the Born approximation) cross section, V the virtual-
correction part of the NLO corrections given by the interference of the Born amplitude and the
amplitude with one additional loop, and R is the real-emission part of the NLO corrections. They
include the PDFs, and summation over initial-state avours is implicit. The integrals are over the
n- or (n + 1)-particle phase space, as indicated by the subscript. The momentum fractions x1, x2
of incoming partons are also integrated over. The two latter integrals are separately divergent
in d = 4 space-time dimensions, but their sum is nite. To make the integrals well-dened, di-
mensional regularisation is used: the integrals are evaluated in d = 4 − 2ε dimensions. In this
regularisation, infrared divergences in both the virtual and real-emission correction appear as
1/ε2 poles (soft and collinear divergence) and 1/ε poles (soft or collinear divergence). Ultraviolet
divergences may appear as 1/ε poles in the virtual correctionV and are removed by renormali-
sation; they are not considered further in this discussion. According to the Bloch-Nordsieck and
the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorems, the infrared divergences in V and R must cancel mu-
tually for infrared-safe observables [262–264]. In practice, achieving the cancellation is dicult,
because the divergences appear in phase spaces of dierent dimensionality: n particles for V ,
n + 1 for R. To overcome this diculty, phase-space slicing methods [265, 266] and infrared-
subtraction algorithms [267–274] have been developed. In Herwig 7, the integrated Matchbox
framework automates Catani-Seymour (CS) subtraction [267]. The idea of CS subtraction is to
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add a zero in the form of counterterms A to the cross section,
σNLO ≡
∫
dσNLO =
∫
n
dB +
∫
n
αs
[
dV +
∫
1
dA
]
+
∫
n+1
αs [dR − dA] , (28)
where dA possesses the same pointwise singular behaviour as dR.30 The radiation phase space
always factorises from the n-particle phase space and
∫
1 dA can be evaluated analytically in
the CS construction, so that it can be used to remove the divergences in dV . All remaining
integrals in Eq. 28 may thereafter be eciently evaluated using MC integration in four space-
time dimensions, thus arriving at a practical NLO event generator. The power of CS subtraction
lies partly in the fact that the counterterms dA are universal and do not depend on the studied
process, apart from which coloured legs it contains. They are constructed by considering dipoles,
which are pairs of partons in the Born-level matrix elements that can emit a third parton. Each
possible dipole has an associated factor Vdipole incorporating the soft and collinear divergent
structure of this 2→ 3 branching. The counterterms are then given by
dA =
∑
dipoles
dB ⊗ dVdipole, (29)
where ⊗ denotes an appropriate colour and helicity projection of the LO cross section. To re-
move the infrared divergences of the virtual correction, one makes use of the fact that the dipole
radiation phase space factorises from the n-particle phase space, so that∫
1
dA =
∑
dipoles
dB ⊗
∫
1
dVdipole = dB ⊗ I , (30)
can be inserted in Eq. 28, where
I =
∑
dipoles
∫
1
dVdipole
is an insertion operator containing the ε poles required to cancel those in V . Full details of
how to construct dA and I can be found in Ref. [267]. Matchbox constructs these terms au-
tomatically for a given process. The necessary colour and helicity projections of the LO cross
section appearing implicitly in Eqs. 29 and 30 are given by the external matrix element provider
and returned as a data structure dened in the BLHA2 conventions. Thanks to the new Her-
wig interface to OpenLoops, these can now be evaluated for loop-induced processes. Since the
gg-initiated LI processes considered in this work all have less than four coloured legs at LO, the
colour projections are trivial. In the case of two initial-state gluons with colour indices i , j and a
colourless nal state they are given by
Ci j = 〈MB |Ti ·Tj |MB〉 = δi jT 2g 〈MB |MB〉 = δi jCA |MB |2, (31)
30Cancellation of singularities is only ensured for infrared safe observables, but their exclusive use is implied
throughout.
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i.e. by the squared Born matrix elementMB times a colour factor CA = 3 if the colour indices
are identical, and zero otherwise. However, the Herwig implementation does not rely on this
simplication and is fully general including for processes with non-trivial colour structure. Au-
tomated NLO calculations for tree processes can be performed by several event generators, for
instance using the above scheme based on CS subtraction. The present work aims to extend this
functionality to LI processes. The only dierence for these processes at NLO is that each of B,
V and R contains one more loop than would be the case for tree processes. However, at least for
the production of Higgs or electroweak bosons (possibly with matrix-element level decay), this
loop engenders no infrared or ultraviolet divergences. Therefore, no subtraction of divergences
is necessary, and the NLO subtraction presented above is sucient at the two-loop level. In this
sense the process diers from other NNLO contributions, to which the CS subtraction does not
extend trivially: for instance, the dipole factorisation of Eq. 29 does not hold in the presence of
two soft singular regions,
dA ,
dipoles∑
i
dipoles∑
j
dB ⊗ dVi ⊗ dVj .
This is because the factorisation in the soft limit holds at the matrix-element level rather than the
cross-section level, so multiple soft emissions do not factorise in the sense of Eq. 29, but modify
the radiation patterns. For an NLO description of LI processes, the limiting factor today is the
availability of two-loop matrix elements needed for the virtual corrections. These have only been
calculated for a handful of processes, such as Higgs-boson pair production (with full top-quark
mass dependence) [275–277] and four-lepton production [278, 279]. The author is condent that
more processes will be calculated in the coming months and years.
Matchbox also automates the matching of the NLO matrix elements to a parton shower [240].
The user can choose between a subtractive (MC@NLO-style [66]) or multiplicative (Powheg-
style [67]) matching to the dipole or angular-ordered shower. The matching schemes yield equiv-
alent results in the leading-logarithmic approximation, but dier in subleading terms.
24.1 Intermediate results for Higgs boson pair production
This section contains some intermediate validation results for LI HH production at NLO. This
process, matched with a parton shower, has so far been calculated in the Powheg and Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO frameworks [275] and very recently with Sherpa [280]. In the Herwig
description being developed here, the virtual corrections are not yet fully implemented. They
are taken from the software hhgrid [275–277]. It provides precomputed V values as a grid
parametrised in the Mandelstam variables sˆ and tˆ , as well as an interpolation algorithm to obtain
the values lying between the grid points. As of the writing of this thesis, hhgrid has been inter-
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faced to Herwig, but work is ongoing to match the conventions of the two softwares in order to
correctly construct the full NLO cross section.
Even without the virtual corrections, the correct functioning of the Catani-Seymour subtraction
for real-emission corrections can be veried. Here, this is done by studying the ratio of the dipole
subtraction term D over the squared-matrix element contribution M as a function of the scale
Q2 of the parton emission. The ratio is supposed to approach unity as the singularity Q2 → 0
is approached, so that the subtraction removes the pole. For the check to be ecient, the ratio
is determined using a sampling that is heavily biased towards low scales. The sampling point
density is proportional to 1/Q2 down until a value of 1/Q2at, below which it remains constant at
1/Q2at. Below another, smaller value 1/Q2cut, no sampling is done at all. The situation is illustrated
in Figure 71. For the preliminary checks performed here, the sampling thresholds were set to the
relatively high values of Qat = 1 GeV and Qcut = 0.5 GeV. The reason is that the evaluation
of the matrix elements for very small Q takes a long time due to numerical instability. In the
development phase, and because there is no reason to expect failure of the NLO subtraction,
the faster preliminary check gives a rst rough idea of the functioning. Figures 72–74 show
the envelopes of the ratio D/M encountered during the sampling (i.e. the ratios encountered that
diered most from one) as a function ofQ . Each gure corresponds to a dierent singular region.
Using the numbering of external gluons shown in the example Feynman diagram in Figure 70,
the singular regions are as follows. Figure 72 (Figure 73) shows the region where the emitted
gluon becomes collinear with incoming gluon 0 (1), while Figure 74 shows the region where
the energy of the emitted gluon in the rest frame of the emitting parton becomes very small,
E2 → 0. The scale of the emission is taken to be Q = √s02, √s12, and E2, respectively, where
√
si j is the invariant mass of the system formed by legs i and j. It can be seen that the ratios
indeed converge to one as Q approaches O(1 GeV), as desired. The preliminary conclusion is
that the NLO subtraction works properly. This is to be conrmed with more generated events
and a sampling down to lower scales, Qcut ∼ O(1 MeV).
1
0
H
H
2
Figure 70: Example Feynman diagram contributing to the NLO real-emission correction to gg →
HH, showing how the gluons are numbered.
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Figure 71: Sampling density near a singular region, where Q is the scale associated with the
branching.
D/M
0
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1
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s02 (GeV)
gg → HHg
Figure 72: Envelope of subtraction ratio D/M as a function of the invariant mass of the system
formed by incoming gluon 0 and the emitted gluon 2.
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s12 (GeV)
gg → HHg
Figure 73: Envelope of subtraction ratio D/M as a function of the invariant mass of the system
formed by incoming gluon 1 and the emitted gluon 2.
D/M
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10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 100 101
E2 (GeV)
gg → HHg
Figure 74: Envelope of subtraction ratio D/M as a function of the energy of the emitted gluon.
Essentially nothing can be seen, since the ratio is very close to one.
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25 Conclusion and outlook
Preliminary Herwig results for LI production at LO, possibly matched to a parton shower, were
shown for Higgs-boson (H, HH) and inclusive four-lepton production, in some cases with an
additional jet generated at the matrix-element level. In particular, the well-known inadequacy of
the common heavy-top-quark approximation in Higgs-boson production was shown here in the
phase space dominated by hard associated QCD radiation. This highlights the need for calcula-
tions and event generation with the full loop dependence. With this work, the Herwig generator
is now able to generate many dierent LI processes in a fully automated way, using matrix ele-
ments from OpenLoops. However, the preliminary results shown here must still be validated by
comparing them to other multi-purpose event generators (Sherpa, MadGraph5_aMC@NLO),
dierent matrix-element providers (GoSam, MadGraph), and, where possible, to experimental
data made available in the Rivet framework. When this is done, the new functionality will be
released in a new version of Herwig.
Going beyond LO, steps taken towards generating LI processes at NLO, matched with a parton
shower if desired, were laid out. Some validation results of intermediate steps towards that goal
were shown using the example of Higgs boson pair production. Once the NLO implementation
has been completed for a few benchmark processes, a new Herwig software release and journal
article are planned to be published.
LI NLO generation is limited by the availability of two-loop amplitudes needed for the virtual
corrections. These have been implemented in software at least forHH production [275–277] and
four-lepton production [278, 279] (pp `+`−`′+`′− generation at NLO matched with a parton
shower has been performed using Powheg + Pythia 8 [281], though ignoring contributions
mediated by a Higgs boson). Given the current level of research activity in this direction and
the urgent need by experimental collaborations at the LHC, it is very likely that many two-loop
amplitudes will be calculated and made publicly available in the near future.
Once the LI NLO generation with Herwig works in principle, there are many incremental im-
provements that can be made: the phase space sampling for LI processes can be optimised for
greater speed and precision, Herwig can select the two-loop matrix elements to use automati-
cally where there is only one choice available, etc. Future work could also extend the function-
ality to arbitrary BSM models.
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Part VI
Appendix
A Fixes applied to Sherpa samples
The Sherpa NLO samples for ZZ → `+`−`′+`′− production suer from a bug (discovered and co-
reported by the author, xed in Sherpa 2.2.2) that leads to incorrect relative contributions from
the dierent decay channels channels (4e, 2e2µ, 4µ). The observed incorrect contributions in the
ducial phase space compared to the correct ones from Powheg are shown in Table 19, along
with the reweighting factors that are applied to the Sherpa events to correct for the bug. It turns
out that the total relative rate of events in the channels of interest (all excluding τ leptons, which
are also present in the sample) is correct to within < 1%, therefore it is sucient to reweight
the three signal channels. The reweighting factors are found to depend on the kinematics of the
events, but the impact of not taking this into account on the dierential cross sections is  1%
in almost all bins. The eect is at most O(1%) in a few bins, but these bins have a statistical
uncertainty of around 30% or more, so the eect is considered negligible.
Channel Powheg (correct) Sherpa (incorrect) Reweighting factor
4e 25.48% 26.18% 0.9732
2e2µ 49.04% 49.25% 0.9957
4µ 25.48% 24.57% 1.0370
Table 19: Sherpa NLO sample per-channel reweighting factors. The fractions reported for
Powheg and Sherpa are relative to the combination of the three signal channels. The correction
factor is the ratio of the aforementioned fractions.
The Sherpa samples also contain individual events with very large weights, which is a well-
known eect. The ATLAS recommendation, sanctioned by Sherpa authors [282], of setting all
event weights with absolute value above 100 to one is followed. As this still doesn’t remove a
few outliers in alternative weights from to scale or PDF variations, alternative weights that dier
from the nominal weight by more than a factor of ve (i.e. < 0.2 or > 5) are set to the nominal
weight.
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B Photon-induced four-lepton production
Due to the fact that photons are not massive compared to the momentum they have when par-
ticipating in hard scattering, | ®pγ |  mγ = 0, and the fact that they interact with (anti)quarks,
photons can be considered to appear as partons of the colliding protons. This means that their
appearance in hard interactions can be factored into photon PDFs of the proton. Available pho-
ton PDFs include MRST2004qed [283], NNPDF23qed [284], CT14qed [285], as well as the recent
LUXqed [286, 287]. The photon PDF itself is suppressed by O(α) ∼ 0.01 with respect to the
(anti)quark and gluon PDFs, so while the photon-initiated production contributes at the same
order as qq-initiated production at the matrix-element level, it is considered an NLO EW eect
overall. Despite this, it is not included in the NLO EW corrections used in the analysis that is the
main topic of Part IV. This is because only weak and no photonic corrections are included there
by choice, as discussed in Section 10.3. In fact, the photon-induced contributions are known to
be phenomenologically unimportant in the NLO EW calculation [174]. On the other hand, they
might be of interest in the future, as more precise calculations and measurements become avail-
able. Example Feynman diagrams for γγ - and qγ -initiated production are shown in Figure 75.
The contributions from the LO diagram in Figure 75(a) and the NLO diagram in Figure 75(b) are
expected to be of the same eective order, because the NLO features one less initial-state photon
with a corresponding PDF suppression by O(α).
`−
`+ Z/γ ∗
γ
γ
`+
`′+
`′−
`−
(a)
q
γ
Z
Z
q
(b)
Figure 75: Example Feynman diagrams for photon-induced four-lepton production. (a) A LO
diagram, corresponding to non-resonant production. (b) An NLO diagram with an emitted quark.
The leptonic decays of the Z bosons are not shown.
If the photon-induced component is considered in combining QCD and electroweak corrections,
its contribution is sometimes added linearly (e.g. in Ref. [288]), as it corresponds to distinct initial
states,
σNNLO ⊗ NLO EW = σ LO
[(1 + δQCD)(1 + δEW excl. γ -ind.) + δγ -ind.] .
This diers from the approach where QCD and EW corrections are combined purely multiplica-
tively, which is used in the analysis in Part IV.
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C Additional and intermediate ZZ results
C.1 Comparisons of data and predictions
The following sections show additional intermediate steps and results of the unfolding. Figures
that were already shown in Part IV are not repeated here.
Figures 76–78 show the measured distributions before correcting for detector eects.
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Figure 76: Measured distributions of the selected data events along with predictions in bins of
various observables. The nominal prediction uses the nominal Sherpa setup. Dierent signal
contributions and the background are shown, as is an alternative prediction that uses Powheg
+ Pythia to generate the qq-initiated subprocess. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown
using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line. Published in the auxiliary
materials of Ref. [114].
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Figure 77: Measured distributions of the selected data events along with predictions in bins of
various observables. The nominal prediction uses the nominal Sherpa setup. Dierent signal
contributions and the background are shown, as is an alternative prediction that uses Powheg
+ Pythia to generate the qq-initiated subprocess. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown
using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line. Published in the auxiliary
materials of Ref. [114].
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Figure 78: Measured distributions of the selected data events along with predictions in bins of
various observables. The nominal prediction uses the nominal Sherpa setup. Dierent signal
contributions and the background are shown, as is an alternative prediction that uses Powheg
+ Pythia to generate the qq-initiated subprocess. For better visualisation, the last bin is shown
using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line. Published in the auxiliary
materials of Ref. [114].
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C.2 Reweighting for the unfolding bias assessment
Figures 79–81 show the polynomials tted to the ratio of background-subtracted data over
reconstruction-level prediction used to reweight the predictions for the unfolding bias estima-
tion, as described in Section 17.3.
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Figure 79: Background-subtracted data compared to the reconstruction-level prediction for var-
ious observables. The ratio is tted with a polynomial, visualised as a red curve.
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Figure 80: Background-subtracted data compared to the reconstruction-level prediction for var-
ious observables. The ratio is tted with a polynomial, visualised as a red curve.
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Figure 81: Background-subtracted data compared to the reconstruction-level prediction for var-
ious observables. The ratio is tted with a polynomial, visualised as a red curve.
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C.3 Statistical uncertainty versus unfolding bias
Figures 82–84 show the statistical uncertainty and the unfolding method uncertainty for various
numbers of iterations, as a function of dierent observables. The estimation of the unfolding
method uncertainty is described in Section 17.3.
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Figure 82: Statistical uncertainty (dashed) and unfolding method uncertainty (solid) for various
numbers of iterations for various observables.
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Figure 83: Statistical uncertainty (dashed) and unfolding method uncertainty (solid) for various
numbers of iterations for various observables.
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Figure 84: Statistical uncertainty (dashed) and unfolding method uncertainty (solid) for various
numbers of iterations for various observables.
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C.4 Response matrices
Figures 85–87 show the response matrices used in the unfolding.
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Figure 85: Response matrices of various observables. Published in the auxiliary materials of
Ref. [114].
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Figure 86: Response matrices of various observables. Published in the auxiliary materials of
Ref. [114].
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Figure 87: Response matrices of various observables. Published in the auxiliary materials of
Ref. [114].
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C.5 Uncertainty breakdowns
Figures 88–91 show the bin-by-bin uncertainty contributions after unfolding of the various ob-
servables.
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Figure 88: Bin-by-bin uncertainty breakdown for various observables. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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Figure 89: Bin-by-bin uncertainty breakdown for various observables. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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Figure 90: Bin-by-bin uncertainty breakdown for various observables. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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Figure 91: Bin-by-bin uncertainty breakdown for various observables. For better visualisation,
the last bin is shown using a dierent x-axis scale where indicated by a dashed vertical line.
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C.6 Bin-by-bin correlations of dierential cross sections
Tables 20–39 show the total uncertainty correlations between bins of the measured dierential
cross sections. Tables 40–59 show the statistical uncertainty correlations between bins of the
measured dierential cross sections.
205
pT,4` [GeV] 0–5 5–15 15–25 25–35 35–45 45–55 55–65 65–75 75–85 85–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–250 250–1500
0–5 1.00 0.28 -0.15 -0.19 -0.11 -0.05 -0.16 0.01 -0.01 -0.15 -0.12 -0.20 -0.27 -0.27 -0.39
5–15 0.28 1.00 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.09 -0.03 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05
15–25 -0.15 0.02 1.00 0.12 0.02 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07
25–35 -0.19 -0.01 0.12 1.00 0.13 0.02 0.10 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.15
35–45 -0.11 0.03 0.02 0.13 1.00 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.10
45–55 -0.05 0.09 0.10 0.02 0.10 1.00 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.13 0.08
55–65 -0.16 -0.03 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.13 1.00 0.13 -0.01 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.12 0.12
65–75 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.13 1.00 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.04 -0.00 0.05
75–85 -0.01 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.03 -0.01 0.15 1.00 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08
85–100 -0.15 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.12 1.00 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.13 0.13
100–125 -0.12 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.08 1.00 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.11
125–150 -0.20 -0.02 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.04 1.00 0.10 0.09 0.16
150–200 -0.27 -0.02 0.09 0.14 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.10 1.00 0.12 0.16
200–250 -0.27 -0.04 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.13 0.12 -0.00 0.05 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.12 1.00 0.16
250–1500 -0.39 -0.05 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.16 0.16 1.00
Table 20: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the four-lepton transverse momentum, including the statistical uncertainty
of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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|y4` | 0–0.2 0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8–1 1–1.2 1.2–1.4 1.4–1.6 1.6–1.8 1.8–2 2–4.6
0–0.2 1.00 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.03
0.2–0.4 0.04 1.00 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.05
0.4–0.6 0.05 0.03 1.00 0.01 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.00
0.6–0.8 0.03 0.08 0.01 1.00 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.08
0.8–1 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.02 1.00 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07
1–1.2 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.06 1.00 -0.01 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.07
1.2–1.4 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.05 0.05 -0.01 1.00 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07
1.4–1.6 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.03 1.00 0.03 0.02 0.04
1.6–1.8 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 1.00 0.02 0.09
1.8–2 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.03
2–4.6 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.09 0.03 1.00
Table 21: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the absolute four-lepton rapidity, including the statistical uncertainty of
the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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pT,Z1 [GeV] 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–140 140–160 160–200 200–250 250–1500
0–10 1.00 -0.02 -0.03 0.03 0.07 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 -0.04 0.01 -0.00 0.06 -0.02 -0.07
10–20 -0.02 1.00 -0.04 -0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.02 -0.00 -0.02
20–30 -0.03 -0.04 1.00 0.01 -0.04 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03
30–40 0.03 -0.00 0.01 1.00 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.04 -0.01 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03
40–50 0.07 0.01 -0.04 0.01 1.00 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.04 -0.00 -0.02
50–60 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.02 1.00 0.03 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.09
60–70 -0.01 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.03 1.00 0.11 -0.01 0.03 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.09
70–80 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.11 1.00 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.02
80–90 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.06 -0.01 0.05 1.00 0.05 -0.05 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.01
90–100 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.05 1.00 0.07 -0.01 0.05 0.01 -0.02 0.06
100–120 -0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.08 0.10 0.05 -0.05 0.07 1.00 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.09
120–140 0.01 0.05 0.04 -0.01 0.10 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.05 -0.01 0.02 1.00 -0.01 0.02 -0.00 -0.03
140–160 -0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.03 -0.01 1.00 0.01 0.05 0.07
160–200 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 1.00 -0.05 0.01
200–250 -0.02 -0.00 0.03 0.05 -0.00 0.08 0.03 0.07 0.04 -0.02 0.07 -0.00 0.05 -0.05 1.00 0.09
250–1500 -0.07 -0.02 0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.09 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.09 -0.03 0.07 0.01 0.09 1.00
Table 22: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT Z candidate, including the
statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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pT,Z2 [GeV] 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–140 140–160 160–200 200–250 250–1500
0–10 1.00 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04
10–20 0.03 1.00 -0.02 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.11 -0.02 0.02 0.04
20–30 0.01 -0.02 1.00 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.01
30–40 0.05 0.03 0.06 1.00 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 -0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02
40–50 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.04 1.00 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.05
50–60 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.04 1.00 -0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.06 -0.02 0.04 0.06
60–70 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.03 -0.01 1.00 0.08 -0.01 -0.01 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.05
70–80 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.08 1.00 0.05 -0.02 0.02 0.03 -0.00 -0.00 0.06 0.02
80–90 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.05 -0.01 0.05 1.00 0.08 -0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.03
90–100 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.08 1.00 0.06 -0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.04
100–120 -0.01 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02 -0.03 0.06 1.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.03
120–140 -0.03 0.01 0.07 -0.00 0.07 -0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 -0.01 0.02 1.00 -0.02 0.01 0.06 0.01
140–160 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 -0.01 -0.00 0.05 0.03 0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.01 0.03 0.02
160–200 0.03 -0.02 0.06 0.05 0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.00 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 1.00 -0.04 0.01
200–250 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.05 -0.02 0.05 0.06 0.03 -0.04 1.00 -0.03
250–1500 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.03 1.00
Table 23: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the subleading-pT Z candidate, including
the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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Leading lepton pT [GeV] 20–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–110 110–120 120–130 130–140 140–150 150–160 160–180 180–200 200–230 230–450
20–40 1.00 0.22 -0.01 -0.12 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.05 -0.04 0.06 -0.04 0.04 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.16
40–50 0.22 1.00 0.06 -0.22 -0.14 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.09 -0.02 0.03 0.17 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.21
50–60 -0.01 0.06 1.00 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.08
60–70 -0.12 -0.22 0.04 1.00 0.19 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.01 -0.03 -0.11
70–80 -0.04 -0.14 0.04 0.19 1.00 0.12 -0.01 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.03 -0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.06
80–90 -0.04 -0.03 0.09 0.11 0.12 1.00 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.05 -0.01 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.00
90–100 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.06 -0.01 0.08 1.00 0.11 -0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.02
100–110 0.05 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.11 1.00 0.05 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.06
110–120 -0.04 -0.02 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.06 -0.04 0.05 1.00 0.15 -0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01
120–130 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.15 1.00 0.19 -0.07 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.12
130–140 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.02 0.01 -0.01 0.19 1.00 0.19 -0.09 0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.01
140–150 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.02 -0.07 0.19 1.00 0.32 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.07
150–160 0.13 0.17 0.03 -0.06 -0.05 -0.01 0.06 0.02 -0.01 0.07 -0.09 0.32 1.00 0.13 0.01 0.02 0.14
160–180 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.02 -0.03 0.13 1.00 0.11 0.01 0.05
180–200 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.11 1.00 0.14 0.01
200–230 0.07 0.09 0.06 -0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.14 1.00 0.07
230–450 0.16 0.21 0.08 -0.11 -0.06 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.07 0.14 0.05 0.01 0.07 1.00
Table 24: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT lepton in the nal selected
quadruplet, including the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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Subleading lepton pT [GeV] 15–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–150 150–300
15–40 1.00 0.10 -0.15 -0.05 -0.01 -0.21 0.03 0.13 0.04 0.08
40–50 0.10 1.00 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.04
50–60 -0.15 0.04 1.00 0.17 0.06 0.19 0.09 -0.00 0.05 0.04
60–70 -0.05 0.05 0.17 1.00 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.03
70–80 -0.01 0.10 0.06 0.05 1.00 0.08 -0.01 0.04 0.06 0.04
80–90 -0.21 0.01 0.19 0.10 0.08 1.00 0.07 -0.02 -0.01 0.05
90–100 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.04 -0.01 0.07 1.00 0.05 -0.05 0.01
100–120 0.13 0.02 -0.00 0.06 0.04 -0.02 0.05 1.00 0.02 0.02
120–150 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.06 -0.01 -0.05 0.02 1.00 -0.00
150–300 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.02 -0.00 1.00
Table 25: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the subleading-pT lepton in the nal selected
quadruplet, including the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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Third lepton pT [GeV] 10–20 20–25 25–30 30–35 35–40 40–45 45–50 50–55 55–60 60–65 65–70 70–80 80–100 100–200
10–20 1.00 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.11 -0.28 -0.25 -0.14 0.05 -0.06 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.08
20–25 0.29 1.00 0.25 0.20 0.08 -0.23 -0.24 -0.12 0.03 -0.07 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.07
25–30 0.27 0.25 1.00 0.25 0.07 -0.27 -0.21 -0.13 0.03 -0.08 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.08
30–35 0.27 0.20 0.25 1.00 0.11 -0.20 -0.15 -0.07 0.04 -0.06 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.04
35–40 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.11 1.00 0.05 0.01 -0.02 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.02
40–45 -0.28 -0.23 -0.27 -0.20 0.05 1.00 0.41 0.22 0.02 0.12 -0.08 -0.01 0.00 -0.05
45–50 -0.25 -0.24 -0.21 -0.15 0.01 0.41 1.00 0.29 -0.06 0.13 -0.07 -0.05 -0.00 -0.03
50–55 -0.14 -0.12 -0.13 -0.07 -0.02 0.22 0.29 1.00 0.09 0.09 -0.07 -0.02 0.03 -0.03
55–60 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.02 -0.06 0.09 1.00 0.09 -0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01
60–65 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08 -0.06 0.04 0.12 0.13 0.09 0.09 1.00 0.12 -0.07 -0.01 0.00
65–70 0.14 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.04 -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 -0.04 0.12 1.00 0.08 -0.06 0.03
70–80 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.05 -0.01 -0.05 -0.02 0.01 -0.07 0.08 1.00 0.02 -0.00
80–100 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.00 -0.00 0.03 0.05 -0.01 -0.06 0.02 1.00 -0.01
100–200 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.02 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.00 0.03 -0.00 -0.01 1.00
Table 26: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the third lepton in the nal selected
quadruplet, including the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.212
Fourth lepton pT [GeV] 5–10 10–15 15–20 20–25 25–30 30–35 35–40 40–45 45–50 50–60 60–150
5–10 1.00 0.18 0.16 0.10 0.08 -0.03 -0.03 -0.10 0.03 -0.06 -0.04
10–15 0.18 1.00 0.19 0.14 0.03 -0.05 -0.11 -0.18 0.09 -0.04 0.00
15–20 0.16 0.19 1.00 0.12 0.06 -0.03 -0.05 -0.17 0.05 -0.04 -0.05
20–25 0.10 0.14 0.12 1.00 0.06 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.05 -0.04 0.05
25–30 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.06 1.00 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.04
30–35 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.09 1.00 0.14 0.18 -0.02 0.12 0.06
35–40 -0.03 -0.11 -0.05 0.00 0.04 0.14 1.00 0.23 -0.06 0.12 0.08
40–45 -0.10 -0.18 -0.17 -0.02 0.05 0.18 0.23 1.00 -0.03 0.11 0.04
45–50 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.03 -0.02 -0.06 -0.03 1.00 0.02 0.01
50–60 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 0.07 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.02 1.00 0.05
60–150 -0.04 0.00 -0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.05 1.00
Table 27: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the fourth lepton in the nal selected
quadruplet, including the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
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|δy(Z1, Z2) | 0.0–0.2 0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8–1.0 1.0–1.2 1.2–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–3.0 3.0–10.0
0.0–0.2 1.00 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.01
0.2–0.4 0.03 1.00 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
0.4–0.6 0.03 0.03 1.00 0.00 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.04 -0.01
0.6–0.8 0.06 0.06 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.08
0.8–1.0 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.00 1.00 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.06
1.0–1.2 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.04 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.05
1.2–1.5 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.00 1.00 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.05
1.5–2.0 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.03 1.00 0.01 0.05 -0.00
2.0–2.5 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.01 1.00 0.05 0.06
2.5–3.0 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 1.00 0.05
3.0–10.0 0.01 0.07 -0.01 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.05 -0.00 0.06 0.05 1.00
Table 28: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the rapidity dierence between the two selected Z candidates, including
the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
δϕ(Z1, Z2) [pi ] 0.0–0.125 0.125–0.25 0.25–0.375 0.375–0.5 0.5–0.625 0.625–0.6875 0.6875–0.75 0.75–0.8125 0.8125–0.875 0.875–0.9375 0.9375–1.0
0.0–0.125 1.00 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.16 0.09 0.09 0.06 -0.13
0.125–0.25 0.11 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.07 0.02
0.25–0.375 0.09 0.07 1.00 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.08 0.09 -0.11
0.375–0.5 0.09 0.07 0.09 1.00 0.06 0.01 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.03 -0.05
0.5–0.625 0.13 0.05 0.08 0.06 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.10 -0.06
0.625–0.6875 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.01 0.07 1.00 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.01
0.6875–0.75 0.16 0.06 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.07 1.00 0.13 0.07 0.08 -0.07
0.75–0.8125 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.06 0.01 0.13 1.00 0.11 0.03 -0.08
0.8125–0.875 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.07 0.11 1.00 0.15 -0.06
0.875–0.9375 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.03 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.15 1.00 0.03
0.9375–1.0 -0.13 0.02 -0.11 -0.05 -0.06 0.01 -0.07 -0.08 -0.06 0.03 1.00
Table 29: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the azimuthal-angle dierence between the two selected Z candidates,
including the statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions. The bin edges are given in units of
pi .
214
Jet multiplicity 0 1 2 3 ≥ 4
0 1.00 -0.21 -0.41 -0.33 -0.31
1 -0.21 1.00 0.30 0.08 0.02
2 -0.41 0.30 1.00 0.65 0.53
3 -0.33 0.08 0.65 1.00 0.66
≥ 4 -0.31 0.02 0.53 0.66 1.00
Table 30: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of jets, including the statistical uncertainty of the data as
well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
Central-jet multiplicity 0 1 2 3 ≥ 4
0 1.00 -0.19 -0.32 -0.19 -0.14
1 -0.19 1.00 0.27 0.14 0.05
2 -0.32 0.27 1.00 0.37 0.18
3 -0.19 0.14 0.37 1.00 0.18
≥ 4 -0.14 0.05 0.18 0.18 1.00
Table 31: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of central jets, including the statistical uncertainty of the
data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
Jet (pT > 60 GeV) multiplicity 0 1 2 ≥ 3
0 1.00 -0.03 -0.19 -0.13
1 -0.03 1.00 0.23 0.17
2 -0.19 0.23 1.00 0.48
≥ 3 -0.13 0.17 0.48 1.00
Table 32: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of jets with pT > 60 GeV, including the statistical uncertainty
of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
215
m(jet1, jet2) [GeV] 0–50 50–100 100–200 200–300 300–1000
0–50 1.00 0.08 -0.03 0.01 0.03
50–100 0.08 1.00 0.35 0.27 0.38
100–200 -0.03 0.35 1.00 0.32 0.42
200–300 0.01 0.27 0.32 1.00 0.44
300–1000 0.03 0.38 0.42 0.44 1.00
Table 33: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the mass of the dijet formed of the two leading jets, including the
statistical uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background.
|δy(jet1, jet2) | 0–1 1–2 2–3 3–9
0–1 1.00 0.37 0.41 0.58
1–2 0.37 1.00 0.37 0.48
2–3 0.41 0.37 1.00 0.54
3–9 0.58 0.48 0.54 1.00
Table 34: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the rapidity dierence of the two leading jets, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
216
Jet scalar pT sum [GeV] 30–60 60–90 90–120 120–150 150–200 200–400 400–1000
30–60 1.00 0.20 -0.06 0.12 0.06 -0.04 -0.13
60–90 0.20 1.00 0.18 0.06 0.07 0.18 0.10
90–120 -0.06 0.18 1.00 0.12 -0.10 -0.04 -0.04
120–150 0.12 0.06 0.12 1.00 0.29 0.17 0.21
150–200 0.06 0.07 -0.10 0.29 1.00 0.24 0.27
200–400 -0.04 0.18 -0.04 0.17 0.24 1.00 0.59
400–1000 -0.13 0.10 -0.04 0.21 0.27 0.59 1.00
Table 35: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the scalar transverse momentum sum of all jets, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background.
Leading jet pT [GeV] 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–80 80–100 100–120 120–150 150–200 200–800
30–40 1.00 0.59 0.30 0.17 0.03 -0.00 0.00 -0.10 -0.09
40–50 0.59 1.00 0.37 0.23 -0.01 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.07
50–60 0.30 0.37 1.00 0.32 0.14 -0.08 0.03 -0.03 -0.03
60–80 0.17 0.23 0.32 1.00 0.23 0.04 0.11 0.14 0.13
80–100 0.03 -0.01 0.14 0.23 1.00 0.31 0.08 0.15 0.20
100–120 -0.00 0.09 -0.08 0.04 0.31 1.00 0.32 0.12 0.25
120–150 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.08 0.32 1.00 0.34 0.30
150–200 -0.10 0.04 -0.03 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.34 1.00 0.49
200–800 -0.09 0.07 -0.03 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.49 1.00
Table 36: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the leading-pT jet transverse momentum, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background.
217
Subleading jet pT [GeV] 30–40 40–60 60–500
30–40 1.00 0.39 0.39
40–60 0.39 1.00 0.37
60–500 0.39 0.37 1.00
Table 37: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the subleading-pT jet transverse momentum, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background.
218
Leading jet |η | 0–0.5 0.5–1.0 1.0–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–4.5
0–0.5 1.00 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.20
0.5–1.0 0.15 1.00 0.18 0.19 0.12 0.24
1.0–1.5 0.16 0.18 1.00 0.21 0.15 0.26
1.5–2.0 0.18 0.19 0.21 1.00 0.12 0.37
2.0–2.5 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.12 1.00 0.24
2.5–4.5 0.20 0.24 0.26 0.37 0.24 1.00
Table 38: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the leading-pT jet absolute pseudorapidity, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
Subleading jet |η | 0–0.5 0.5–1.0 1.0–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–4.5
0–0.5 1.00 0.19 0.26 0.21 0.18 0.28
0.5–1.0 0.19 1.00 0.26 0.21 0.13 0.32
1.0–1.5 0.26 0.26 1.00 0.30 0.09 0.50
1.5–2.0 0.21 0.21 0.30 1.00 0.09 0.39
2.0–2.5 0.18 0.13 0.09 0.09 1.00 0.04
2.5–4.5 0.28 0.32 0.50 0.39 0.04 1.00
Table 39: Bin-to-bin uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the subleading-pT jet absolute pseudorapidity, including the statistical
uncertainty of the data as well as the systematic uncertainties of the signal and background predictions.
219
pT,4` [GeV] 0–5 5–15 15–25 25–35 35–45 45–55 55–65 65–75 75–85 85–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–250 250–1500
0–5 1.00 0.15 -0.07 -0.05 -0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.03
5–15 0.15 1.00 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.02 0.01
15–25 -0.07 -0.03 1.00 0.02 -0.07 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.00 0.03 -0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.05
25–35 -0.05 -0.04 0.02 1.00 0.04 -0.07 0.00 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01
35–45 -0.00 -0.02 -0.07 0.04 1.00 0.04 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01
45–55 0.03 0.04 0.02 -0.07 0.04 1.00 0.07 -0.02 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.00 0.05 -0.00
55–65 0.02 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 -0.05 0.07 1.00 0.09 -0.07 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.02 -0.03
65–75 0.00 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.09 1.00 0.11 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 0.01 -0.05 0.01
75–85 0.01 0.03 -0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.07 0.11 1.00 0.08 -0.05 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03
85–100 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 -0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 1.00 0.01 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 0.01
100–125 -0.02 -0.00 -0.04 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0.05 0.01 1.00 -0.03 -0.04 -0.00 -0.00
125–150 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.05 0.00 0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 1.00 -0.00 -0.03 0.00
150–200 -0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.04 -0.02 -0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.04 -0.00 1.00 -0.02 -0.02
200–250 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.05 0.02 -0.05 0.01 0.03 -0.00 -0.03 -0.02 1.00 -0.04
250–1500 0.03 0.01 -0.05 0.01 -0.01 -0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.00 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 1.00
Table 40: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the four-lepton transverse momentum.220
|y4` | 0–0.2 0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8–1 1–1.2 1.2–1.4 1.4–1.6 1.6–1.8 1.8–2 2–4.6
0–0.2 1.00 -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
0.2–0.4 -0.04 1.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
0.4–0.6 -0.03 -0.04 1.00 -0.06 -0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.05
0.6–0.8 -0.05 0.00 -0.06 1.00 -0.05 -0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.04
0.8–1 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.05 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.03 0.01
1–1.2 0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 1.00 -0.06 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01
1.2–1.4 0.03 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.03
1.4–1.6 0.01 -0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.00 0.02 -0.02 1.00 -0.04 -0.00 -0.04
1.6–1.8 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 1.00 0.01 0.04
1.8–2 -0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.00 0.01 1.00 0.02
2–4.6 -0.03 0.03 -0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.04 0.04 0.02 1.00
Table 41: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the absolute four-lepton rapidity.
pT,Z1 [GeV] 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–140 140–160 160–200 200–250 250–1500
0–10 1.00 -0.05 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.01 0.01
10–20 -0.05 1.00 -0.06 -0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.01 0.00
20–30 -0.04 -0.06 1.00 -0.03 -0.09 -0.01 0.02 -0.03 -0.00 0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.02
30–40 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 1.00 -0.04 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01
40–50 -0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.04 1.00 -0.05 -0.02 0.00 0.04 -0.00 -0.03 0.04 -0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.02
50–60 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.05 1.00 -0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.00 -0.03 0.02 0.02
60–70 -0.02 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 1.00 0.05 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 0.02
70–80 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 1.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.00 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.00
80–90 0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 -0.04 0.00 1.00 0.02 -0.07 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.01
90–100 -0.01 -0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 1.00 0.01 -0.05 0.01 -0.03 -0.06 0.02
100–120 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.00 -0.07 0.01 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.03 0.01
120–140 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 1.00 -0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.01
140–160 -0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.00
160–200 0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.05 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 1.00 -0.07 -0.00
200–250 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.06 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.07 1.00 -0.05
250–1500 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.05 1.00
Table 42: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT Z candidate.
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pT,Z2 [GeV] 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–140 140–160 160–200 200–250 250–1500
0–10 1.00 -0.07 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.00 0.04 0.01 0.01
10–20 -0.07 1.00 -0.07 -0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.01 0.01
20–30 -0.04 -0.07 1.00 -0.03 -0.09 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.00 0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.02
30–40 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 1.00 -0.03 -0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01
40–50 -0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.03 1.00 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.03 -0.00 -0.03 0.04 -0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.02
50–60 0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.00 -0.04 1.00 -0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.00 -0.03 0.02 0.03
60–70 -0.02 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.05 1.00 0.05 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 0.02
70–80 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 1.00 0.02 -0.04 -0.00 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.00
80–90 0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.02 1.00 0.04 -0.07 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.01
90–100 -0.01 -0.00 0.04 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.04 1.00 0.02 -0.05 0.01 -0.03 -0.06 0.02
100–120 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.00 -0.07 0.02 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.01
120–140 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 1.00 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.00
140–160 -0.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.00
160–200 0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.02 0.04 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 1.00 -0.06 -0.01
200–250 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.06 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 -0.05
250–1500 0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.05 1.00
Table 43: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the subleading-pT Z
candidate.
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Leading lepton pT [GeV] 20–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–110 110–120 120–130 130–140 140–150 150–160 160–180 180–200 200–230 230–450
20–40 1.00 -0.02 -0.06 0.01 0.03 -0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01
40–50 -0.02 1.00 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.00 0.02 -0.01 -0.02
50–60 -0.06 -0.01 1.00 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.01 0.03
60–70 0.01 -0.06 -0.05 1.00 0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.02
70–80 0.03 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 1.00 0.01 -0.07 0.00 0.03 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.02
80–90 -0.00 0.03 0.02 -0.03 0.01 1.00 0.03 -0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03
90–100 0.00 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 -0.07 0.03 1.00 0.06 -0.09 -0.04 -0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 -0.00 -0.02 -0.00
100–110 0.02 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.06 0.06 1.00 0.02 -0.07 -0.03 -0.02 -0.00 -0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02
110–120 -0.04 -0.01 0.01 -0.05 0.03 0.00 -0.09 0.02 1.00 0.13 -0.06 -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.00
120–130 0.00 0.01 -0.03 0.04 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.07 0.13 1.00 0.20 -0.10 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.03 0.06
130–140 -0.01 0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.00 0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.06 0.20 1.00 0.19 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.02 0.03
140–150 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.00 -0.10 0.19 1.00 0.33 -0.07 -0.01 -0.02 0.03
150–160 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.04 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 -0.04 0.33 1.00 0.12 -0.05 -0.04 0.03
160–180 -0.01 -0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.12 1.00 0.07 -0.04 -0.03
180–200 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.00 0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.07 1.00 0.11 -0.05
200–230 0.00 -0.01 0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.11 1.00 -0.02
230–450 0.01 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.00 0.02 -0.00 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.03 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 1.00
Table 44: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading-pT lepton in the
nal selected quadruplet.
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Subleading lepton pT [GeV] 15–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70–80 80–90 90–100 100–120 120–150 150–300
15–40 1.00 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 0.03
40–50 -0.04 1.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.03 0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.02
50–60 -0.02 -0.04 1.00 0.01 -0.03 0.01 0.05 -0.02 -0.00 0.01
60–70 -0.01 -0.04 0.01 1.00 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.03 -0.00
70–80 -0.03 0.03 -0.03 -0.03 1.00 0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00
80–90 -0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.03 1.00 0.05 -0.01 -0.02 0.04
90–100 -0.02 -0.03 0.05 -0.01 -0.04 0.05 1.00 0.02 -0.07 -0.01
100–120 0.00 -0.05 -0.02 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.02 1.00 -0.02 -0.01
120–150 -0.03 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 0.02 -0.02 -0.07 -0.02 1.00 -0.04
150–300 0.03 -0.02 0.01 -0.00 0.00 0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 1.00
Table 45: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the subleading-pT lepton in
the nal selected quadruplet.
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Third lepton pT [GeV] 10–20 20–25 25–30 30–35 35–40 40–45 45–50 50–55 55–60 60–65 65–70 70–80 80–100 100–200
10–20 1.00 -0.01 -0.08 0.02 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.00
20–25 -0.01 1.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.06 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00
25–30 -0.08 -0.02 1.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.04 0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00
30–35 0.02 -0.02 0.00 1.00 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 0.03 -0.00 -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.04
35–40 0.03 0.01 -0.05 0.01 1.00 0.01 -0.05 -0.06 0.03 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.02
40–45 -0.02 0.00 -0.04 -0.05 0.01 1.00 0.04 -0.05 0.02 -0.07 -0.00 0.03 0.02 -0.01
45–50 -0.04 -0.06 0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.04 1.00 0.06 -0.09 -0.05 -0.00 -0.04 0.00 0.01
50–55 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 -0.06 -0.05 0.06 1.00 0.09 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.04 -0.01
55–60 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00 0.03 0.02 -0.09 0.09 1.00 0.08 -0.06 -0.01 0.03 -0.01
60–65 0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 -0.07 -0.05 -0.03 0.08 1.00 0.14 -0.08 -0.01 0.01
65–70 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.06 0.14 1.00 0.05 -0.08 -0.00
70–80 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.08 0.05 1.00 0.00 -0.03
80–100 0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.03 -0.01 -0.08 0.00 1.00 -0.04
100–200 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.03 -0.04 1.00
Table 46: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the third lepton in the nal
selected quadruplet.225
Fourth lepton pT [GeV] 5–10 10–15 15–20 20–25 25–30 30–35 35–40 40–45 45–50 50–60 60–150
5–10 1.00 -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03
10–15 -0.04 1.00 -0.04 -0.02 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02
15–20 -0.05 -0.04 1.00 -0.05 -0.04 0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.05
20–25 -0.05 -0.02 -0.05 1.00 -0.04 -0.05 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.04
25–30 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 1.00 -0.00 -0.04 -0.01 -0.00 0.03 0.01
30–35 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.05 -0.00 1.00 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.01
35–40 0.03 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 1.00 0.02 -0.05 0.02 0.03
40–45 0.01 -0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.02 1.00 0.02 -0.04 -0.04
45–50 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.00 -0.01 -0.05 0.02 1.00 0.04 0.02
50–60 -0.02 0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.04 1.00 0.01
60–150 -0.03 0.02 -0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.04 0.02 0.01 1.00
Table 47: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the fourth lepton in the
nal selected quadruplet.
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|δy(Z1, Z2) | 0.0–0.2 0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8–1.0 1.0–1.2 1.2–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–3.0 3.0–10.0
0.0–0.2 1.00 -0.05 -0.04 -0.05 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
0.2–0.4 -0.05 1.00 -0.05 0.00 -0.04 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
0.4–0.6 -0.04 -0.05 1.00 -0.06 -0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.03 0.01 -0.05
0.6–0.8 -0.05 0.00 -0.06 1.00 -0.06 -0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.04
0.8–1.0 0.01 -0.04 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.03 0.01
1.0–1.2 0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 1.00 -0.06 0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.01
1.2–1.5 0.03 -0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.06 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 0.03
1.5–2.0 0.01 -0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.00 0.02 -0.02 1.00 -0.03 -0.00 -0.04
2.0–2.5 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 1.00 0.01 0.04
2.5–3.0 -0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 -0.00 0.01 1.00 0.02
3.0–10.0 -0.03 0.03 -0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.04 0.04 0.02 1.00
Table 48: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the rapidity dierence between the two selected Z
candidates.
δϕ(Z1, Z2) [pi ] 0.0–0.125 0.125–0.25 0.25–0.375 0.375–0.5 0.5–0.625 0.625–0.6875 0.6875–0.75 0.75–0.8125 0.8125–0.875 0.875–0.9375 0.9375–1.0
0.0–0.125 1.00 -0.03 -0.06 -0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03
0.125–0.25 -0.03 1.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02
0.25–0.375 -0.06 -0.01 1.00 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 -0.05
0.375–0.5 -0.06 -0.03 -0.03 1.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.03 -0.02 -0.04 0.04
0.5–0.625 0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 1.00 0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.01
0.625–0.6875 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.02 1.00 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 0.01
0.6875–0.75 0.03 -0.03 0.02 0.00 -0.04 0.02 1.00 0.03 -0.05 0.01 0.02
0.75–0.8125 0.01 -0.03 -0.04 0.03 -0.02 -0.03 0.03 1.00 0.02 -0.04 -0.05
0.8125–0.875 -0.04 0.01 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.05 0.02 1.00 0.07 -0.00
0.875–0.9375 -0.02 0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.04 0.07 1.00 -0.00
0.9375–1.0 -0.03 0.02 -0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.05 -0.00 -0.00 1.00
Table 49: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the azimuthal-angle dierence between the two selected
Z candidates. The bin edges are given in units of pi .
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Jet multiplicity 0 1 2 3 ≥ 4
0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 -0.04 0.01
1 -0.02 1.00 0.11 -0.03 -0.05
2 -0.10 0.11 1.00 0.23 -0.01
3 -0.04 -0.03 0.23 1.00 0.21
≥ 4 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 0.21 1.00
Table 50: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of jets.
Central-jet multiplicity 0 1 2 3 ≥ 4
0 1.00 -0.11 -0.07 -0.02 0.02
1 -0.11 1.00 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04
2 -0.07 -0.06 1.00 0.08 -0.04
3 -0.02 -0.04 0.08 1.00 0.02
≥ 4 0.02 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 1.00
Table 51: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of central jets.
Jet (pT > 60 GeV) multiplicity 0 1 2 ≥ 3
0 1.00 -0.09 -0.03 0.05
1 -0.09 1.00 -0.07 -0.04
2 -0.03 -0.07 1.00 -0.09
≥ 3 0.05 -0.04 -0.09 1.00
Table 52: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the number of jets with pT > 60 GeV.
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m(jet1, jet2) [GeV] 0–50 50–100 100–200 200–300 300–1000
0–50 1.00 0.11 -0.04 -0.01 0.01
50–100 0.11 1.00 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06
100–200 -0.04 -0.03 1.00 0.03 -0.00
200–300 -0.01 -0.04 0.03 1.00 -0.02
300–1000 0.01 -0.06 -0.00 -0.02 1.00
Table 53: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the mass of the dijet formed of the two leading jets.
|δy(jet1, jet2) | 0–1 1–2 2–3 3–9
0–1 1.00 -0.06 -0.06 0.01
1–2 -0.06 1.00 -0.02 -0.04
2–3 -0.06 -0.02 1.00 -0.04
3–9 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 1.00
Table 54: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the rapidity dierence of the two leading jets.
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Jet scalar pT sum [GeV] 30–60 60–90 90–120 120–150 150–200 200–400 400–1000
30–60 1.00 -0.01 -0.15 -0.11 -0.03 0.04 0.05
60–90 -0.01 1.00 0.18 -0.09 -0.07 0.04 -0.04
90–120 -0.15 0.18 1.00 0.12 -0.13 -0.02 -0.02
120–150 -0.11 -0.09 0.12 1.00 0.13 -0.12 0.04
150–200 -0.03 -0.07 -0.13 0.13 1.00 -0.09 0.00
200–400 0.04 0.04 -0.02 -0.12 -0.09 1.00 -0.05
400–1000 0.05 -0.04 -0.02 0.04 0.00 -0.05 1.00
Table 55: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the scalar transverse momentum sum of all jets.
Leading jet pT [GeV] 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–80 80–100 100–120 120–150 150–200 200–800
30–40 1.00 0.35 -0.16 -0.11 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03
40–50 0.35 1.00 0.58 -0.04 -0.05 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.00
50–60 -0.16 0.58 1.00 0.40 -0.07 -0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.01
60–80 -0.11 -0.04 0.40 1.00 0.24 -0.07 -0.04 0.01 0.00
80–100 -0.02 -0.05 -0.07 0.24 1.00 0.26 -0.06 -0.02 -0.00
100–120 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 -0.07 0.26 1.00 0.22 -0.10 0.04
120–150 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.06 0.22 1.00 0.08 -0.07
150–200 -0.04 -0.02 0.02 0.01 -0.02 -0.10 0.08 1.00 -0.05
200–800 -0.03 -0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.00 0.04 -0.07 -0.05 1.00
Table 56: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the leading-pT jet transverse momentum.
Subleading jet pT [GeV] 30–40 40–60 60–500
30–40 1.00 -0.02 -0.07
40–60 -0.02 1.00 -0.13
60–500 -0.07 -0.13 1.00
Table 57: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the subleading-pT jet transverse momentum.
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Leading jet |η | 0–0.5 0.5–1.0 1.0–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–4.5
0–0.5 1.00 -0.03 0.01 -0.00 0.03 -0.03
0.5–1.0 -0.03 1.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03
1.0–1.5 0.01 -0.02 1.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.04
1.5–2.0 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 1.00 -0.05 -0.01
2.0–2.5 0.03 -0.02 -0.00 -0.05 1.00 -0.01
2.5–4.5 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 1.00
Table 58: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the leading-pT jet absolute pseudorapidity.
Subleading jet |η | 0–0.5 0.5–1.0 1.0–1.5 1.5–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.5–4.5
0–0.5 1.00 -0.06 -0.02 -0.03 0.04 -0.07
0.5–1.0 -0.06 1.00 -0.06 -0.04 -0.00 -0.07
1.0–1.5 -0.02 -0.06 1.00 -0.04 0.01 -0.08
1.5–2.0 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 1.00 -0.02 -0.05
2.0–2.5 0.04 -0.00 0.01 -0.02 1.00 0.03
2.5–4.5 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0.05 0.03 1.00
Table 59: Bin-to-bin data statistical uncertainty correlations in the dierential cross section as a function of the subleading-pT jet absolute pseudorapidity.
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